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Abstract 

Biopolymers, such as polynucleotides and proteins, exhibit a variety of conformations 

that govern their biological roles. The structure adopted by biomolecule is 

thermodynamically the most stable, which is allocated in a minimum energy state. The role of 

the structure is to protect the information that the molecule carries from the attack of other 

molecules, allowing to the biomolecules to reach the target. Therefore the three-dimensional 

arrangement of biopolymers directly impacts their biological activity and is essential for their 

optimal functions. 

Hence, studying  the conformation of biopolymers is vital for comprehending their structure, 

function, and interactions within biological systems. Indeed exploring the dynamics of these 

conformations has yielded insights into fundamental biological processes and contributed to 

therapeutic advancements. In particular by studying folding patterns, secondary structures, 

and higher-order arrangements, we have gained knowledge about gene regulation, cellular 

signaling, enzymatic catalysis, and disease mechanisms. 

Moreover, the study of biomolecule conformations has facilitated the design of 

innovative drugs, therapeutic interventions, and diagnostic tools. Indeed to find ligands that 

interact specifically with conformation allow to interfere with biological process and/or to 

obtain more information on that conformation. 

Through the examination of three-dimensional structures and dynamic alterations of 

biopolymers, we can obtain invaluable insights into the fundamental mechanisms governing 

vital life processes. This knowledge bears immense significance across a range of scientific 

disciplines, involving molecular biology, biochemistry, drug discovery, and biotechnology. 
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In this thesis, I explored the secondary structures of various polynucleic acids using 

biophysical methods and employed porphyrins as specific reporters. We investigated how 

micro-RNA stability influences biological activity and revealed the role of porphyrins in 

interacting with miRNA and telomeric RNA sequences. We also studied cytosine-rich 

variants from the human c-MYC promoter, confirming their ability to adopt i-motif 

conformations. Our findings provide insights into the roles of nucleic acid structures in 

biological systems, offering avenues for advancements in disease diagnosis, treatment, and 

beyond. Future work will focus on molecular interactions, including with porphyrins, with 

implications for biomedicine, biotechnology, and nanotechnology. 
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1. Introduction 

In biochemistry, the structure of biopolymers - proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, lipids - 

plays an important role in their function. This conformation or three-dimensional structure describes 

how these molecules interact with their environment and with each other, enabling a complex 

symphony of biological processes that sustain life. 

Molecular conformation is any spatial arrangement of the atoms in a molecule which can be 

interconverted by rotations about formally single bonds. Biopolymers, such as polynucleotides, 

polypeptides or polysaccharides, may change conformation in response to changes in their 

environment. 

The precise three-dimensional structure, or native conformation, of the protein is crucial to its 

function. These conformations are primarily determined by the protein's primary amino acid 

sequence and the interplay of forces such as hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and 

electrostatic interactions [1,2]. Correctly folded proteins engage in critical physiological processes, 

including DNA replication, transporting molecules, catalyzing metabolic reactions, and providing 

structural support to cells [3,4]. 

Conversely, protein misfolding can lead to harmful consequences. Misfolded proteins can 

aggregate and form insoluble plaques, causing diseases such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, 

Huntington’s disease and many other degenerative and neurodegenerative disorders [5–7]. The 

delicate balance between protein folding and misfolding underscores the significance of 

understanding biopolymer conformations. 

Similarly, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), the biopolymers responsible for storing and 

transmitting genetic information, adopt specific conformations that influence their function. The 

iconic double-helix structure of DNA, known as B-DNA, enables efficient storage and replication 
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of genetic information [8,9]. However, DNA can also adopt non-canonical conformations such as 

A-DNA, Z-DNA, triplex DNA, and quadruplex DNA under specific conditions or sequences [9–

14]. These alternative structures have been implicated in various biological processes, including 

DNA replication, transcription, chromatin organization, and genome stability [15]. 

RNA, with its greater chemical complexity, can adopt a broader range of structures compared 

to DNA. These include the well-known A-form helix, but also more complex secondary structures 

such as hairpins, loops, bulges, and pseudoknots [16,17]. Furthermore, the discovery of G-

quadruplexes in RNA has provided a new layer of complexity in our understanding of RNA 

structure and function [18,19]. These diverse RNA conformations enable its multiple roles in 

protein synthesis, gene regulation, and as the genetic material in some viruses [20,21]. The folding 

of RNA into these non-canonical structures can be influenced by environmental conditions, 

sequence context, and the presence of binding proteins or small molecules [22]. 

Alterations in the normal conformation of these nucleic acids can cause mutations leading to 

genetic disorders and cancers. For instance, the formation and stabilization of non-canonical DNA 

structures can impede the replication machinery, leading to genetic instability and potentially 

carcinogenesis [15,23]. Similarly, aberrant RNA structures can disrupt normal cellular processes, 

leading to diseases such as neurodegeneration and cancer [24,25]. 

Polysaccharides, another category of biopolymers, also exhibit a diverse range of 

conformations and biological roles [26]. Cellulose, a linear polymer of glucose units, adopts a rigid, 

crystalline structure and provides structural support in plant cell walls. In contrast, the highly 

branched structure of glycogen, another glucose polymer, allows it to act as an efficient energy 

storage molecule in animal cells. It has been reported that polysaccharides participate in biological 

information carrying and transmission, cell recognition, metabolism and secretion, immune 

response regulation, and protein transfer process [27,28]. 
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Lipids, characterized by their hydrophobicity, form membrane bilayers due to their 

amphipathic nature. The conformation of these bilayers enables selective permeability, 

compartmentalization of cellular processes, and signal transduction [29,30]. 

At the heart of these biopolymer interactions lies the principle of molecular recognition, an 

essential concept in biochemistry. Molecular recognition refers to the specific interaction between 

two or more molecules through noncovalent bonding such as hydrogen bonding, metal 

coordination, hydrophobic forces, van der Waals forces, π-π interactions, electrostatic effects, or 

even solvent effects [31,32]. 

In all of these cases, the precise conformation of the biopolymers allows for highly specific 

molecular recognition events. For example, the intricate conformation of an enzyme enables it to 

recognize and bind to its substrate in a lock-and-key manner. Similarly, the specific base-pairing 

conformation in nucleic acids allows DNA replication and RNA transcription to occur with high 

fidelity [33]. 

This intricate interplay between biopolymer conformation, molecular recognition, and 

biological function forms the cornerstone of biological processes at the molecular level. Further 

understanding of these relationships can illuminate the fundamental mechanisms of life and guide 

the design of therapeutic interventions for diseases caused by conformational abnormalities. 

The next paragraph offers an in-depth exploration of the structures of DNA and RNA, which 

are the principal subjects of this dissertation. 
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1.1. Nucleic acid structures 

Nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) are formed by units called nucleotides. A nucleotide is 

composed of three components: 

1. A phosphate group: It is the part of the nucleotide that allows them to connect together, 

creating the backbone of the DNA and RNA structures. 

2. A sugar: In DNA, the sugar is deoxyribose, while in RNA, it is ribose. The difference 

lies in the presence of one less oxygen atom in the sugar of DNA as compared to RNA. 

3. A nitrogenous base: These bases are planar, aromatic molecules categorized into two 

groups - pyrimidine bases, thymine (T) and cytosine(C), and purine bases, adenine (A) 

and guanine (G). In the case of RNA, thymine is substituted by uracil (U) (Fig. 1). 

A nucleoside, on the other hand, is very similar to a nucleotide, but without the phosphate 

group. It consists only of a sugar (ribose or deoxyribose) and a nitrogenous base (adenine, guanine, 

cytosine, thymine, or uracil). 

 

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of the five bases of DNA and RNA 

The connection that links the sugar and base in nucleic acids is termed a glycosidic bond, and 

its stereochemistry plays a significant role. In natural nucleic acids, this glycosidic bond maintains a 
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beta (β) configuration, signifying that the base, when seen in the plane's orientation, is on the same 

plane side as the 5' hydroxyl group and is above the sugar plane (Fig. 2 (a)). 

While α-nucleosides and corresponding α-oligonucleosides, which locate their bases in the 

"below" orientation (Fig. 2 (b)), can be chemically synthesized, they are substantially more resistant 

to nuclease degradation compared to the conventional natural β-oligomers [34]. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) The stereochemistry of a natural β-nucleoside and (b) of an α-nucleoside. Solid bonds are 

extending out of the plane of the page, towards the observer. Conversely, the dashed bonds are 

retreating from the viewer. Adapted from ref. [35]. 

In a nucleic acid, individual nucleoside units are sequentially linked via phosphodiester bonds 

that connect to the 3′ and 5′ positions of the sugar molecules. As a result, the complete repeating 

segment in a nucleic acid is a 3′,5′-nucleotide (Fig. 3). The polymer as depicted possesses a 

polarity; one end has a 5′-hydroxyl or phosphate terminal, while the other has a 3′-phosphate or 

hydroxyl terminal. 

It is known that nucleic acids exhibit vast polymorphism, due to the different conformations 

that the molecules making up DNA and RNA can assume. 

Nucleobases for example, despite the individual bases are planar, there can be substantial 

flexibility in base pairs and successive bases within a single strand. The degree of this flexibility is 

partly influenced by the properties of the bases and base pairs themselves, but it is more 

substantially related to the conditions of their base-stacking surroundings [35]. Consequently, the 

morphological representation of bases has become significant in explaining and comprehending 

many features and distortions in nucleic acids that are dependent on the sequence. These 

characteristics are usually considered on a local level, primarily, while longer-range effects, such as 

helix bending, can also be assessed at a more comprehensive level [36–38].  
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Fig. 3 A segment of one strand of a DNA molecule in which the bases are held together by a 

phosphodiester backbone between 2’-deoxyribosyl moieties attached to the nucleobases by an N-

glycosidic bond. Reproduced from ref [39]. 

Sugar configurations can also influence the conformation of nucleic acids, indeed the 

pentagonal deoxyribose sugar ring in DNA naturally exhibits a non-flat structure, a feature known 

as puckering. The exact shape of a deoxyribose ring can be fully defined by the five internal torsion 

angles it contains. In principle, there is a continuum of interconvertible puckers, separated by 

energy barriers. These various puckers are produced by systematic changes in the ring torsion 

angles [40]. Numerous unique geometries of deoxyribose ring pucker have been discovered using 

X-ray crystallography and NMR methods [41,42]. If one ring atom deviates from the plane of the 

remaining four, this is categorized as an envelope pucker. More frequently, two atoms diverge from 

the plane formed by the remaining three, with these two on opposite sides of the plane. Generally, 

one of these two atoms has a more pronounced deviation from the plane, leading to a twist 

conformation. The side from which the atomic displacement occurs is crucial. If the major 

displacement is on the same side as the base and C4′–C5′ bond, the atom involved is termed endo. If 

it is on the opposite side, it is called exo. The puckers most frequently observed in crystal structures 

of isolated nucleosides and nucleotides are usually near the C2′-endo or C3′-endo type (Fig. 4). 
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Alterations in sugar pucker play a significant role in the structure of oligo- and polynucleotides 

because they can shift the positioning of C1′, C3′ and C4′ substituents. This leads to considerable 

modifications in the conformation of the backbone and the overall structure.  

 

Fig. 4 (a) Guanosine nucleoside showing C2′-endo sugar puckering and (b) C3′-endo sugar 

puckering. Both viewed from the perspective of the sugar ring plane. Adapted from ref. [35]. 

The glycosidic bond, which connects a deoxyribose sugar and a base (through C1′–N9 bond 

for purines or C1′–N1 bond for pyrimidines), can technically adopt numerous orientations due to 

the torsion angle χ. However, structural restrictions commonly lead to specific patterns [43]. This 

bond's torsion angles are designated by the four atoms: O4′–C1′–N9–C4 for purines, and O4′–C1′–

N1–C2 for pyrimidines. According to theory and experimental results, two main low-energy 

domains exist for the glycosidic angle: anti and syn conformations [44]. In the anti conformation, 

the Watson–Crick hydrogen-bonding groups are directed away from the sugar ring, positioning 

hydrogen-bonding groups of the bases outward. In contrast, the syn conformation reverses these 

orientations, bringing these hydrogen-bonding groups closer to the sugar, particularly its O5′ atom 

(Fig. 4). Purine nucleosides are stabilized through hydrogen bonds between the O5′ atom and the 

N3 base atom. In general, purines slightly favor anti-conformation due to lower steric hindrance. 

However, guanosine-containing nucleotides show a slight preference for the syn form because of 

the positive electrostatic interactions between the N2 exocyclic amine group of guanine and the 5′ 
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phosphate atom. Pyrimidine nucleotides, on the other hand, favour the anti conformation over the 

syn because of the negative repulsions between the O2 oxygen atom of the base and the 5′-

phosphate group [45]. 

 

Fig. 5 An adenosine nucleoside in syn conformation (on the left) and in anti conformation (on the 

right). 

The phosphodiester backbone of an oligonucleotide introduces six flexible torsion angles, in 

addition to the five internal sugar rotations (τ0–τ4) and the glycosidic angle (χ). Physical constraints 

limit these backbone angles to certain ranges [46,47]. Out of these various possible conformations, 

only a few have been observed in DNA oligonucleotides and polynucleotides. This is likely due to 

the constraints imposed by Watson–Crick base pairing on backbone structures when DNA is in 

double strand. 

The convention for defining these backbone angles is as follows: ∼60° is designated as 

gauche+(g+), −60° as gauche − (g−), and ∼180° as trans (t). For the two torsion angles around the 

phosphate group (α and ζ), only the g−g− conformation allows successive nucleotide units to 

arrange their bases for potential hydrogen bonding with a second nucleotide strand. This is the 

typical phosphate conformation for both DNA and RNA double helices [48]. 

The torsion angle β, which rotates around the O5′-C5′ bond, is almost always found in the trans 

conformation. The γ angle, primarily exhibits the g+ conformation in right-handed oligonucleotide 

and polynucleotide double helices [49]. 
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The torsion angle δ, around the C4′–C3′ bond, varies in relation to the sugar ring's pucker. For 

C2′-endo and C3′-endo puckers, the internal ring torsion angle τ3, around the same bond, is about 

35° and 40°, respectively. δ is approximately 75° for C3′-endo and about 150° for C2′-endo puckers 

[50]. 

 

Fig. 6 Representation of a nucleotide, the curved arrows represent the rotatable bonds of the 

backbone torsion angles. Adapted from ref. [35]. 

1.1.1. DNA structures and its polymorphism 

The understanding that planar bases can engage in specific interactions via hydrogen bonds was 

a pivotal advancement in revealing the structure of DNA. 

The significant experimental findings by Chargaff demonstrated that in DNA, the molar ratios 

of adenine to thymine, and cytosine to guanine, were both equal to one, paired with X-ray 

diffraction information from the DNA molecule itself, enabled Watson, Crick and Franklin to 

introduce a double-stranded DNA model in the early 1950s [51,52].  

The double helix model of DNA (Fig. 7), proposed by James Watson and Francis Crick, is 

characterized by several key structural features: 
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1. Two antiparallel strands: The DNA molecule consists of two strands that run in opposite 

directions. Each strand has a 5' end (the end with a free phosphate group) and a 3' end (the 

end with a free hydroxyl group). In the double helix, one strand runs in the 5' to 3' direction, 

while the other runs in the 3' to 5' direction. 

2. Base pairing: The two strands are held together by hydrogen bonds between pairs of 

nitrogenous bases. Adenine (A) pairs with thymine (T) via two hydrogen bonds, and 

guanine (G) pairs with cytosine (C) via three hydrogen bonds (Fig. 7). This specific pairing 

is known as Watson-Crick base pairing. 

3. Right-handed helix: When viewed from above, the DNA strands wind around each other in 

a clockwise direction, forming a right-handed helix. 

4. Major and minor grooves: As the strands twist around each other, they create grooves or 

spaces between the strands. The wider grooves are known as major grooves, and the 

narrower ones are known as minor grooves. 

5. Backbone and bases: Each DNA strand has a backbone made of deoxyribose sugar and 

phosphate groups, with the nitrogenous bases projecting towards the interior of the helix. 

The backbone is on the exterior of the helix, and it is the phosphodiester bonds in the 

backbone that give DNA its overall strength and stability. 

6. 10 base pairs per turn: In the Watson-Crick model, there are approximately 10.5 base pairs 

for every full 360-degree turn of the helix. The distance between each base pair (rise) is 

about 3.4 Å, leading to a helical repeat (pitch) of approximately 34 Å. 
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Fig. 7 On the left the double helix model of Watson and Crick. On the right a representation of 

Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding between adenine and thymine and between guanine and cytosine 

in the major and minor grooves. Adapted from ref. [53].  

The double helix structure described above, also known as B-DNA, is the most common form 

for DNA at physiological conditions, it has the glycosidic bond in anti-conformation and the sugar 

pucker in the C2' conformation. However DNA can adopt other two main conformations with 

antiparallel strands: A-DNA and Z-DNA (Fig. 8). 

A-DNA, is another right-handed structure which can be formed from the B-DNA under 

dehydrating conditions or in the presence of alcohol. This alternative form is more condensed and 

shorter than the typical B-form. The A-DNA consisting of more than 11 base pairs per turn, which 

is a larger number than the approximately 10 found in B-DNA. This results in a shorter distance 

between each base pair, leading to the more compact overall structure. A unique feature of the A-

form is its central axial hole, which is not seen in B-DNA. In terms of orientation, the base pairs are 

inclined with respect to the helical axis, differing from their perpendicular alignment in the B-form. 

A further distinction of A-DNA lies in the characteristics of its grooves: the major groove is deep 
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and narrow, while the minor groove is wide and shallow. Finally, the sugar moiety in the backbone 

of A-DNA adopts a C3' endo conformation, but maintaining an anti-glycoside [54,55]. 

Z-DNA is an atypical lefthanded double helical conformation, can be formed in vitro under 

specific conditions such as at high salt concentrations, or in vivo in the presence of DNA 

supercoiling, Z-DNA-binding proteins, and base modifications [56]. The designation 'Z' is derived 

from the zigzag appearance of the sugar-phosphate backbone when viewed from the side (Fig. 8). 

This is a consequence of a repeating pattern of alternating syn and anti conformations around the 

glycosidic bond, corresponding to the alternating purine and pyrimidine bases. In terms of base 

pairs per helical turn, Z-DNA typically comprises around 12 base pairs per turn, which is more than 

in B-DNA or A-DNA. 

Z-DNA is distinguished by a deep, narrow minor groove and no noticeable major groove due to 

the irregular alignment of the strands due to the sugar in the C3' endo 

conformation for purines and C2’ endo for pyrimidines. The overall helix is more slim than B-DNA 

or A-DNA, with a diameter of approximately 18 Å [57,58]. 

In Table 1 are shown the main helix parameters for the three major conformations of double 

stranded DNA described above. 

Table 1 Main helix parameters. Adapted from ref. [53]. 

Parameter A-DNA B-DNA Z-DNA 

Helix sense right-handed right-handed left-handed 

Residue per turn 11 10.5 11.6 

Axial rise 2.55 Å 3.4 Å 3.7 Å 

Helix pitch 28 Å 36 Å 45 Å 

Rotation per residue 32.7° 36° -9°, -51° 

Diameter of helix 23 Å 20 Å 18 Å 

Glycosyl angle anti anti C/G: anti/syn 

Sugar pucker C3’-endo C2’-endo C/G: C2’-endo/C3’-endo 

Major groove Narrow, deep Wide, deep Flattened 

Minor groove Wide, shallow Narrow, deep Narrow, deep 
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Fig. 8 Molecular modelling representations of double helix forms of DNA based on X-ray fiber 

diffraction analysis. The antiparallel strands are represented with different colors, and the sugar-

phosphate backbone is drawn as smooth tube. At the bottom the orthogonal view of the respective 

double helix forms. Adapted from ref [59]. 

Over the past few decades, the availability of high-resolution X-ray and precise NMR data has 

elucidated the concept of DNA polymorphism at a molecular scale, greatly expanding our 

understanding of DNA architecture. This understanding extends far beyond the traditional 

representation of DNA structure, with the revelation that DNA polymorphism is heavily dependent 

on sequence contexts and environmental conditions (ionic strength, pressure, temperature, ligands, 

etc) giving rise to the major conformations (A, B, Z, etc) and several sub-variants (A, A’, C, D, T, 

BI/BII, ZI/ZII, etc). Additionally, other conformations can be adopted such as cruciforms, slipped 

loops, three-stranded triple helices (H-DNA), and even unique four-stranded structures known as G-

quadruplexes [60–64] (Fig. 9). Notably, H-DNA represents an additional structural potential of 

DNA. The deviation from the traditional double helix is accompanied by the emergence of an 

alternate type of base-pair in H-DNA, where the third strand of the triple-stranded complex forms 
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Hoogsteen base pairs with a Watson–Crick paired double strand situated within the major groove of 

the latter [61]. Double-stranded sequences, capable of forming a G-quadruplex, produce another 

structure, termed the i-motif, from the C-rich strand [65]. In the quadruplex structure, the four 

strands are interlinked by Hoogsteen base pairing, whereas the i-motif reports a cytosine–cytosine+ 

base pairs. 

Thus, due to its polymorphic capabilities, DNA can assume a considerable variety of different 

conformations. Specific structures and biological functionality, such as the i-motif and G-

quadruplex, which will be examined in greater detail later in this thesis. 

 

Fig. 9 Three- and four-stranded structures of DNA. Viewed along (top) and down (bottom) their 

helical axes. Adapted from [66]. 

1.1.2. RNA structures 

In a manner similar to DNA, RNA is a biopolymer that consists of a phosphate backbone. Its 

fundamental units, termed ribonucleotides, comprise a sugar and a nitrogenous base, but these differ 

from DNA nucleotides in two critical chemical aspects. 
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Firstly, the ribose sugar units of RNA possess a hydroxyl group at the 2’ position, a feature 

absent in the deoxyribose sugars of DNA. This additional hydroxyl group profoundly impacts the 

chemical structure of RNA, rendering its sugars significantly more rigid than those of DNA and 

sterically forcing them into a C3’-endo pucker configuration (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the 2' hydroxyl 

group increases RNA's capacity for diverse interactions with itself and a plethora of ligands, as well 

as facilitating its hydrolysis and cleavage [35]. 

Secondly, the thymine bases in DNA are substituted by uracils in RNA (Fig. 1), which employ 

identical base-pairing strategies but lack the methyl group at the 5' position.  

 

Fig. 10 Chemical structure differences between deoxyribose and ribose, at the bottom the related 

sugar configurations. 

Generally, RNA is a single-stranded polymer, but its structure is far from being linear. The 

ribonucleotides have a tendency to interact amongst themselves in two primary ways: either through 

stacking via their flat faces or by forming hydrogen bonds along their edges. Isosteric base pairs 

analogous to the canonical Watson-Crick pairs in DNA can be formed, where A pairs with U, and G 

with C. However, RNA bases possess an additional isosteric pairing mode, known as the G-U 

wobble pair. The G-U pair exhibits comparable stability to the A-U pair and is frequently observed 

in RNA structures [67,68]. 

These three most prevalent base-pairing modes in RNA maintain the overall dimensions of 

consecutive base pairs and also locate the ribose group of both bases on the same side of the pair. 

This alignment allows for the identification of a major and minor groove in the RNA structure. The 

C3'-endo pucker configuration of the ribose determines that the RNA helix will assemble into the 
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A-form (Fig. 11), with 11 base pairs per turn, a deep narrow major groove, and a relatively shallow 

minor groove. On an intermediate level, often referred to as its secondary structure, the basic 

structural element of an RNA sequence is the double helix [69]. 

Once the helices are determined, the unpaired regions among them can be classified into 

several types of structural elements, collectively referred to as loops. These loops can be internal, 

positioned between two helix stems (an internal loop with one side is known as a bulge), or hairpin 

loops, comprising several unpaired bases that are bordered on each side by the same helix, instead 

pseudoknot occurs when there is a base-pair interaction among loop. Additionally, there are multi-

branched loops located at the intersection of three or more helix stems [70,71] (Fig. 11). 

 

Fig. 11 On the left: A-RNA structure based on single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. At the 

bottom the orthogonal view (PDB: 1SDR). Adapted from [59]. On the right: examples of RNA 

secondary structures with 5 different types of loops. Adapted from [70]. 

Upon binding RNA can assume a variety of tertiary motifs to enhance base stacking, achieved 

through the co-axial stacking of adjacent helices and other structures, thus stabilizing its 3D motif 

[72]. Furthermore, RNA 3D motifs are shaped via interactions between secondary structural motifs, 

including kissing loops, pseudoknots, kink turns, tetraloops, and G-quadruplexes (Fig. 12). The K-
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turn motif causes a sharp kink in the helical axis, which results in the convergence of the minor 

groove sides of its two supporting helices. Another prevalent RNA motif is the pseudoknot, where a 

single-stranded region of a hairpin loop base pairs with sequences upstream or downstream within 

the same RNA strand. The kissing loops motif is formed when the single-stranded loop regions of 

two hairpins base pair with each other [73]. 

Of particular importance is a small fold RNA motif known as the three-way junction, the most 

common type of multi-branched loop. This motif serves as a structural scaffold, converging three 

helical stems that are connected by a maximum of three single-stranded segments. Although this 

element can also be represented in the secondary structure where it appears open and unpaired, it is 

the tertiary structure of this motif, established by non-canonical base interactions, that dictates its 

distinctive topology [74,75]. 

Repeated stretches of guanine-rich sequences can form quadruple base pairs that stack on each 

other to form G-quadruplexes.  

 

Fig. 12 2D representations of common RNA secondary and tertiary structural motifs with 3D 

examples of crystal structures. Adapted from [73]. 
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Tertiary folded RNAs interact with proteins, ligands, and other RNA molecules, causing 

biochemical reactions that influence all aspects of cellular metabolism [76]. Hence, comprehending 

the molecular characteristics of RNA tertiary structure remains as a fundamental objective in 

biochemistry. As we enhance our understanding of the intricacies of RNA tertiary structure, it will 

allow us to predict the structure of RNA molecules based on their sequences. This can offer key 

insights into their biological roles. Given recent findings that a large portion of our genome is 

transcribed into RNA with unknown functions, understanding RNA structure becomes all the more 

crucial [77]. 

In the pursuit of this thesis, the objective was to illuminate the structural characteristics of 

select RNA and DNA sequences in solution. To achieve this, a variety of spectroscopic 

methodologies were employed. Moreover, we utilized a range of achiral porphyrins, with the intent 

of exploiting them as chiroptical probes. The next paragraphs will explore more comprehensively 

into the characteristics and function of these porphyrins. 

1.2. Porphyrins 

Tetrapyrroles denote a significant achievement in chemical evolution. They are similar to other 

primordial biomolecular units in that the intricacies of their original abiogenesis remain a mystery. 

They were elegantly realized an estimated four billion years ago. However, it is undeniable that 

tetrapyrroles such as porphyrins, chlorins, and corroles are ubiquitous and valuable molecular 

entities. 

Porphyrin is derived from the Greek word πορφύρα (porphura, which means purple) and refers 

to a fascinating class of macrocycle rings that are engaged in a wide range of biological processes 

ranging from oxygen transport to photosynthesis and catalysis [78]. Porphyrins and related 

compounds have accordingly been termed the pigments of life [79], chlorophylls and hemes are two 

significant examples in nature. The former function as both light gathering antennas and charge 
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separation reaction mechanisms in photosynthesis. These are important components of biocatalysts 

and oxygen transporters in the blood [80]. 

The porphyrinic macrocyclic structure (Fig. 13 (a)) is formed by four pyrrole rings linked by 

methine units, this macrocycle is a planar and aromatic ring containing 22-π electrons of which only 

18 of them are delocalized. As result of this extensive conjugation, porphyrins are intensely 

coloured and they possess a strong absorption in the visible region of the UV-Vis spectrum. 

Additionally, the large π-electron system is responsible for numerous properties of porphyrins 

including electronic [80], optical [81,82], mechanical [83], and chemical [84] properties.  

The internal nitrogen atoms produce a core pocket that is perfectly positioned to firmly 

integrate metal atoms in a tetradentate fashion (Fe, Co, or Mg are common in biological systems), 

when coordination occurs, two protons are removed from the pyrrole nitrogen atoms, leaving two 

negative charges [85]. These anionic centres are coordinatively unsaturated units for charge transfer 

and ligation of adducts, which occurs with reversible changes of electronic configuration, such as 

oxidation or spin states [78]. Therefore, at the center of the porphyrin core, porphyrins can form 

several coordinate covalent complexes with transition metals (metalloporphyrins) and some non-

metals. Furthermore, the peripheral substituents at α, β, and meso positions (Fig. 13 (b)) can be 

functionalized to produce tuneable molecular and crystal properties like solubility, reactivity, 

conductivity, and photophysics. Metalloporphyrins can react with ligands to generate a plethora of 

(porphyrin)metal-ligand complexes [86], which are also useful for many applications [87]. 

Thanks to their peculiar characteristics porphyrins have been extensively studied and used in a 

wide range of applications which include photoimmunotherapy, photo diagnosis [88], biosensors 

[89], cancer therapy, photo-catalysis [90], solar cells [91], chemical sensors [92], optoelectronics 

[93], chiroptical probes [94] and so forth. 
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Fig. 13 Chemical structures of (a) freebase porphyrin and (b) metalloporphyrin. Alpha position 

(Cα) at 1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, 19; beta position (Cβ) at 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18; and meso position 

(Cm) at 5, 10, 15, 20 represent three unique peripheral substituent positions. Adapted from [87]. 

It is evident that the presence of substituents and/or metals in the porphyrin ring has a 

significant impact on the spectroscopic behaviour [95,96]. The high aromatic character of 

porphyrins and their derivatives is responsible for the high absorption properties in the UV-Vis 

region, due mostly to π-π* (HOMO - LUMO) electronic transitions [96,97]. 

Free-base porphyrin UV-Vis spectra (Fig. 14 (a)) typically show an intense, narrow absorption 

band (𝜀 > 200000 L mol−1 cm−1) at around 400 nm, known as the Soret or B band, followed by four 

longer wavelength (450–700 nm), weaker absorptions (𝜀 > 20000 L mol−1 cm−1) referred to as the Q 

bands [96,97]. 

The intense Soret-band is caused by the second excited transition state (S0 → S2), whereas the 

weak Q-(quasi-allowed) bands are caused by the first excited transition state (S0 → S1). The 

dissipation of energy via internal conversion (IC) is so rapid that fluorescence is only observed from 

depopulation of the first excited singlet state to the lower-energy ground state (S1→ S0) (Fig. 14 

(b)). 
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Fig. 14 (a) Typical freebase porphyrin absorption spectrum and (b) modified Jablonski energy 

diagram. 

In the 1960s, Martin Gouterman proposed a semi-quantitative Four Orbital Model to explain 

the spectra of porphyrins [98,99], by this theory the absorption bands are caused by the splitting of 

the four frontier molecular orbital (HOMO−1, HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1).  

His theory states that the absorption bands in a porphyrin system result from a transition 

between two HOMOs and two LUMOs. The HOMOs were found to be almost degenerate a1u and 

a2u orbitals, whereas the LUMOs were found to be a degenerate set of eg orbitals (Fig. 15 (a)). 

Transitions between these orbitals produced two excited states, both of which 1Eu character. 

Orbital mixing splits these two states in energy by a configuration interaction into two pairs of 

degenerate orbitals, creating a higher energy 1Eu state with greater oscillator strength, giving rise to 

the Soret band, and a lower energy 1Eu state with less oscillator strength, giving rise to the Q-bands 

(Fig. 15 (b)) [100].  
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Fig. 15 (a) Gouterman’s four orbital model and (b) energy levels showing the transitions of a 

porphyrin system. 

The relative energy of these transitions are affected by the identities of the metal core and the 

substituents on the ring.  

For a metalloporphyrin, the d orbitals of a transition metal are not suited to direct interactions 

with the porphyrin π frontier orbitals, the main effect of the metal on the spectrum results from 

conjugation of its empty pz orbital with the π electrons of the rings, which involves the occupied 

frontier orbital with a2u symmetry. In spite of this modest influence on the spectrum, the inclusion 

of a metal atom in the porphyrin macrocycle can generate strong electrostatic and charge transfer 

(CT) interactions [101].  

Based on their UV-vis and fluorescence characteristics, metalloporphyrins can be divided into 

two classes [102]. Regular metalloporphyrins comprise closed-shell metal ions (d0 or d10) such as 

ZnII, with relatively low energy dπ (dxz, dyz) metal-based orbitals. These have little influence on the 

porphyrin π to π* energy gap electronic spectra. 

Metalloporphyrins with transition metal with partially-filled d orbitals (dm m= 6-9) metals are 

known as hypsoporphyrins. There is considerable metal dπ to porphyrin π* orbital interaction 
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(metal to ligand backbonding) in hypsoporphyrins. As a result, the porphyrin π to π* energy 

separation increases, and a blue shift (i.e., hypsochromic effect) in the Soret band is revealed. 

Another important difference for a metalloporphyrin is that in general in the visible spectrum 

only two Q-bands are observed. This is a reflection of the molecular symmetry. The molecular 

symmetry shifts from rectangular D2h to square D4h in going from freebase-porphyrin to 

metalloporphyrins [101]. Indeed, in metalloporphyrins (D4h) the two axes defined by opposite 

pyrrole nitrogen atoms become equivalent, as a result of the increased symmetry both LUMO egx 

and egy levels are degenerated.[103]. 

Regarding the fluorescence of these macrocycle, free base porphyrins and metalloporphyrins 

have two emission zones, the first of which is centered between 400 and 500 nm and corresponds to 

the higher energy S2 → S0 transitions, and the second between 550 and 800 nm and corresponds to 

the lower energy S1 → S0 transitions. However, many variables make observing the S2 → S0 

emission bands challenging (poor quantum relaxation/return rate, internal conversions, spectral 

overlap, etc.). The majority of the time, excitation of these chromophores results in the observation 

of only the S1 → S0 emission bands, which are the most commonly exploited in porphyrinic systems 

[104]. 

Since these very peculiar spectroscopic characteristics porphyrins have found application in 

many scientific and technology fields, including molecular recognition [105] and new chiral 

catalysts for asymmetric synthesis [106], as well as to investigate the secondary structure of 

different biomolecules in aqueous solution, such as oligopeptides, proteins [107–113] 

polynucleotides [114–119], and so forth [120,121]. The application of porphyrins as probes for 

studying polynucleotides is a particular focus and will be discussed in detail in the following 

paragraph. 
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1.2.1. Porphyrins as Chiroptical Probes in the Structural 

Investigation of Polynucleotides 

Fiel et al. in 1979 [122] and Fiel and Munson in 1980 [123] published the first extensive 

description of nucleic acid interactions with tetrakis(4-N-methylpyridyl) porphyrin (TMPyP or 

H2T4) and several of its metal derivatives (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Sn, Mn).  

In 1983, Pasternack et al. [124] provided a detailed explanation of the structural properties of 

metalloporphyrins, describing that the binding process with polynucleotides is affected by the type 

of the metal ion, as well as the size and location of the substituent groups on the porphyrins. Many 

parameters influence DNA-porphyrin interactions, including the number of charges on the 

porphyrin and peripheral substituents, solvent medium, ionic strength, and porphyrin/DNA ratio, in 

particular by changing the metal core and peripheral substituents, the binding modes can be easily 

modified [125].  

The interaction between a porphyrin and DNA can occur via a variety of binding mechanisms 

(Fig. 16), including intercalation, binding to minor and major grooves (outside self-stacking), 

external complex formation (outside random binding), and binding to DNA G-quadruplexes [126]. 

Fiel and colleagues [127] refer to the first three as a "three-mode binding model". 

The intercalation occurs when a fused-ring aromatic system is introduced into the space 

between two base pairs, intercalators are able to unwind the supercoiled DNA and lengthen short 

DNA sections [127].  
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Fig. 16 Schemes of various binding modes of porphyrin to DNA. (a) Intercalation, (b) binding to a 

minor groove of DNA, (c) binding to a major groove of DNA, (d) external binding with self-stacking 

along the DNA surface, and (e) binding to a G-quadruplex. Adapted from [128]. 

The groove binding usually involves electrostatic interactions between a cationic ligand and the 

negatively charged phosphate backbone of the DNA. Generally, adenine-thymine (A-T) base pairs 

form porphyrin complexes at the minor grooves, and guanine-cytosine (G-C) base pairs may be 

implicated in the formation of intercalated complexes with porphyrin. It was found that the ionic 

strength and porphyrin to base-pair ratio affect the competitive binding of intercalation versus 

outside binding. 

Selective binding in major or minor grooves is determined by a number of factors, including 

the shape of the cation, the DNA's local electric field, van der Waals forces, possible hydrogen-

bonding interactions with atoms on the DNA molecule, and hydrophobic effects [129]. 

The way porphyrin interacts with G-quadruplex (G4) is influenced by numerous elements such 

as the type of G4, the DNA sequence, and the configuration of strand orientations. Other features, 

like the groove sizes of different antiparallel G-quadruplexes, the structures of the loops, and nearby 

non-G-tetrads, may also affect this interaction [130]. Three interaction modes have been suggested: 

(i) attaching at both the top and bottom of the quadruplex, known as capping [131], (ii) binding 

externally on the strands of G-quadruplexes [132], or (iii) sliding or intercalating between the 

guanine tetrads within a quadruplex [133]. Each of these interaction mechanisms has been found to 
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increase the stability of the G4 structure. Particularly, the porphyrin's capping function at the G4's 

end results in a notable enhancement in the G4's stability. 

In relation to targeting, RNA has many attractive properties similar to those of DNA. Both 

forms of nucleic acids adopt a standard helix shape with major and minor grooves. 

However, the A-form of RNA's typical helix is frequently interrupted by regions of 

mismatched or unpaired bases, which changes the secondary structure of the RNA (Fig. 11). These 

structural motifs in RNA are substantially smaller than the minor and large grooves of DNA due to 

the reduced helix pitch and inclination of the nucleotides. According to Hermann and co-workers 

[134,135] the A-shape helix's major groove only has a diameter of 4 Å, which prevents the binding 

of porphyrins. Nevertheless, as with DNA, porphyrins can interact with duplex RNA to produce 

two different types of complexes: intercalation and external binding with self-stacking. 

The exploration of cationic H2T4 porphyrin interaction with RNA duplexes was reported for 

the first time in 1997 [136]. An analogous method, which involves the cationic porphyrins' 

interaction with RNA G-quadruplexes, has been utilized to evaluate the possibility of using 

porphyrins in photodynamic therapy [137]. 

In addition, it was reported [138] that metalloporphyrins form stronger complex with RNA 

duplexes compared to the naked porphyrins.  

Generally, DNA or RNA probes are formed by aromatic chromophores with the potential to 

intercalate with nucleic bases via π–π interactions, among them porphyrins are an excellent choice 

because of their unique properties:  

i) an highly electronic system, which leads to an intense absorption band in the 380–450 

nm region, far from UV-region in which most of biomolecules absorb. Hence the 

intense absorption greatly enhances the sensitivity of CD;  

ii) the possibility to easy functionalize them at the meso-positions with specific groups or 

charged moieties in order to confer unique features in the whole macrocycle (e.g. to 

increase the water solubility); 
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iii) their ability to coordinate a metal in the central core, such as zinc and magnesium 

porphyrin provide extra stereo-differentiation with their Lewis acid sites for binding 

OH, NH2, COO−, and other functional groups as Lewis bases [94]; 

iv) when non-chiral substituents are present, porphyrins are achiral molecules therefore 

they do not display any chiroptical signal. However, after interaction, with chiral 

molecules, an induced circular dichroism (ICD) signal could be observed in the Soret 

absorption band region which is very diagnostic for the type of interaction [139]; 

v) their capacity to behave as photosensitizers in the presence of oxygen in order to 

employ them in photodynamic therapy (PDT).  

Due to their distinct photochemical and photophysical characteristics, a number of research 

over the past 20 years have used free base or metalated porphyrins to covalently and non-covalently 

insert them into a DNA scaffold. Thus, the goals of these studies have been to investigate the 

impact of porphyrins on DNA in order to use them as spectroscopic sensors in DNA conformational 

studies as well as their stability and electronic properties using circular dichroism (CD), CD-

melting, UV-Vis, fluorescence spectroscopy and resonance light scattering (RLS) [140]. Because 

interactions between these macrocycles and polynucleotides—which are conformationally chiral—

induce a dichroic band (ICD) in the absorption region of the achiral ligands—CD measurements 

are, in general, more precise. A diagnostic of the sort of interactions is provided by the shape and 

intensity of ICD. 

Every spectroscopic technique aforementioned give an important information about the type of 

binding of a ligand with polynucleotides and like a piece of a puzzle, information has to be put 

together to get a bigger view.  

In general the information obtained by each technique in this specific field can be summarized 

as follows: 

i) UV-vis provides quick, intuitive information regarding the nature of binding, but not 

often in great depth. Aggregation and intercalation lead to hypochromicity of the Soret 
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band, which is more intense for aggregation than for intercalation, and typically to a red 

shift of about 10 nm or more. 

ii) CD measurements are, in general, more specific because interactions of these 

macrocycles with polynucleotides (which are conformationally chiral) induce a dichroic 

band (ICD) in the absorption region of the achiral ligands. The shape and intensity of 

ICD is diagnostic of the type of interaction (e.g., external binding, intercalation, or 

aggregation). 

iii) Fluorescence can be used to distinguish between intercalation and external binding. In 

theory, the first binding mode may cause an increase in emission intensity because 

vibrational freedom is reduced, but the second type typically causes an emission 

quenching. Similarly, aggregation leads to extensive quenching of the macrocycle 

emission band [141]. 

iv) RLS, which is particularly specific in identifying aggregation, can resolve the contrast 

between external binding and aggregation. 

In conclusion we expect for intercalation: a red shift of the Soret band and some 

hypochromicity, some fluorescence quenching, no RLS signal, and a negative ICD; for external 

binding: a red shift of the Soret band, a hypochromic effect smaller than that observed for 

intercalation, no variations of fluorescence (or a small increase in the intensity owing to the loss of 

vibrational freedom degrees), no RLS signal, and a positive ICD or no signal; for aggregation: a red 

or blue shift (for J- and H-aggregates, respectively) and broadening of the Soret band accompanied 

by extended hypochromicity, heavy fluorescence quenching, the presence of RLS signal, whose 

intensity is proportional to the size of the aggregate, and a bisignate ICD [142].   
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2. Micro-RNAs 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of highly conserved, short (18-24 nucleotides) and non-

coding RNAs that regulate gene expression by base-pairing to one or more mRNA targets, causing 

either target degradation or translational repression [143]. The distinctive miRNA sequences are 

involved in many physiological and pathological processes. MiRNAs play important roles in 

immunity response [144], hematopoiesis, developmental timing, cell death, cell proliferation and 

patterning of the nervous system [145]. Dysregulation of miRNAs contributes to the initiation and 

development of human diseases like cancer, genetic disorders, cardiovascular diseases and altered 

immune system functions [146–148]. Recent insight into the roles of miRNAs have made them 

attractive tools and targets for novel therapeutic approaches [149]. 

miRNA biogenesis 

The biogenesis of miRNA (Fig. 17) begins in the nucleus with the transcription of primary 

miRNA (pri-miRNA) by multiprotein complex RNA polymerase II [150]. Pri-miRNAs are 1–3 Kb 

long RNA hairpin structures possessing a poly-A tail at the 3′ end and a cap at the 5′ end. An 

enzymatic complex, containing RNAse III Drosha and the double-strand binding protein, DGCR8, 

specifically recognizes and converts pri-miRNA to 60–70 nucleotides precursor miRNA (pre-

miRNA) [151]. Then, the exportin 5–RAN•GTP complex transports pre-miRNA to the cytoplasm. 

There, another enzyme the RNase III Dicer and TAR RNA binding protein (TRBP) bind to the pre-

miRNAs and removes the terminal loop, resulting in a mature miRNA duplex [149]. Dicer action 

results in the generation of 18–24 base pair duplex RNA with guide and passenger strands. In the 

next step, the mature miRNA duplex is incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex 

(RISC). The process of unwinding and strand selection of the miRNA duplex is mediated by the 

argonaute (AGO) family of proteins. Binding of the mature miRNA to RISC leads to the targeting 
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of mRNAs with complementary sites and results in translational repression or mRNA degradation 

[149]. 

 

Fig. 17 Illustration of the main steps in biogenesis of miRNA. Adapted from [149]. 

Based on the canonical processing mechanism, both strands derived from the mature miRNA 

duplex can be loaded into the Argonaute (AGO) family of proteins (AGO1-4 in humans) in an 

ATP-dependent manner [152]. For any given miRNA, the proportion of AGO-loaded 5p or 3p 

strand varies depending on the cell type or cellular environment, it is changing from near equal 

amounts to predominantly one or the other [153]. The selection of the 5p or 3p strand is based in 

part on the thermodynamic stability at the 5′ ends of the miRNA duplex or a 5′ U at nucleotide 

position 1 [154]. Generally, the strand with lower 5′ stability or 5′ uracil is preferentially loaded into 
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AGO and is the guide strand. The unloaded strand is called the passenger strand, which will be 

unwound from the guide strand through various mechanisms based on the degree of 

complementarity (Fig. 18) [155]. 

 

Fig. 18 Proposed model in which RISC forms reversible complexes with either 5′ end of the miRNA 

duplex. The enhanced flexibility of the 5′ terminus facilitates the directional unwinding of the 

duplex from the 5′ end to promote the formation of the more stable activated RISC. In this way, 

differential stability of the two ends of the miRNA duplex predetermines which strand is selectively 

loaded into the RISC. Adapted from [154]. 

Usually, in plants miRNAs have near-perfect pairing with their mRNA targets, on the contrary 

in animal cells miRNAs are able to recognize their target mRNAs by using approximately 6–8 

nucleotides (the seed region) at the 5' end of the miRNA (Fig. 19) [156]. It has been reported that in 

mammalians the specificity is not limited to the seed region, but the stabilization of miRNA-mRNA 

interaction can also involve the residues in position 13-16 from the 5’ end of miRNA [157]. 

Furthermore, a single mature miRNA may have hundreds of different mRNA targets, and a given 

target might be regulated by multiple miRNAs [158,159]. 
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Fig. 19 Illustration of the perfect binding (top) and the imperfect binding (bottom) between a 

miRNA and its mRNA target. In gray is represented the mRNA, in green the miRNA and in pink the 

seed region of the miRNA. 

miRNAs in cancer 

The important role of miRNAs in regulating physiological processes and carcinogenesis have 

represented a revolutionary discovery in the last decade. Dysregulation of miRNA is now thought to 

affect critical molecular signaling pathways involved in tumor progression, invasion, angiogenesis, 

and metastasis in a variety of cancers. MiRNAs, based on their altered expression, can be divided 

into two categories: oncogenic miRNAs (oncomiRs) and Tumor Suppressor (TS) miRNAs. The 

upregulation of oncomiRs has been observed in several tumor cell lines. These miRNAs promote 

tumorigenesis by blocking the translation of mRNAs encoding TS proteins [160]. On the contrary, 

TS miRNAs are down-expressed in many cancer cell lines [161]. These miRNAs generally repress 

the translation of mRNAs encoding oncoproteins. Dysregulated expression of miRNAs in tumor 

cells may result from epigenetic alterations, mutations, copy number changes, and/or aberrant 

miRNA processing. Many in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that defective or suppressed 

expression of miRNA can promote tumorigenesis [162]. Tumor cells arise from numerous 

mutations in the genome that interfere with complicated genetic processes involving multiple genes 

and molecular pathways. Therefore, abnormal expression of miRNAs could be a reliable indicator 

for early diagnosis and patient prognosis. Moreover, the versatility of miRNAs can be effectively 

exploited for therapeutic strategies in cancer. For example, reducing oncomiRs, frequently 
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overexpressed in human cancers, allows for the restoration of target tumor-suppressor expression. 

One of the major advantages of miRNA therapy is its large adaptability. It offers the possibility of 

silencing multiple mRNA targets with a single miRNA or targeting a single mRNA simultaneously 

with multiple miRNA sequences [163,164]. Regulating miRNA expression in the tumor 

microenvironment can be done in a number of ways. OncomiR suppression utilizing synthetic anti-

miRNAs or antagonists, or locked nucleic acids (LNAs), such as anti-sense oligonucleotides that 

completely match mature oncomirs, has been extensively documented [164]. Restoration of 

decreased TS miRNAs to normal levels, also known as microRNA replacement therapy, is another 

miRNA therapy regimen that has been well-tested in pre-clinical studies [165]. 

 

Circulating miRNAs and their potential as cancer biomarkers 

Several studies have revealed that miRNAs can be released into extracellular fluids, such as 

plasma and serum, cerebrospinal fluid, saliva, breast milk, urine, tears, colostrum, peritoneal fluid, 

bronchial lavage, seminal fluid, and ovarian follicular fluid [166]. In contrast to cellular RNA, 

circulating miRNAs (or extracellular miRNAs) showed great stability and resistance to high 

temperature and extreme variation in pH [167]. Circulating miRNAs can be divided into two 

groups. One can be found in vesicles such as microvesicles, exosomes, and apoptotic bodies while 

the other is associated with proteins, generally AGO2. The role of  vesicles or  proteins  is to protect 

circulating miRNAs to the enzymatic degradation and increase their stability in the extracellular 

environment. Circulating miRNAs play an important role in intercellular communication and 

regulate host cell activity. It has been demonstrated that extracellular miRNAs secreted by donor 

cells can be transferred into other recipient cells and function as endocrine signals [168], 

furthermore some miRNAs can interact with cell surface receptors, such as Toll-like receptors. 

Nevertheless, the mechanisms by which miRNAs are secreted and taken up by cells are not well 

understood and require further investigation.  
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Circulating miRNAs can be used as biomarkers for a variety of diseases, since it was shown 

that the miRNA profile is altered in blood and in body fluids of patients compared with that of 

healthy persons [169]. Circulating miRNAs are becoming candidates of emerging non-invasive 

cellular and molecular biomarkers especially in cancer, since numerous studies have recognized that 

dysregulation of extracellular miRNAs is associated with the origin, progression, therapeutic 

response, and survival of patients [170]. Noteworthy, a study conducted in 2008 by Rosenfeld et al. 

[171] demonstrated that a microarray of only 48 selected miRNAs could trace and classify 90% of 

primary tumor in metastatic samples. Nevertheless, there are still some technical challenges to 

overcome before clinical application, first the isolation and purification of the samples since the 

integrity and purity of RNA are the basis for detection and quantification. Secondly, the difficulty to 

accurately measure circulating miRNAs due to their low concentration, currently the main methods 

to detect the quantity of circulating miRNAs are qPCR, microarray, and next-generation sequencing 

[170]. 
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2.1. MicroRNA secondary structures: State-of-the-art 

In contrast to the canonical process that all miRNAs are associated with Argonaute (Ago) 

proteins throughout RISC loading, Janas et al. [172] recently discovered that miRNAs are much 

more expressed in cells than Agos, and some miRNAs are stable without binding to Argonaute 

proteins, suggesting that miRNAs not involved in the RISC complex may exist as free molecules 

fulfilling their biological activity.  

It is still unknown through which mechanism miRNAs, in the absence of Ago binding, can be 

stabilized and how they reach their targets, but a great contribution was given by Belter et al. [173]. 

They demonstrated that mature miRNAs could form highly ordered structures similar to aptamers 

and concluded that miRNA structural versatility may determine a variety of functions other than the 

well-known mechanism of mRNA recognition and degradation. Indeed, miRNAs, like RNA 

aptamers, can be induced to bind with proteins and hence influence their activity directly, 

suggesting that miRNA secondary structures may have functions outside of the RISC, both in terms 

of sequence and structure. 

Also Purrello et al. [174] explored the link between mature miRNA secondary structures and 

biological activity using a variety of spectroscopic and non-spectroscopic techniques. This 

hypothesis was built upon a previous study by Croce and Ferro[175], they exploited the ability of 

endogenous miRNAs to target multiple gene sites. They aimed to create the bioinformatics tool 

"miR-Synth" to design artificial microRNAs (a-miR) that could target various genes at multiple 

sites. The tool ranked the designed miRNAs based on predicted repression efficiency and tested its 

validity by measuring the silencing efficiency of single and double-stranded miRNAs against c-

MET and EGFR, two lung cancer-associated genes. 

However, two of the top-six ranked miRNAs displayed by "miR-Synth" (a-miR-23 and a-miR-

98) did not show significant inhibition of c-MET and EGFR expression, suggesting that these 

artificial miRNAs do not exhibit effective anticancer activity. Probably because "miR-Synth" does 
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not consider potential secondary structures adopted by the miRNA sequences, which are 

increasingly recognized as critical factors influencing miRNA function [176]. 

Based on this premise, Purrello et al. decided to explore the existence of secondary structures 

potentially linked to the activity of these sequences using a range of techniques, such as electronic 

circular dichroism (CD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-

NMR), and non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). 

In particular, they performed a structural investigation on two highly-ranked artificial miRNAs, 

which significantly inhibited the luciferase activity for both c-MET and EGFR (a-miR-141 and a-

miR-196) and they investigated the structures of two a-miRNAs that appeared to be inactive (a-

miR-23 and a-miR-98) for comparison. Lastly, they conducted similar experiments with two 

endogenous miRNA sequences (mir-15a and mir-15b) that have the same seed sequence, but 

different biological functions. 

CD experiments suggested that mature miRNAs investigated fold into ordered secondary 

structures, like self-dimers or hairpins, and variations in CD spectra among different miRNA 

sequences proposed that different secondary structures were adopted by the different miRNA 

sequences. This was further confirmed by CD melting experiments. Other techniques, including 1H 

NMR and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), highlighted the presence and stability of 

different secondary structures among the studied miRNAs. Furthermore, the nucleases resistance 

PAGE experiment showed that miRNAs arranged in highly ordered secondary structures were more 

resistant to endo- and exo-nucleases, suggesting that these miRNAs could have a longer half-life 

and higher likelihood of reaching their target in a biological environment. 

Importantly, the study investigated two endogenous miRNAs, miR-15a and miR-15b, which 

have the same seed sequence but different biological activities. miR-15a is related to the 

pathogenesis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia, while miR-15b is associated with metastasis 

progression. The authors found that these two sequences folded into distinct ordered secondary 

structures, suggesting a link between their structure and biological functions. 
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These findings indicate that the sequence of natural and artificial miRNA is not the only 

parameter to consider when predicting their biological function. Indeed, spectroscopic evidence 

indicates they fold into various three-dimensional structure. These configurations could 

significantly impact their function and specificity toward targets, especially within a biological 

context.  
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2.2. miR-337-3p bat vs human: aim of the work 

Building upon the recent insights provided by Purrello et al. [174] about the importance of 

miRNA secondary and tertiary structures in modulating their biological functions, our project takes 

a step forward in the exploration of these structure-function relationships. It has been established 

that miRNAs can adopt different secondary structures when they exist as single-stranded molecules 

in solution, leading us to speculate that the stability of these conformations may be linked to 

biological functions. This might include reduced degradation, extended half-life, and more stable 

interaction with target molecules. 

In the first part of my thesis work we focused on miRNA sequences that display only few base 

differences, but regulate different targets, to show that not only the sequence determines the specific 

function of miRNAs.  

In this context the miR-337-3p sequence lends itself as the perfect case study to investigate the 

possible secondary structures and the thermodynamic stability of miRNA conformations as this 

microRNA is variant in bats compared to all other mammals (Fig. 20) [177]. Interestingly, the seed 

region of bat and human miR-337-3p differs by only two nucleotides, but they are predicted to 

regulate different sets of gene targets. In bats, these targets are associated with developmental, 

rhythmic, synaptic, and behavioural gene pathways [177], while in humans, miR-337-3p is 

associated with various cancers, often acting as a tumour suppressor [178,179]. 

The bat variant of miR-337-3p (bat-miR-337-3p) exhibits both higher and more widespread 

expression than its human counterpart (hsa-miR-337-3p) and shows stronger repression when 

binding to a fully complementary target suggesting a prominent biological role [177]. 
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Fig. 20 Alignment of miR-337-3p among several mammals. Dots represent bases identical to 

human; dashes represent species in which a functional miR-337-3p could not be identified. Adapted 

from ref [177]. 

The first aim of this work is to characterize by using spectroscopic techniques such as CD and 

CD-melting the possible secondary structures adopted by hsa-miR-337-3p and bat-miR-337-3p, and 

their thermodynamic stability. Our hypothesis is that a stronger secondary structure with a higher 

melting temperature and therefore higher thermodynamic stability can increase the targeting 

efficiency. In addition, it has been observed that hsa-miR-337-3p has also another isoform which is 

more expressed (~67% vs ~28%) [180] and differs for only one nucleotide deletion at the 5’ end. In 

this context conformation and stability of the two isoforms were investigated, in order to see if the 

most expressed isoform (hsa-miR-337-3p_2) is also the most stable in solution. 

Secondly, to confirm our first hypothesis we decided to manipulate, by changing as few 

nucleotides as possible, the hsa-miR-337-3p_1 sequence to increase the thermodynamic stability of 

its secondary structures without changing the seed region, in order to evaluate if the target 

efficiency in vitro is increased (e.g. using fully complementary sensors). Conversely, the bat-miR-

337-3p sequence was destabilized in the same way, outside of the seed region, in order to reduce the 

targeting efficiency. The mutated sequences (mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1 and mut-bat-miR-337-3p) 

were designed in silico by using the “oligoanalyzer tool” provided by Integrated DNA Technologies 

IDT®, which permits to predict the secondary structures of a given sequence (e.g. hairpins or self-
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dimers) and their theoretical melting temperature (Tm). Finally, the mutated sequences designed in 

silico were purchased from IDT® and characterized by CD and CD-melting experiments and the 

results were compared with that of the wild-type sequences.  
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2.2.1. Materials and methods 

All the miRNAs (miRs) sequences used were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies 

IDT® and used without further purification. Each solid was dissolved in ultra-pure water obtained 

by Elga Purelab Flex system by Veolia with purity of 18.2 MΩcm, achieving stock solutions with 

concentration of ~100 µM.  

Then, by dilution in PBS buffer 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 7.4) we prepared 

work and sample solutions. 

Concentration of miRs solutions were checked by UV-Vis measurements using the extinction 

coefficient for each sequence given by IDT: bat-miR-337-3p ε260 nm = 203,400 L/(mol·cm); hsa-

miR-337-3p_1 ε260 nm = 203,200 L/(mol·cm); hsa-miR-337-3p_2 ε260 nm = 196,900 L/(mol·cm); 

mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1 ε260 nm = 206,900 L/(mol·cm); mut-bat-miR-337-3p ε260 nm = 213,100 

L/(mol·cm). 

The sequences of miRNAs used are the following (in bold the differences between bat-miR-

337-3p and hsa-miR-337-3p_1, in red the difference between bat-miR-337-3p and mut-bat-miR-

337-3p and in blue the difference between hsa-miR-337-3p and mut-hsa-miR-337-3p). 

bat-miR-337-3p:  5’-CGCCUAGAUGAUGCCUUUCUUC-3’ 

hsa-miR-337-3p_1: 5’-CUCCUAUAUGAUGCCUUUCUUC-3’ 

hsa-miR-337-3p_2: 5’-_UCCUAUAUGAUGCCUUUCUUC-3’ 

mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1: 5’-CUCCUAUAUGAUGCCUUUCAUC-3’ 

mut-bat-miR-337-3p: 5’-CGCCUAGAUGAUGACUUACUUC-3’ 

 

By using the “oligoanalyzer tool” provided by IDT® we calculated the secondary structures 

likely adopted by each sequence and their respective theoretical melting temperature. 

Electronic Circular Dichroism 

miRNA samples were analyzed at 0.5, 2.5, 5 and 10 μM single strand concentration. 

CD spectra were recorded at 37°C using a Jasco J-710 spectropolarimeter equipped with a 

single position Peltier temperature control system. A quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length was 

used for all CD experiments. Conditions were as follows: scanning rate 50 nm/min, data pitch 0.5 
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nm, digital integration time (D.I.T) 2s, band width 2.0 nm. Each CD spectrum was an average of at 

least five scans.  

The CD melting experiments were performed within the temperature range 0–90°C using a 

temperature heating rate of 1°C/min, monitoring the intensity of the miRNA CD signal at 260 nm. 

Melting curves were obtained from the experimental data with the help of a Boltzmann sigmoid 

equation: 

Y = bottom + (top - bottom)/(1 + e((Tm - x)/slope)) 

A Boltzmann sigmoid function is characterized by a bottom, a top plateau, and a characteristic 

value describing the point where the x value is exactly between the top and bottom value, here Tm. 

2.2.2. Results and Discussions 

Spectroscopic characterization of bat and human miR-337-3p 

By using CD and CD-melting we analyze the two sequences hsa-miR-337-3p and bat-miR-

337-3p in order to verify if they are arranged in some secondary structures , and in that case to 

evaluate their thermodynamic stability. The aim was to determine whether the two sequences, 

differing only in two nucleotides but having distinct gene targets, could assume different structures 

with different stability.  

Firstly, we performed CD measurements of the two miRNA sequences, bat-miR-337-3p and 

hsa-miR-337-3p_1 at the concentration of 2.5 µM. The CD spectra in Fig. 21 (a) shows an intense 

positive band centered at ~ 270 nm, and a less intense negative band centered near 240 nm, 

suggesting that the two miRNA sequences are not in random conformations. Indeed, if the 

sequences were in random conformations the intensity of the signal had to be close to few 

millidegrees. Furthermore, the intensity of the positive band of the hsa-miR-337-3p_1 results 

slightly higher and red-shifted than the bat-miR-337-3p. This aspect might suggest that hsa-miR-

337-3p_1 organizes in highly ordered secondary structure, differently than bat-miR-337-3p. 
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Secondly, we performed melting experiments by monitoring the variation of CD signal at 260 

nm in the range 0-90 °C (Fig. 21 (a)). In general, the loss of ordered structure by heating causes CD 

changes which, monitored at a fixed wavelength as a function of temperature, allow to estimate the 

stability of secondary structures. 

The melting curves show a clear transition for the two sequences, confirming that these 

miRNAs adopt well-defined folded structures. In particular, the human sequence has a lower 

melting temperature (Tm ~ 16°C) than the bat sequence (Tm ~ 30°C). Moreover, if we visualize the 

whole melting curve (Fig. 21 (b)), we can notice that around 37°C (body temperature) the hsa-337-

3p_1 sequence is almost completely denatured, whereas the bat-337-3p is almost at the half of the 

melting event, suggesting that in bats this sequence has a stronger probability to preserve its 

secondary structures. All these data suggest a possible correlation between the higher stability of 

secondary structures adopted by the bat sequence and its biological prominent role. 

 

 

Fig. 21 CD-spectra (a) and normalized CD-melting curves (b) of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 [2.5 µM] 

(black curve) and bat-miR-337-3p [2.5 µM] (red curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH=7.4. 

To further explore the secondary structures assumed by the two sequences, we conducted 

melting experiments at varying concentrations (0.5 µM, 2.5 µM, 5 µM, and 10 µM) and by 

Boltzmann equation we obtained the melting temperature (Tm) for each. 
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It is important to note that monomolecular transitions, such as those linked to the unfolding of 

hairpins, are virtually independent on strand concentration. In contrast, transitions of higher 

molecularity, like those related to the dissociation of self-dimers, demonstrate significant 

dependency on sample concentration. 

The Tm values obtained for the human sequence at different concentrations revealed notable 

differences (Fig. 22 (a)). Specifically, the Tm decreased with increasing concentration, suggesting a 

strong dependence on sample concentration.  

In contrast, the CD-melting experiments at various concentrations for the bat sequence (Fig. 22 

(b)) revealed similar Tm values (~ 30°C) across all tested concentrations, indicating that is not 

dependent on sample concentration. These observations suggest that the secondary structures of 

hsa-miR-337-3p_1, due to their concentration dependence, are likely predominantly self-dimers at 

higher concentrations. Whereas, at lower concentrations, they may exist in multiple conformations 

(e.g., self-dimers and hairpins). On the other hand, the secondary structures of bat-miR-337-3p, 

being independent on sample concentration, are likely primarily organized as hairpins, regardless of 

the concentration examined. 

 

Fig. 22 Normalized CD-melting curves of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 (a) and bat-miR-337-3p (b) at the 

concentration of 0.5 μM (black curve), 2.5 μM (red curve), 5 μM (blue curve) and 10 μM (green 

curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH = 7.4. Full circles represent the experimental points. 
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Lastly, we used the “oligoanalyzer tool” provided by IDT® which permits to predict the 

secondary structures (e.g. hairpins or self-dimers) of a given sequence. For hsa-miR-337-3p_1 the 

IDT tool provided two types of hairpins and two self-dimers with 4 base pairing (Fig. 23). 

Suggesting that for the human sequence by increasing the concentration is possible to promote the 

formation of self-dimers which are in an equal number of the predicted hairpins. Whereas for the 

bat sequence the IDT tool provided only one self-dimers with 4 base pairing and three types of 

hairpins, suggesting that hairpins are more favorite also at higher concentrations. 

 

Fig. 23 Tables and cartoon representations of hairpins provided by the IDT® oligoanalyzer tool. 

Each table includes the percentage of GC content, as well as the number of hairpins and self-

dimers, differentiated by base-pair count. On the left, the data refer to hsa-miR-337-3p_1, and on 

the right, to bat-miR-337-3p. The cartoon representations depict potential hairpin structures along 

with their respective calculated melting temperatures, red lines represent canonical Watson-Crick 

base pairings.. Cartoon representations of self-dimers are not depicted. 

Isoform of human miR-337-3p 

As detailed in paragraph 2.2, we conducted CD and CD-melting experiments on the most 

expressed isoform (hsa-miR-337-3p_2) at a concentration of 2.5 µM to examine if it was also the 

most stable in solution. The results were compared with those of the least expressed isoform (hsa-

miR-337-3p_1) which is slightly longer (22 basis) than hsa-miR-337-3p_2 (21 basis). Indeed hsa-

miR-337-3p_2 is misses for the “C” at 5’. The CD spectra (Fig. 24 (a)) revealed that the intensity of 
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the positive band around 270 nm for hsa-miR-337-3p_1 was slightly higher than that of hsa-miR-

337-3p_2, suggesting a potential variation in the secondary structures assumed by the two isoforms. 

CD-melting curves (Fig. 24 (b)) allowed us to obtain the melting temperatures (Tm) for both 

sequences. The most expressed isoform showed a higher Tm (~22°C) than the least expressed 

isoform (~16°C), corroborating our hypothesis that the most expressed sequence tends to be the 

most stable in solution. 

 

Fig. 24 CD-spectra (a) and normalized CD-melting curves (b) of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 [2.5 µM] 

(black curve) and hsa-miR-337-3p_2 [2.5 µM] (red curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH=7.4. 

We subsequently performed CD-melting experiments at different concentrations for hsa-miR-

337-3p_2 and obtained the respective Tm (Fig. 25). The Tm remained approximately around 20°C 

at all concentrations, suggesting that the secondary structures are independent on strand 

concentration and are likely organized into hairpins, whereas the least expressed miRNA (hsa-miR-

337-3p_1), as shown previously, exhibited dependency on strand concentration and at higher 

concentration it probably folds into self-dimers. Interestingly, although this sequence differs from 

hsa-miR-337-3p_1 by only a single nucleotide deletion, it exhibits slightly higher thermodynamic 

stability. These collective observations suggest that the higher stability of the secondary structures 

adopted by the most expressed sequence could decrease the chances of self-dimer formation at 

higher concentrations. 
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A biological explanation for the higher expression of this sequence might be that it also 

maintains higher stability in biological conditions. This stability could result in a longer half-life 

and greater resistance to nucleases, enhancing the probability of the sequence reaching its target and 

successfully achieving its biological activity. 

 

Fig. 25 Normalized CD-melting curves of hsa-miR-337-3p2 at the concentration of 0.5 μM (black 

curve), 2.5 μM (red curve), 5 μM (blue curve) and 10 μM (green curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH = 7.4. 

Full circles represent the experimental points. 

Modification of human miR-337-3p 

To verify whether the thermodynamic stability of secondary structures adopted by a miRNA 

influences its biological activity, we decided to modify both the wild-type sequences (hsa-miR-337-

3p_1 and bat-miR-337-3p). Specifically, we aimed to increase the thermodynamic stability of the 

secondary structures of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 without altering the seed region, by changing as few 

nucleotides as possible. 

We used the “oligoanalyzer tool” provided by IDT®, which allows the prediction of the 

secondary structures (such as hairpins or self-dimers) of a given sequence and their theoretical Tm. 

Fig. 26 displays the most stable secondary structure of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 predicted by the tool. 

This structure displays two Watson-Crick base-pairings and a theoretical Tm of 32°C. 
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To stabilize this structure, we planned to replace the uracil (U) at position 20 with adenine (A). 

This change is projected to yield a new hairpin structure with more base pairings. Specifically, the 

new adenine at position 20 can interact via hydrogen bonding with the uracil on the opposite side 

(at position 9), leading the uracil at position 21 to interact with adenine at position 8. This would 

result in the formation of two new base pairings, A-U and U-A respectively. 

For this modified sequence (mut-hsa-miR-337-3p), the IDT tool predicted two new hairpin 

structures as shown in Fig. 26, each displaying four base-pairings and theoretical Tm of 52°C and 

47°C, respectively. Thus, in silico analysis suggests that enhancing the stability of the secondary 

structure of hsa-miR-337-3p can be achieved by changing only a single nucleotide out of the seed 

region. 

 

Fig. 26 The cartoon representations depict potential hairpin structures along with their respective 

calculated melting temperatures for hsa-miR-337-3p_1 (left) and mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1 (right), as 

determined by the “IDT® oligoanalyzer tool”. The red highlighted nucleotide indicates the site of 

modification. Red lines represent canonical Watson-Crick base pairings. 

We subsequently purchased from IDT® the mutated sequence (mut-hsa-miR-337-3p) and 

characterized by CD and CD-melting experiments to verify if the structures adopted by the 

sequence were effectively more  stable in solution in comparison to the wild-type sequence. 

To make a comparison between the wild-type and mutated human sequences, we analysed the 

CD spectra of both (Fig. 27 (a)). The spectra displayed a positive band around 270 nm for hsa-miR-

337-3p_1 showing a slightly higher and red-shifted intensity than mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1. This 

suggests a potential variation in the organization of the secondary structures adopted by the two 
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miRNAs. The CD-melting curves (Fig. 27 (b)) show a markedly higher stability for mut-hsa-miR-

337-3p_1 than the corresponding wild-type sequence. Melting temperatures (Tm) extracted from 

these curves were 16°C for the wild-type sequence and 40°C for the mutated one. These 

experimental results validate our in silico findings, demonstrating that the secondary structures of 

hsa-miR-337-3p can be significantly stabilized by altering just one nucleotide outside the seed 

region.  

 

Fig. 27 CD-spectra (a) and normalized CD-melting curves (b) of hsa-miR-337-3p_1 [2.5 µM] 

(black curve) and mut-hsa-miR-337-3p_1 [2.5 µM] (red curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH=7.4. 

Modification of bat miR-337-3p 

In light of the higher thermodynamic stability demonstrated by the bat sequence compared to 

the human sequence, and to further examine if the thermodynamic stability could influence its 

biological function, we projected to decrease the stability of the secondary structures adopted by 

bat-miR-337-3p and then verify in vitro (by luciferase reporter assay) if also the target efficiency 

can decrease. To achieve this goal, we used again the "IDT® oligoanalyzer tool", which displayed 

several potential structures (hairpins and self-dimers). 

Our design for the new sequence was based on the most stable secondary structure, as shown in 

Fig. 28. Beginning with this hairpin structure, and following a similar logic used to stabilize the 

human sequence, we initially altered only one nucleotide at a time, outside of the seed region. In 
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particular, we selected those nucleotides involved in base pairing to reduce their number and 

destabilize the structure. 

However, changing just one nucleotide still resulted in structures with a similar number of base 

pairings and a comparable theoretical Tm, according to the "IDT® oligoanalyzer tool". This result 

confirmed the high stability of this structure. Consequently, we had to change at least two 

nucleotides to destabilize this structure. We replaced cytosine (C) at position 14 with adenine (A), 

and uracil (U) at position 18 with adenine (A). This yielded two new hairpin structures with 

theoretical Tm values of 16.2 °C and 7.4 °C, respectively, as shown in Fig. 28. Thus, at least in 

silico, it appears possible to destabilize the bat sequence by modifying at least two nucleotides 

outside the seed region. 

 

Fig. 28 The cartoon representations depict potential hairpin structures along with their respective 

calculated melting temperatures for bat-miR-337-3p (left) and mut-bat-miR-337-3p (right), as 

determined by the “IDT® oligoanalyzer tool”. The red highlighted nucleotide indicates the site of 

modification. Red lines represent canonical Watson-Crick base pairings, whereas blue lines 

represent the non-canonical Wobble base pairing. 

We subsequently purchased from IDT® the mutated sequence (mut-bat-miR-337-3p) and 

characterized by CD and CD-melting experiments to verify if the structures adopted by the 

sequence were effectively more or less stable in solution in comparison to the wild-type sequence. 

We compared the spectroscopic results (wild-type vs mutated) and noted that the CD spectra of 

the two sequences (Fig. 29 (a)) showed remarkably similar strong bands around 270 nm. However, 

minor differences in the weaker bands around 240 nm and 220 nm were displayed. 
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We obtained the melting temperatures of the two miRNAs from the CD-melting curves (Fig. 

29 (b)), which are 30°C for the wild-type sequence and 26°C for the mutated sequence. 

Interestingly, the mutated bat-miR-337-3p exhibited slightly less stability than its wild-type 

counterpart. This underscores the intrinsic stability of bat-miR-337-3p, highlighting the fact that 

even substantial alterations to the sequence resulted in only a minor destabilization. This resilience 

shows the robustness of bat-miR-337-3p's secondary structures, underlining its considerable 

thermodynamic stability. It seems that the secondary structure of bat-miR-337-3p is such that it can 

maintain its stability even when subjected to mutations, contributing to the robust functional role 

this miRNA likely plays in bats. 

 

Fig. 29 CD-spectra (a) and normalized CD-melting curves (b) of bat-miR-337-3p [2.5 µM] (black 

curve) and mut-bat-miR-337-3p [2.5 µM] (red curve) in PBS 10 mM, pH=7.4. 

Finally, in collaboration with the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (Nijmegen, 

Netherlands), a luciferase reporter assay was conducted to provide further confirmation of our 

hypothesis. From the results (Fig. S1), it can be observed that the mut-hsa-miR-337-3p exhibits a 

stronger capability to suppress the expression of the complementary target compared to the wild-

type human miR. Conversely, the mut-bat-337-3p displayed a reduced capacity to inhibit the 

expression of the complementary target relative to the wild-type bat miR. 
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2.2.3. Final remarks 

In this study, we explored the secondary structures and thermodynamic stability of two mature 

miRNAs, hsa-miR-337-3p_1 and bat-miR-337-3p, using CD and CD-melting experiments. Notably, 

despite only a two-nucleotide difference between the sequences, our results indicated distinct 

secondary structures and significantly different stability. The bat miRNA displayed higher 

thermodynamic stability, potentially contributing to its prominent biological role and effectiveness 

in target interaction [177]. 

We then explored deeper into the relationship between thermodynamic stability and biological 

activity, examining the most expressed isoform of the human miRNA. Our results showed that this 

isoform adopted different conformations in solution and exhibited higher thermodynamic stability, 

supporting the hypothesis that stability can influence a miRNA's biological activity. 

To further test this hypothesis, we manipulated the sequences of the miRNAs in silico to 

modify their stability. The mutated human miRNA showed greater stability than the wild-type 

sequence, confirming the potential to significantly increase stability by changing a single nucleotide 

outside the seed region. The bat miRNA, on the other hand, exhibited inherent high stability, which 

could only be slightly reduced with a double-nucleotide change, underscoring the robust stability of 

this miRNA. 

These findings provide fascinating evidence that a miRNA's secondary structures and their 

thermodynamic stability can influence its biological function. However, more research is needed to 

confirm the efficiency of these stabilized miRNAs in repressing targets, and to explore potential 

changes in target selection. Our study has opened up new pathways for understanding the roles of 

miRNA structures and stability in target recognition, providing a solid foundation for future 

research. 
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2.3. Interactions between miR-26b-5p and four achiral 

porphyrins: aim of the work 

To better investigate the secondary structure of mature miRNAs, in the second part of our 

study, we explored by circular dichroism (CD) and CD-melting experiments the possible secondary 

structures adopted by the human miR-26b-5p (UUCAAGUAAUUCAGGAUAGGU). This 

sequence has been chosen for its biological importance, indeed miR-26b is found in an intron of the 

Ctdsp2 gene and it acts synergistically with its host gene to regulate neuronal development [181]. It 

has been revealed that miR-26b is a crucial regulator in carcinogenesis and tumor progression in 

several forms of cancer by serving as a tumor suppressor gene, indeed, impedes cellular 

proliferation in breast cancer [182], and inhibits metastasis of osteosarcoma [183]. Furthermore, a 

recent study found that miR-26b-5p inhibits the proliferation, migration, and invasion of 

intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma cells via inhibiting S100A7 [184]. Similarly, downregulation of 

miR-26b-5p and miR-26a-5p in bladder cancer cells was observed, and both of these miRNAs 

significantly prevented cancer cell motility and invasion [185,186]. Aside from cancer, altered miR-

26b expression and functional abnormalities have been identified in a range of different disorders. 

These findings show that miR-26b plays a role in cardiac function maintenance [187] and it has 

been found to be elevated in the human temporal cortex in Alzheimer's disease development [188]. 

Secondly, we used four achiral porphyrins (Fig. 30) with the aim to exploit them as chiroptical 

probe, as well as to modulate the thermodynamic stability of miR-26b-5p.  
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Fig. 30 Structures of H2T4 and H2TCPPSpm4, with their respective Zn(II) derivatives, ZnT4 and 

ZnTCPPSpm4. For clarity of the image the axial water molecule attached to Zn(II) of ZnT4 is not 

depicted. 

By UV-vis, resonance light scattering (RLS), CD and CD-melting, we characterized the 

interactions between miR-26b-5p and meso-tetrakis(4-N-methylpyridyl)porphyrin (H2T4) and its 

zinc(II) derivative, ZnT4. In physiological conditions both porphyrins bring in the four meso- 

positions cationic charges. In addition, H2T4 is able to intercalate in DNA GC rich region via 

stacking interactions with nucleobases [189]. The latter type of interaction is precluded to ZnT4 

owing to the penta-coordinated nature of the central Zn, which hinders intercalation [190,191]. 

Successively, in order to evaluate the role of electrostatic interactions we studied the interactions of 

the title miRNA with other two porphyrins bearing four multi-cationic spermine arms (meso-

tetrakis(4-carboxyphenylspermine) porphyrin, H2TCPPSpm4 [192], and its Zn(II) derivative, 

ZnTCPPSpm4 (Fig. 30). We selected the two sperminated derivatives in order to improve the 

biocompatibility of porphyrins since it has known the polyamine transport system of the cell affords 

a selective accumulation of polyamine analogues in neoplastic tissues [193]. In addition, it has been 

already shown that H2TCPPSpm4 is able to stabilize G-Quadruplex superstructures [194] and it can 

interact with a variety of DNA structures [118], whereas ZnTCPPSpm4 can detects, catalyzes and 

stabilizes Z-DNA [195]. 
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2.3.1. Materials and methods 

The 5K buffer was prepared by solubilizing the necessary salts in 200mL of ultrapure water. In 

particular, the 5K buffer consists of cacodylate sodium salt 10 mM, potassium chloride 5mM and 

lithium chloride 95mM. The final pH was adjusted to 7.3 by concentrated HCl.  

The phosphate buffer ([H2PO4−] + [HPO42−] = 10mM, pH = 7.3) was prepared by dissolving 

the proper amount of corresponding anhydrous sodium salts (NaH2PO4 and Na2HPO4) in 200mL 

of ultrapure water.  

The Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) has been obtained from the corresponding tablets, that is 

one PBS tablet was dissolved in 200mL of ultrapure water. PBS buffer (pH = 7.3) contains 10mM 

of phosphate buffer sodium salt ([H2PO4−] + [HPO4−2−] = 10mM), 137mM of sodium chloride, 

and 2.7mM of potassium chloride. 

The miR-26b-5p sequence (5’-UUCAAGUAAUUCAGGAUAGGU-3’) used was purchased 

from Integrated DNA Technologies IDT® and used without further purification. The solid was 

dissolved in ultra-pure water obtained by Elga Purelab Flex system by Veolia with purity of 18.2 

MΩcm, achieving a stock solution with concentration of ~ 100 µM. Annealing is performed 

increasing the temperature up to 90° for 5 min, then cooling down slowly up to room temperature 

and finally storing the solution at 4°C for one night. Concentration of miR solutions were checked 

by UV-vis measurements at 80°C using the extinction coefficient of the sequence given by IDT: 

ε260 nm = 224,200 L/(mol·cm); Then, by dilution in PBS buffer 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 

mM; pH 7.4) we prepared the sample solution. 

ZnT4 porphyrin was obtained by metalation of the naked tetracationic porphyrin (purchased 

from Mid-Century) following the well-known procedure reported in literature [196]. The 

concentration of the stock solutions of H2T4 and ZnT4 were prepared by dissolving the solid in 

ultrapure water in order to achieve concentrations ranging from 3 × 10−4 M to 4 × 10−4 M. The 
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concentration of these stock solutions was checked by spectrophotometric experiments using for 

H2T4 ε423 = 224000 M-1cm-1 and for ZnT4 ε437 = 204000 M-1cm-1 in water. 

H2TCPPSpm4 and ZnTCPPSpm4 were obtained according to the literature procedure 

[192,195]. All stock solutions of H2TCPPSpm4 were prepared by dissolving the solid in DMSO in 

order to avoid aggregation process, whereas stock solutions of ZnTCPPSpm4 were prepared by 

dissolving the solid in ultrapure water in order to achieve concentrations ranging from 2 × 10−4 M to 

3 × 10−4 M. The concentration of these stock solutions was checked by spectrophotometric 

experiments using for H2TCPPSpm4 ε437 = 338000 M−1 cm−1 at pH = 1 in water, HCl and for 

ZnTCPPspm4 ε423 = 133766 M−1 cm−1 at pH = 3.5 in water, HCl. 

 

Electronic Circular Dichroism 

CD spectra were recorded at 20°C using a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter equipped with a 

single position Peltier temperature control system. A quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length was 

used for all CD experiments. The solution of 2.5 μM miR-26b-5p was titrated with increasing 

amount of porphyrin and CD scans were collected with the following parameters: scanning rate 50 

nm/min, data pitch 0.5 nm, digital integration time (D.I.T) 2s, band width 2.0 nm. Each CD 

spectrum was an average of at least five scans. CD melting was performed at the ratio 

porphyrin:miR 1:1 and 3:1 respectively, with the following parameters: 260 nm wavelength, 5–90 

°C temperature range, 1 °C/min temperature slope and 8 sec response. 

CD-melting curve were obtained from the experimental data with the help of a Boltzmann 

sigmoid equation (as described in 2.2.1 Materials and methods). 

 

UV–vis absorption spectroscopy 

UV–vis absorption spectra were collected at room temperature using a Jasco V-530 UV-vis 

spectrophotometer equipped with a 1 cm path-length cell. Conditions were as follows: scanning rate 

100 nm/min, data pitch 0.5 nm, band width 2 nm.  
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Titrations of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] were performed by adding increasing amount of porphyrin. 

In general, the porphyrins form with other molecules, complexes which exhibit kinetic inertness; 

therefore it is possible to perform UV-titration to obtain information on the stoichiometry of these 

complexes. By plotting of the Soret band absorbance vs the [porphyrin]/[miRNA] it is possible to 

reveal straight lines with different slopes indicating complex stoichiometry. Different slopes 

indicate the presence in solution of diverse supramolecular species, which are stable, inert and not 

in equilibrium with each other, characterized by a certain molar extinction coefficient [197]. 

Conversely, a unique and straight linear plot will appear all over the titration experiment as well as 

observed in the case of porphyrin alone in buffer solution. The titrations were terminated when the 

straight-line slope results similar to that obtained by the titrations of the porphyrins alone in buffer 

solution. Break points are found where the titration line displays at least a 10% slope variation.  

 

Fluorescence spectroscopy and resonance light scattering (RLS) 

Fluorescence emission spectra and RLS were recorded using a Fluorolog FL-11 Jobin Yvon 

Horiba. Each experiment was carried out at room temperature with a 1 cm quartz cuvette. For 

fluorescence measurements the following parameters were used: emission range of 550–800 nm, 

increment of 1.0 nm, averaging time of 0.1 sec, one scan, and 2.5 nm slits both for excitation and 

emission. Excitation wavelength (λex) was chosen taking into account the isosbestic points detected 

in the UV titrations for each porphyrin used: H2T4 (λex = 430 nm); ZnT4 (λex = 450 nm); 

H2TCPPSpm4 (λex = 420 nm); ZnTCPPSpm4 (λex = 450 nm). 

2.3.2. Results and discussions 

Spectroscopic characterization of miR-26b-5p 

Firstly, to evaluate if the miR-26b-5p sequence adopts well-defined secondary structures (e.g. 

hairpins and/or self-dimers) or random conformations, we performed CD measurements at different 
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strand concentrations (0.7 µM, 2.8 µM and 10 µM) in PBS buffer at pH = 7.4 (Fig. 31 (a)). For 

single stranded sequences in random conformations the intensity of the signal is expected to be 

close to few millidegrees [174] On the contrary, in the UV region between 300 nm and 220 nm, the 

CD signal of miR-26b-5p (at all the investigated concentrations) is quite structured and shows an 

intense band around 270 nm, a less intense negative band around 240 nm and a band ~ 220 nm, 

suggesting that the sequence is not in random conformation. Indeed, the CD spectra is similar to 

those of A-form RNA, indicating that the sequence is most likely folded in ordered secondary 

structures (e.g. self-dimers or hairpins). Additionally, the intensity of the CD bands increases 

linearly with the concentration of the sequence (Fig. 31 (a), inset) suggesting that the sequence 

does not change the conformations adopted in the concentration range investigated. 

Secondly, we performed CD melting experiments by monitoring the variation of CD signal at 

260 nm in the range 5-90 °C at different strand concentrations (0.7 µM, 2.8 µM and 10 µM) in PBS 

buffer (Fig. 31 (b)). In general, for a solution containing nucleic acid sequences, two possible 

situations are possible. The first one, in which the nucleobases are not involved in hydrogen bonds 

and a temperature increase causes “only” the breaking of π-π interactions (in the case of highly 

structured single strands). In this case, the CD intensity will decrease linearly upon increasing the 

temperature together with the smooth loss of base stacking. The second scenario, in which the 

nucleobases form either “internal” (e.g. hairpins) and/or “external” (e.g. duplexes) base-pairing, in 

which a temperature increase causes a breaking of hydrogen bonds and a consequent “melting” of 

the base-base coupling leading to a net transition in the intensity-temperature graph (i.e. a sharp 

decrease of the CD intensity) which is centered at the temperature where 50% of denaturation 

occurs (Tm) [174]. Altogether, the loss of ordered structure by heating causes CD changes which, 

monitored at a fixed wavelength as a function of temperature, allow to estimate the stability of 

secondary structures. The melting curves showed a clear transition for this sequence, confirming 

that this sequence adopts well-defined folded structures.  
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Fig. 31 (a) CD spectra of miR-26b-5p in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 7.4 (0.7 

µM black curve; 2.8 µM red curve; 10 µM blue curve). Inset: plot of concentration of miR-26b-5p 

vs the CD signal at 269 nm (black squares), 243 nm (blue triangles) and 221 nm (red circles). (b) 

CD-melting curves normalized to [0,1] of miR-26b-5p in PBS 10 mM, pH = 7.4 (0.7 µM black 

curve; 2.8 µM red curve; 10 µM blue curve). 

To better understand if the miR-26b-5p adopts in solution preferentially one structure (e.g. 

hairpin) rather than another one (e.g. self-dimers) we performed melting experiments at different 

concentrations (0.7 µM, 2.8 µM, and 10 µM) and for each one we extracted the melting temperature 

(Tm) (Fig. 31 (b)). These experiments are very useful because monomolecular transitions (e.g. 

those associated to unfolding of hairpins) are virtually independent on strand concentration, while 

transitions with higher molecularities, as those associated to dissociation of self-dimers, exhibit a 

significant dependence on sample concentration. Melting temperatures extracted do not display 

significant differences among the concentrations investigated and for this reason we speculated that 

this sequence is mostly folded in hairpins.  

Interaction of cationic H2T4 with miR-26b-5p 

We firstly studied the interaction of H2T4 with miR-26b-5p by UV-vis absorption 

spectroscopy by the addition of increasing amounts of H2T4 (in the range 0.5-19 µM) to miR-26b-

5p (2.5 µM) in PBS buffer at pH = 7.4 (Fig. S2 (a)). In PBS buffer, H2T4 porphyrin displays the 

Soret band at 421 nm and other four less intense bands at 510, 550, 580 and 650 nm (Q bands) 

(Black line, Fig. 32). After the addition of H2T4 up 2.5 µM to a solution containing 2.5 M of 
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miR-26b-5p, is possible to observe a large bathochromic shift (Δλ = 17 nm) and an hypochromic 

effect (~ 40%) of the porphyrin Soret band (Red line, Fig. 32) suggesting a significant perturbation 

in the porphyrin π electrons as a result of the binding to the miRNA. In order to verify if the 

porphyrin binding mode with miR-26b-5p depends on the ratio of the two molecules we have 

plotted the absorbance at 421 nm versus the [H2T4]/[miR] ratio. The plot reported in the inset of 

Fig. 32 shows five distinct break points, indicating the formation of five H2T4:miR complexes (1:1, 

2:1, 3:1, 5:1 and 6:1). In particular, for complexes with porphyrin contents higher than 3:1, a strong 

hypochromic effect is observed, suggesting a stronger interaction among porphyrins with miRNA. 

Yet, after the formation of the 6:1 complex, further addition of H2T4 has no effect on the slope of 

the straight line (inset Fig. 32, orange line) which became almost identical to that one obtained for 

H2T4 alone in buffer solution (inset Fig. 32, black line). These results indicate that the formation 

of the H2T4/miR-26b-5p complex take place up to a 6:1 ratio. Lastly, the second derivatives of the 

absorption spectrum of H2T4/miRNA complexes (Fig. S2 (b)) show that from ratio 5:1 the band 

around 420 nm is predominant, indicating that the further H2T4 added does not interact with 

H2T4/miRNA complexes.  

 

Fig. 32 Absorption spectra of H2T4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 

7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). Inset: plot of absorbance 

at 421 nm vs. the concentration of H2T4 alone in PBS (squares) and vs. the ratio [H2T4]/[miR-

26b-5p] (circles), lines with different colors indicate a different slope. 
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As reported in literature, large bathochromic shift (Δλ = 17 nm) and strong hypochromic effect 

(~ 40%) of the porphyrin Soret band, are ascribed to the intercalation of the ligand between two 

bases. However as mentioned above, mature miRNA are short sequences and even if arranged in 

some secondary structure the intercalation of porphyrin could be unlikely. Therefore, weak 

aggregation of porphyrin onto the miRNA structure could occur. In this contest, the formation of 

dimers (two porphyrins interacting in a face-to-face mode between two miRNA structures in a 

fascinating way) cannot be excluded. 

The emission spectra of H2T4 (black line, Fig. 33 (a)) displays a large broad band from 630 

nm to 780 nm which is mainly due to the coupling of the first excited state S1 with a nearby charge-

transfer state (CT) from the porphyrin core to the pyridinium group, the coupling is favored in high-

polarity solvents and can be assisted by high degree of rotational flexibility of the N-

methylpyridinium groups [198]. However, in the presence of miRNA (red line, Fig. 33 (a)) it is 

possible to observe a change both in the fluorescence intensity and shape of the emission spectra, 

confirming the interaction between the porphyrin and the miRNA. Indeed, the broad emission of 

H2T4, after the interaction with miRNA, is split into two peaks of Q(0, 0) and Q(0, l) bands with 

emission maxima at around 660 and 730 nm (red line, Fig. 33 (a)). This effect might be caused by 

the changes in the dielectric of the solvation sphere associated with the porphyrin, in fact generally 

the complex formation of H2T4 with nucleotides results in dielectric changes by reducing the 

accessibility of the water molecules to the π orbitals of the porphyrin [199]. In addition, when the 

pyridinium groups stuck, the charge transfer effect is decreased, increasing the splitting effect of the 

broad emission band due to reduction of rotational flexibility of the N-methylpyridinium groups. 

These two effects brought by binding with miRNA render the electronic S1−CT mixing less 

effective, causing the splitting of Q(0, 0) and Q(0, l) bands. At 3:1 (H2T4:miR-26b-5p) ratio the 

two emission bands become less resolved (Fig. S3) suggesting some changes in the excited state of 

the porphyrin that could be ascribed to the formation of other H2T4:miR-26b-5p complex, in 

accordance with the absorbance data in which at this ratio an evident break point is displayed.  
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The interaction with miR-26b-5p was also confirmed by resonance light scattering 

measurements (Fig. S4). The RLS intensity of H2T4 alone is low and does not increase with 

increasing porphyrin concentrations (Fig. 33 (b)) indicating an absence of aggregation in buffer 

solution. Whereas, titration of miR-26b-5p with increasing amount of H2T4 shows a strong 

enhancement in light scattering intensity when the concentration of H2T4 is 6.5 µM. Then the RLS 

intensity increases linearly after addition of more H2T4 up to 10 µM (Fig. 33 (b)), after that no 

enhancement is observed. The RLS results suggest that porphyrins are electronically coupled on the 

miR-26b-5p up to 4:1 (H2T4:miR-26b-5p) ratio. Whereas after the ratio 4:1 the RLS intensity does 

not increase anymore suggesting that other well-ordered H2T4:miR-26b-5p complexes are not 

formed. However these data do not exclude the formation of other H2T4:miR-26b-5p complexes at 

higher ratio as suggesting by UV data. In addition the enhancement of RLS intensity up to 

H2T4:miR-26b-5p 4:1 ratio can be ascribed to the formation of well-ordered aggregates formed by 

porphyrins onto the miRNA structure rather than aggregation phenomenon of porphyrins alone. 

RLS and UV-vis data support our hypothesis of miR-assisted porphyrin self-aggregation which 

leads to strong electronic communication between individual porphyrins in the assembly. 

 

Fig. 33 (a) Emission spectra of H2T4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 

7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). (b) Plot of the intensity 

of RLS signal at 467 nm vs. the ratio [H2T4]/[miR-26b-5p] (red circles) and vs. the concentration 

of [H2T4] alone in PBS (black squares). 
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The low intensity of the RLS signal at ratio 1:1 and 2:1 H2T4:miR-26b-5p could be ascribed to 

the low sensibility of the RLS technique to detect short aggregates, like dimers, which cannot be 

excluded as reported for the UV data. 

Circular dichroism titration with increasing amount of H2T4 were performed. The CD signal of 

the miR-26b-5p alone in solution in the UV region between 300 nm and 220 nm (black line, Fig. 

34) shows an intense positive band around 270 nm and a less intense negative band around 240 nm, 

suggesting that the sequence is not in random conformation. Upon increasing addition of H2T4, the 

intense positive band decreased in intensity proposing a modification of the secondary structures of 

the miRNA, as if the porphyrin unwinds the oligonucleotide structure. The region between 500 nm 

and 400 nm is highly diagnostic to differentiate the type of binding of an achiral porphyrin with 

polynucleotides, despite the fact that many ligands are achiral and optically inactive, they can 

acquire ICD signals when they interact with nucleic acids [200]. The presence of an ICD signal in 

the achiral ligand's absorption bands indicates that the ligand interacts with nucleic acid. In 

particular, very weak bisignate CD signal in the porphyrin Soret band, at the 1:1 and 2:1 

(H2T4:miR-26b-5p) ratio is detected (Fig. 34). Bisignate CD signal indicate that electronic 

communication at least between two porphyrins occurs and in general is related to a substantial 

aggregation of porphyrins, but it could also be linked to an outer stacking of porphyrins onto the 

miRNA structure [189]. Therefore the bisegnate ICD at 1:1 (H2T4:miR-26b-5p) ratio suggests the 

formation of porphyrin dimer, with each porphyrin interacting with one miRNA sequence. Whereas 

after the ratio 3:1 the intensity of bisignate signal drastically increases. It is conceivable to speculate 

that increasing the concentration of H2T4, especially after the ratio 3:1, triggers porphyrins 

aggregation onto the miRNA structure, resulting in a stronger bisignate ICD signal, in accordance 

with the spectroscopic data showed previously.  
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Fig. 34 CD spectra of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 7.4 (black 

curve) and in the presence of increasing amounts of H2T4 (2.5 µM red curve; 5 µM blue curve; 7.5 µM 

green curve). 

The several spectroscopic techniques used demonstrate that until 3:1 (H2T4:miR) ratio, there is 

a specific type of interaction involving the formation of dimers in 2:2 and 4:2 (H2T4:miR) ratio. 

Indeed, the pronounced hypochromic effect in the absorption spectra, accompanied by two resolved 

bands in the emission spectrum, confirm that porphyrins are involved in a specific interaction. The 

lack of an increase in RLS intensity also excludes the possibility of strong aggregation, offering 

further confirmation of weak aggregation or dimers formation between two porphyrins and two 

miRNA molecules, as evidenced by the weak induced circular dichroism (ICD) signal. From the 

ratio 3:1, instead, an aggregation of porphyrins onto the miRNA structure becomes predominant. 

This is indicated by the fluorescence bands becoming less resolved, an increase in RLS, and the 

enhancement of the bisignate in the ICD spectra, also in this case is not possible to exclude the 

formation of dimers in 6:2 (H2T4:miR) ratio. 

Interaction of cationic ZnT4 with miR-26b-5p 

Secondly, we studied the interaction of the zinc(II) derivative of meso-tetrakis(4-N-

methylpyridyl)porphyrin (ZnT4) with miR-26b-5p, by using the same spectroscopic techniques 
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used for the interaction of H2T4 with miR-26b-5p. UV-vis titration with increasing amount of ZnT4 

(in the range 0.5-12.5 µM) were performed in PBS buffer. The UV–vis absorption spectrum of 

ZnT4 (2.5 μM) in the absence of miRNA (black line, Fig. 35 (a)) showed the Soret band at 436 nm 

and other two Q bands at 565 and 610 nm, respectively. Whereas the presence of miR-26b-5p (2.5 

μM) led to Soret band red shift to 443 nm (Δλ = 7 nm) and ~ 27% hypochromicity (% H) (red line, 

Fig. 35 (a)). We have reported the absorbance variation at 436 nm versus the [ZnT4]/[miR-26b-5p] 

ratio (Fig. 35, (a) inset), conversely to what is observed with H2T4, in this case, except for the first 

weak break point at the ratio 1:1 (ZnT4:miR) no others evident break points are showed, suggesting 

that the central metal (Zn) plays a crucial role in the interaction with miRNA avoiding the formation 

of different types of binding modes. As suggested by the low bathochromicity and the slight 

hypochromicity a very weak interaction is occurring in comparison to the interaction between H2T4 

porphyrin and the miR sequence.  

Both emission spectra (Fig. 35 (b)) of ZnT4 porphyrin alone in PBS (black line) and in the 

presence of miRNA-26b-5p (red line) displayed two not well resolved bands around 630 nm and 

670 nm, and no significant differences in intensity and in shape are showed, confirming that weak 

interaction is occurring between ZnT4 and miRNA. 

Also RLS titration with increasing amount of ZnT4 confirmed the absence of specific 

interaction with miRNA, indeed as showed in the RLS spectra (Fig. S6) there is not an 

enhancement in light scattering and this corroborate the hypothesis that porphyrins are not 

electronically coupled on the miRNA. 
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Fig. 35 (a) Absorption spectra of ZnT4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; 

pH 7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). Inset: plot of 

absorbance at 436 nm vs. the concentration of ZnT4 alone in PBS (squares) and vs. the ratio 

[ZnT4]/[miR-26b-5p] (circles), lines with different colors indicate a different slope. (b) Emission 

spectra of ZnT4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 7.4 (black curve) 

and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). 

Circular dichroism titration performed with increasing amounts of ZnT4 (Fig. 36) displayed a 

slight modification of the miR-26b-5p signal around 270 nm, indeed the intense positive band 

decreased slightly in intensity, proposing a lower destabilization of the miRNA in comparison to the 

H2T4. Although the previous spectroscopic techniques suggested a very weak interaction between 

ZnT4 and the miRNA, a weak negative induced CD (ICD) signal appears around 460 nm, and its 

intensity decreases with increasing the ZnT4 concentration. Normally, a negative induced signal 

indicates intercalation of the porphyrin within the base-stacking of the oligonucleotide. However, 

ZnT4 is a pentacoordinate planar porphyrin within a water molecule axially coordinated, which 

should prevent intercalation between nucleobases, furthermore intercalation generally results in a 

stronger bathochromic shift (Δλ ≥ 15 nm) and more marked hypochromism (H ≥ 35%) in the 

absorption spectra than our results [23]. Therefore it is more plausible that the negative ICD signal 

is due to a pseudo-intercalation of the ZnT4 porphyrin to the final sections of the miRNA sequence 

close to 5’ and 3’ end respectively. Indeed, the final nucleotides are not involved in a base pairing 

and consequently they are more available to interact via stacking interactions with ligands having 

aromatic moieties. 
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Fig. 36 CD spectra of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 

7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of increasing amounts of ZnT4 (2.5 µM red curve; 5 µM blue 

curve; 7.5 µM green curve). 

Interaction of H2TCPPSpm4 with miR-26b-5p 

Successively, meso-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenylspermine) porphyrin, H2TCPPSpm4, was used to 

characterize the interaction with miR-26b-5p, in order to evaluate the contribution of the spermine 

arms which, in physiological condition, have at least the most external amino groups positively 

charged [192]. The UV–vis absorption spectrum of H2TCPPSpm4 (2.5 μM) in the absence of 

miRNA (black line, Fig. 37) showed the Soret band at 414 nm and other four less intense Q bands 

from 520 to 650 nm. While, the presence of miR-26b-5p (2.5 μM) produced a Soret band shift from 

414 nm to 426 nm (Δλ = 12 nm) and ~ 40% hypochromicity (red line, Fig. 37), indicating strong 

interactions between the π-system of porphyrin and miRNA sequence, producing a similar behavior 

to the interaction with H2T4. Also, in this case we plotted the absorbance variation at 414 nm 

versus the [H2TCPPSpm4]/[miR-26b-5p] ratio (Fig. 37, inset). At ratio 1:1 and 2:1 

(H2TCPPSpm4:miR) two clear break points are displayed, then the absorbance does not increase 

until the ratio 3:1 and after that the slope of absorbance at 414 nm remains constant demonstrating 

that the porphyrin is free in solution and it is no longer interacting with the oligonucleotide structure 
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(Fig. S7). Unlike the interaction with H2T4, in which the complex take place up to a 6:1 ratio (Fig. 

37, inset), in this case H2TCPPSpm4 interacts with miRNA until the ratio 3:1, this is ascribable to 

the bigger dimension of the molecule which bears four spermine arms, which hinder the possibility 

to form a complex with higher binding stoichiometry. 

 

Fig. 37 Absorption spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 

mM; pH 7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). Inset: plot of 

absorbance at 414 nm vs. the concentration of H2TCPPSpm4 alone in PBS (squares) and vs. the 

ratio [H2TCPPSpm4]/[miR-26b-5p] (circles), lines with different colours indicate a different slope. 

For H2TCPPSpm4 porphyrin, as well as H2T4, emission spectra is formed by the initial 

excited state, S1, and the charge-transfer state (CT) between the porphyrin core and its substituents 

at meso position, which in this case are formed by the carboxyphenylspermine groups. Polar 

solvents or restriction of peripheral substituents can cause fluorescence quenching because of the 

coupling of these two states (S1-CT).  

Emission spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 alone in solution (black curve, Fig. 38 (a)) produced a 

peak around 645 nm and a shoulder around 700 nm. Noteworthy from the concentration of 5 µM 

the peak at 645 nm becomes larger and red shifted (Δλ ~ 5 nm) (Fig. S8 (a)). To better understand 

the origin of this shift we plotted the second derivatives of the absorption spectra at the 

concentration of H2TCPPSpm4 [1 µM] and [5 µM], respectively (Fig. S8 (b)). In the derivatives 
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plot (Fig. S8 (b), inset) at the concentration of 5 µM a shoulder around 405 nm appeared, and it 

became more pronounced at higher concentrations (data not shown), suggesting that at low 

concentration H2TCPPSpm4 porphyrin is free in solution, while increasing the concentration 

triggers porphyrins aggregation which can explain the red-shift of the peak around 645 nm in the 

emission spectra. The presence of miR-26b-5p (red line, Fig. 38 (a)) led to a large decrease in 

fluorescence intensity and a red shift of 10 and 15 nm for the 650 and 700 nm peaks, respectively. 

The significant quenching of the fluorescence could be attributed to close contacts between 

porphyrins and miRNA, as well as porphyrin self-association supported by the miRNA backbone. 

Emission spectra at ratio 1:1 and 2:1 (H2TCPPSpm4:miR) are sharper and better resolved 

proposing restriction in rotation of the spermine arms upon miRNA structure, whereas at ratio 3:1 

and 4:1 (Fig. S9) the quenching decreases, and the emission spectra resembled to the spectra of the 

porphyrin alone in solution, implying that after the ratio 2:1 porphyrins are no longer interacting, in 

accordance with the absorption data.  

H2TCPPSpm4 alone showed a low RLS intensity (black squares, Fig. 38 (b)), indicating that 

strong and ordered aggregation does not occur, whereas titration of miR with increasing amount of 

H2TCPPSpm4 led to an increase of the RLS intensity until the ratio ~ 2:1 (H2TCPPSpm4:miR) 

(red circles, Fig. 38 (b)), proposing an aggregation phenomenon with strong electronic 

communications among porphyrins on the miRNA structure. Increasing addition of porphyrin 

conducted to a slightly decrease of the RLS intensity, indicating that further addition does not form 

a complex with higher binding stoichiometry, in line with the UV-vis data.  
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Fig. 38 (a) Emission spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 

mM; pH 7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). (b) Plot of the 

intensity of the H2TCPPSpm4 RLS signal at 467 nm vs. the concentration of [H2TCPPSpm4] in the 

presence of miR-26b-5p (red circles) and alone in PBS (black squares). 

Circular dichroism spectrum of miR-26b-5p with increasing quantity of H2TCPPSpm4 (Fig. 

39) showed a strong reduction of the band at 270 nm, which could be explained by preferential 

binding of porphyrins to single-stranded miRNA, which penalize the formation of secondary 

structures by hydrogen base pairing. In particular, after the ratio 2:1 (H2TCPPSpm4:miR) the CD 

signal is close to few millidegrees, suggesting that the nucleobases are not involved in hydrogen 

bonds and the sequence is mainly in random single strands. A weak and negative ICD signal 

appeared in the Soret region, as also described previously, a negative induced signal suggests 

intercalation of the porphyrin within the base-stacking of the oligonucleotide. However, it is 

remarkable to remember that ICD signal arises from chiral distortion of the porphyrin symmetry 

and/or intermolecular exciton coupling between at least two chiral well-oriented chromophores 

(porphyrin–porphyrin or porphyrin–nucleobase) and after the ratio 2:1 the ICD signal disappeared, 

proposing that increasing porphyrin concentration induces the random conformations of 

oligonucleotide structure, suggesting external binding of the porphyrin onto the miRNA structure. 

In conclusion, H2TCPPSpm4 destabilize the secondary structures of miR stronger than H2T4 

porphyrin, suggesting that the four spermine pendants have a predominant effect to disrupt the 

hydrogen base pair interactions of the miR structures causing its conformational change.  
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Fig. 39 CD spectra of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 7.4 (black 

curve) and in the presence of increasing amounts of H2TCPPSpm4 (2.5 µM red curve; 5 µM blue curve; 7.5 

µM green curve). 

Interaction of ZnTCPPSpm4 with miR-26b-5p 

We also examined the interaction between the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin and miR-26b-5p. 

However, it is crucial to acknowledge, that this porphyrin forms self-aggregates in PBS buffer, a 

phenomenon that will be discussed in detail in the following paragraph. As a result of the 

aggregation starting state of ZnTCPPSpm4, it is not possible to perform stoichiometric analysis 

with miRNA. However, it is possible to observe that in presence of the miRNA, all the absorption 

bands of ZnTCPPSpm4 are red shifted (inset, Fig. 40) suggesting an interaction between porphyrin 

aggregates and the miRNA structure. 
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Fig. 40 Absorption spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 

mM; pH 7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve). Inset: 2nd 

derivatives of UV-vis spectra. 

Emission measurements of ZnTCPPSpm4 with and without miRNA did not produce detectable 

fluorescence spectra in both cases, also at higher porphyrin concentration. This is due to the specific 

assembly of porphyrin aggregates with miRNA’s phosphate backbone and phosphate molecules, 

respectively which cause a quenching of the fluorescent emission. 

Also RLS of ZnTCPPSpm4 alone (black squares, Fig. 41) confirms self-aggregation 

phenomenon. Indeed, RLS intensity slightly increases by increasing the porphyrin concentration. 

However, in the presence of miRNA (red circles, Fig. 41) the RLS intensity is enhanced 

proposing a stronger and well-ordered communication among porphyrins onto the miRNA 

sequence. These spectroscopic evidences advise the idea that the presence of ordered template, 

such as miRNA structure, induces better organization of the porphyrin aggregates.  
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Fig. 41 Plot of the intensity of RLS signal at 467 nm vs. the ratio [ZnTCPPSpm4]/[miR-26b-5p] 

(red circles) and vs. the concentration of [ZnTCPPSpm4] alone in PBS (black squares). 

Conversely from what observed with other porphyrins used previously, circular dichroism with 

increasing amount of ZnTCPPSpm4 (Fig. 42) did not produce significantly changes of the miRNA 

CD signal around 270 nm, indicating that this porphyrin does not destabilize and modify the 

secondary structures adopted by the miRNA. In the Soret absorption region a bisignate ICD signal 

is detected (Fig. 42). The low intensity of this ICD signal can be attributed to the low absorbance 

showed in the UV-vis spectra for these aggregates and / or to a very weak interaction between 

ZnTCPPSpm4 and miRNA.  
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Fig. 42 CD spectra of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS 10 mM ([KCl] 2.7 mM; [NaCl] 137 mM; pH 

7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of increasing amounts of ZnTCPPSpm4 (2.5 µM red curve; 5 

µM blue curve; 7.5 µM green curve). 

To support the hypothesis that ZnTCPPSpm4 does not affect the stability of the miRNA and to 

verify how other porphyrins modulate its stability we performed CD melting experiments at the 

ratio [porphyrin]/[miR] 1:1 (Fig. 43 (a)) and 3:1 (Fig. 43 (b)). As we expected miR-26b-5p in 

presence of 2.5 µM and 7.5 µM of ZnTCPPSpm4 showed a melting temperature (Tm) of ~ 23°C 

and ~ 26°C, respectively which are similar to those of the miR alone in solution (Tm ~ 24 °C), 

confirming that this porphyrin does not destabilize the micro-RNA’s secondary structures. Other 

porphyrins used at the ratio [porphyrin]/[miR] 1:1 do not affect the stability of the miRNA, except 

for the H2TCPPSpm4 which displayed a Tm of ~ 17 °C. Most notably at the ratio 3:1 for H2T4 and 

H2TCPPSpm4 it was not possible to perform CD melting experiments since at this porphyrin 

concentration the miRNA structure is almost completely unwind, in line with spectroscopic data 

described previously, therefore the noise of the CD signal was too high that does not allow to obtain 

a melting curve. 
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Fig. 43 (a) Normalized CD melting curves of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] alone in PBS buffer (black line) 

and with the presence of H2T4 [2.5 µM] (red line), ZnT4 [2.5 µM] (blue line), H2TCPPSpm4 [2.5 

µM] (green line) and ZnTCPPspm4 [2.5 µM] (magenta line), respectively. (b) Normalized CD 

melting curves of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer with the presence of H2T4 [7.5 µM] (red 

circles), ZnT4 [7.5 µM] (blue line) and ZnTCPPspm4 [7.5 µM] (green line), respectively. 

Finally, we estimated the binding constant between miR-26b-5p and each porphyrin based on 

their absorption data using Eq. 1 [202]. In this equation, 'ν' represents the number of moles of bound 

porphyrin per mole of total miRNA, 'L' signifies the molar concentration of free porphyrin, 'n' 

denotes the number of consecutive lattice residues (or miRNA sites) that become inaccessible due 

to the binding of a single porphyrin molecule, and 'Kapp' stands for the apparent association constant 

for porphyrin binding to a site on the nucleic acid. The values of 'ν' and 'L' required for this analysis 

were determined by using the Peacocke and Sherrett method (see SI for details) [203]. 

 

𝜈

𝐿
= 𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑝 (1 − 𝑛𝜈) (

1−𝑛𝜈

1−(𝑛−1)𝜈
)

𝑛−1

  (Eq. 1) 

 

In a typical linear Scatchard plot (Fig. S11 (a), (c) and (d)), the slope extrapolation 

corresponds to Kapp according to Eq. 1. Thus, our estimated Kapp values are listed in Table 2. 

As we expected, similar Kapp values were obtained for H2T4 and H2TCPPSpm4, which is in 

line with the spectroscopic results we obtained. However, for ZnTCPPSpm4, a higher Kapp was 

found, indicating that the pre-organization of ZnTCPPSpm4 can enhance its affinity for miR-26b-

6p. 
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Table 2 Apparent association constants (Kapp) for H2T4, H2TCPPSpm4 and ZnTCPPSpm4 with miR-26b-5p obtained 

from the Scathard plots. It was not possible to estimate Kapp for ZnT4 because the Scatchard plot deviates from 

linearity (see SI for details). 

miRNA Porphyrin Kapp M-1 
miR-26b-5p H2T4 4.84 x 105 
miR-26b-5p ZnT4 - 
miR-26b-5p H2TCPPSpm4 3.21 x 105 
miR-26b-5p ZnTCPPSpm4 1.34 x 106 
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Aggregation State of the ZnTCPPSpm4 in different buffer composition 

In a recent work [118] was reported that ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin does not aggregate in 10 mM 

lithium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2; 5 mM KCl; 95 mM LiCl) up to the porphyrin concentration of 40 

µM, showing the Soret band of the monomeric form at 424 nm. However, during the spectroscopic 

characterization of ZnTCPPSpm4 we noticed that this porphyrin tends to self-aggregate in PBS. For 

this reason we decide to investigate the aggregation state of ZnTCPPSpm4 in three popular buffers 

at the same pH value: 5K (cacodylate) buffer, phosphate sodium salt buffer, and PBS. These buffers 

were chosen as they frequently appear in literature to mimic physiological environments. However, 

notable differences exist among them in terms of their molecular composition (for instance, 

cacodylate in 5K, and phosphate in the remaining two) and ionic strength (5K and PBS share 

similar ionic strength compared to the phosphate buffer). Our spectroscopic studies interestingly 

showed that the aggregate states of ZnTCPPspm4 can vary based on the particular buffer used to 

prepare the working solution.  

The ZnTCPPspm4 bears four spermine pendants and similar to its naked H2TCPPspm4 

counterpart, it is expected to possess tuneable positive charges in an aqueous environment due to 

the three protonatable nitrogen atoms in each spermine arm. It is reasonable to assume that the 

outermost primary amino-groups have a pKa1 around 8, while the two secondary amino-groups 

have a pKa2 of approximately 5.8 [192,204]. The final protonation step is not present because the 

fourth nitrogen atom is actually part of the formation of amide groups with the porphyrinoid's 

carboxyphenyl moieties [192]. Furthermore, the zinc cation's presence can restrict the protonation 

of the inner core below pH = 5.0. Based on these observations, we can conclude that the 

ZnTCPPspm4 is barely positively charged at mild basic conditions (pH range 7.2–7.8). 

Hence, the repulsion between the cationic porphyrinoids can effectively hinder the aggregation 

of ZnTCPPspm4 in ultra-pure water [192]. This characteristic is clearly demonstrated by 

monitoring the spectroscopic titration of ZnTCPPspm4 porphyrin in water solution at pH = 7.3 
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(Fig. 44, full triangles and Fig. S12). In particular, all UV-vis spectra (Fig. S12) show the same 

Soret band (λmax = 423 nm) and the two Q-bands at 558 nm and 600 nm in the investigated 

concentration range (1 – 10 µM). The plot of the Soret band against the porphyrin concentration 

(Fig. 44, full triangle) indicates a typical Lambert-Beer progression, where the experimental slope 

of the linear fit (~ 1.32 ·105 M−1 cm−1) is very similar to the experimentally obtained molar 

extinction coefficient for ZnTCPPspm4. 

 

Fig. 44 Absorbance variation of the ZnTCPPspm4 Soret band (λmax = 423 nm) observed upon the 

increase of the porphyrin concentration (µM) in: (i) ultra-pure water (pH = 7.3; full triangles); (ii) 

5K buffer (pH = 7.3; empty triangles); (iii) PBS buffer (pH = 7.3; full dots); (iv) phosphate buffer 

(pH = 7.3; empty dots). The solid line refers to the linear fit for each titration data set in all buffers. 

In the case of PBS and phosphate buffer, the dotted line corresponds to the linear fit right after the 

break-point at 3µM 

The titration of ZnTCPPspm4 conducted in the 5K buffer displays a comparable trend (Fig. 44, 

empty triangles and Fig. S13). However, the different environment of the porphyrinoid lead to a 

slightly decreased intensity within its Soret band compared to ultra-pure water. Specifically, as the 

concentration of porphyrin increases, this reduced intensity becomes more prominent, achieving up 

to 20-30% reduction at higher concentrations (Fig. 44, empty triangles). The buffering agent in the 

5K is the acid-base pair -cacodylic acid/cacodylate sodium salt- with a pKa value of 6.27. 

Consequently, we can suppose that under our specific pH conditions (pH = 7.3), the majority of 
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cacodylic acid molecules are deprotonated into cacodylate anions, which could potentially interact 

with the weakly positive-charged ZnTCPPspm4. However, due to the weak electrostatic 

interactions, we did not observe significant spectroscopic alterations for the ZnTCPPspm4, as 

highlighted in the aforementioned titration plot (Fig. 44, empty triangles). Moreover, the high 

ionic strength in 5K buffer, owing to the presence of potassium chloride (5mM) and lithium 

chloride (95mM), can further mitigate any coulombic interaction between the cationic porphyrin 

and the anionic cacodylate. 

A dramatically different behaviour of ZnTCPPspm4 is observed in the context of phosphate-

based buffers. For instance, the titration in PBS solution results in a noticeable broadening of the 

porphyrin's Soret band, accompanied by a pronounced hypochromic effect (Fig. S14). Additionally, 

when we plot the absorbance at 423 nm against the concentration of ZnTCPPpm4, a typical 

breakpoint is displayed at 3µM (Fig. 44, full dots), suggesting that the PBS buffer induces a 

controlled self-assembly of ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin. 

Nonetheless, to exclude the influence of ionic strength, we performed the same titration 

experiment solely in phosphate buffer (pH = 7.3), without other salts (e.g., sodium chloride and/or 

potassium chloride). Interestingly, the spectroscopic analysis indicates a virtually identical state 

characterized by both hypochromicity and the expansion of the primary porphyrin visible band (Fig. 

S15), along with a clearly defined breakpoint at 3µM (Fig. 44, empty dots). Consequently, 

comparing these two recent titration experiments with earlier ones, allows us to propose that the 

phosphate anions may promote a form of aggregation in our ZnTCPPSpm4. 

In fact, a detailed spectroscopic investigation of our system across all buffers (Fig. 45) reveals 

this complex scenario. As previously discussed, the growing mutual interaction seen in the various 

buffers results in hypochromism and the broadening of the porphyrin Soret band (Fig. 45 (a)), with 

a singular main component at λ≈423 nm for the system in ultra-pure water and 5K (as observed in 

the second derivative spectra in Fig. 45, inset). However, significant transformations occur in PBS 

and phosphate, where the second derivative of the Soret band reveals additional components at 
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λ≈409 nm and λ≈440 nm (Fig. 45, inset). Therefore, aligning with the literature and the molecular 

exciton theory [205], we can assert that phosphate-based buffers facilitate the creation of two 

distinct types of ZnTCPPspm4 aggregates: (i) the absorption band with a blue shift at λ≈409 nm 

represents face-to-face aggregates, while (ii) the edge-to-edge aggregates are described by a red 

shifted absorption band at λ≈440 nm. 

 

Fig. 45 (a) UV-Vis (inset: second derivative) and (b) fluorescence (λex=435 nm) spectra at pH = 7.3 

of ZnTCPPspm4 (3 μM) in various buffer solutions 

Given that most of the spermine pendants of the porphyrin are positively charged at pH = 7.3, 

the first driving forces for the ZnTCPPspm4 aggregation could be the electrostatic interactions and 

the selective H-bond interaction with phosphate molecules. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that 

the supramolecular interaction of cationic porphyrinoids and related derivatives with phosphate or 

polyphosphate compounds results in a diverse range of adaptable porphyrin aggregates [206–208]. 

Furthermore, polyamines, such as spermine and spermidine, have a specific affinity for phosphate, 

facilitated by electrostatic and (N)H···O(P) hydrogen bonding. This results in a stable complex 

where phosphate ions link different polyamine chains together [209–211]. 

As already described for H2TCPPSpm4, for ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin as well, the emission 

spectra is formed by the initial excited state, S1, and the charge-transfer state (CT) between the 
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porphyrin core and its substituents at meso position. Polar solvents or restriction of peripheral 

substituents can cause fluorescence quenching because of the coupling of these two states (S1-CT).  

Although we have used highly polar buffers, the rigid rotation of the spermine arms results in a 

sharp and split peak at 608 and 660 nm in the ZnTCPPsmp4 emission, particularly in water and 5K 

buffer where aggregation phenomena are absent [118,198]. The fluorescence intensity at λex = 435 

nm of ZnTCPPSPm4 significantly reduces in phosphate and PBS buffers (Fig. 45 (b)). The 

observed emission quenching in these buffers could be attributable to the particular assembly of 

porphyrin aggregates with phosphate molecules. 

To further corroborate the formation of ZnTCPPspm4 aggregates, resonance light scattering 

(RLS) measurements were performed.  

The RLS signal of ZnTCPPspm4 in water (pH = 7.3) is very low, as shown in Fig. 46 (inset), 

pointing to a lack of any form of aggregation. This aligns with the results from UV-Vis (Fig. 45 (a)) 

and emission studies (Fig. 45 (b)). A similar pattern is observed throughout the RLS titration in 5K 

buffer (Fig. 46, and Fig. S16). On the other hand, a significant increase in RLS intensity in PBS and 

phosphate solution indicates that the buffer induced ZnTCPPspm4 aggregation (Fig. 46), consistent 

with other spectroscopic techniques. Notably, from the RLS titration in PBS/phosphate buffer (Fig. 

46), we detected a stoichiometric breakpoint at 3µM, correlating with the UV-vis data. Moreover, 

the shield-effect produced by high ionic strength on porphyrin-porphyrin interactions may account 

for the diminished RLS signal intensity in PBS. 

Collectively, under our experimental conditions, the RLS data enables us to (i) exclude the 

possibility of buffer-induced self-aggregation in both ultra-pure water and 5K buffer; and (ii) 

confirm the formation of substantial ZnTCPPspm4 assemblies initiated by specific interactions with 

phosphate molecules. 
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Fig. 46 RLS intensity at 457 nm of the ZnTCPPspm4 (λ = 457 nm) upon the increase of the 

porphyrin concentration (µM) in: (i) 5K buffer (pH = 7.3; empty triangles); (ii) PBS buffer (pH = 

7.3; full dots); (iii) phosphate buffer (pH = 7.3; empty dots). The solid line refers to the linear fit for 

each titration data set in all buffers. In the case of PBS and phosphate buffer, the dotted line 

corresponds to the linear fit right after the break-point at 3µM. Inset: RLS spectra in various 

buffers are reported ([ZnTCPPspm4] = 3µM, pH = 7.3) 
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2.3.3. Final remarks 

In conclusion, we reported the supramolecular interaction between several achiral porphyrins 

and a mature miRNA. It was demonstrated that porphyrins can be used as chiroptical probes for 

miR-26b-5p and depending on their characteristics, different binding modes were observed, as 

evidenced by the different ICD signal produced in the Soret region. In particular, H2T4, up to the 

2:1 ratio, appears capable to form weak aggregations with the miRNA structure forming dimers 

between porphyrins and miRNA molecules. After this ratio it aggregates onto the miRNA structure 

via electrostatic interactions with the phosphate backbone, whereas a pseudo-intercalation occurs in 

presence of ZnT4. For H2TCPPSpm4 a negative ICD signal is displayed until the ratio 1:1, at 

higher porphyrin concentration it disappeared suggesting that spermine arms are able to disrupt the 

miRNA’s hydrogen base pairing, penalizing the formation of well-ordered secondary structures. For 

ZnTCPPSpm4 a pre-organized multi-porphyrinic system occurs and then it interacts weakly with 

the miRNA structure.  

Lastly, CD-melting experiments demonstrated that porphyrins used in this work does not affect 

the stability of the miRNA at the ratio 1:1, excluding H2TCPPSpm4 that even at this low 

concentration showed a strong destabilizing behavior. Intriguing at the ratio 3:1 the unique 

porphyrin that does not destabilized the miRNA structure was ZnTCPPSpm4, which for this reason 

makes it the best candidate for further investigation and conformational studies on mature miRNA 

structures. These porphyrins, especially H2TCPPSpm4, could be used as denaturing agents for 

mature miRNAs, deactivating in this way their biological function even at micromolar 

concentrations, making porphyrins potential drugs in connection with pathological contexts 

partially/totally caused by some miRNA upregulation. 

The presence of the Zn (II) in the central core of both porphyrins changes drastically the type of 

interaction with miRNA, indeed weaker interactions and minor destabilizing effect with the miRNA 
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were observed, suggesting potential use of this porphyrin as chiroptical probes for miRNAs in 

spatial transcriptomics and single-cell analysis. 

Overall, this study could significantly advance our understanding of porphyrin-miRNA 

interactions, providing potential new tools for biological research, and suggesting possible future 

therapeutic applications. 
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3. G-quadruplexes 

G-quadruplexes (G4s) are non-canonical nucleic acid secondary structures, primarily composed 

of guanine-rich sequences. These structures are formed by the stacking of square planar guanine 

tetrads, or G-tetrads, which are planar arrangements of four guanine bases that are held together by 

Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding (Fig. 47 (a)). 

Many studies demonstrated that G-rich DNA or RNA sequences with the ability to form G4 

can fold into dG4s and RNA G-quadruplexes (rG4s) (Fig. 47 (b)), influencing a variety of cellular 

functions [212].  

G4 formation can be predicted based on primary sequences. Typically, sequences with 

potential to form G-quadruplexes have four sections of three continuous guanines separated by 

three loops, with the loop length being between one to seven nucleotides [213]. 

Monovalent cations, and such metal ions, can intercalate into the central core of a G-tetrad or 

bind between two G-quartets. This interaction stabilizes hydrogen-bonded tetrads and amplifies 

base-stacking interactions. Due to the central channel's specific geometry and size, only cations 

with suitable charge, size, and dehydration energy can coordinate a G4. The G4-stabilizing effects 

of monovalent ions decrease in the following order: K+ > Na+ > Li+ [214]. 

G4s can be categorized into two main groups based on the strands number that form them: 

intermolecular and intramolecular. Intermolecular G4s arise from two or four distinct strands of 

DNA or RNA, while intramolecular G4s originate from a singular DNA or RNA strand (Fig. 47 

(c)).  
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Fig. 47 Representation of (a) G-tetrad with a monovalent cation, Hydrogen-Hoogsteen bonds are 

indicated by red dashes (b) An intramolecular G-quadruplex structure, consisting of three planar 

G-quartets and (c) G-quadruplex classifications, based on the number of strands involved. Adapted 

from ref [215] 

From a topological perspective, G4s can be parallel with all four G-strands in the same 

direction, hybrid or mixed with adjacent strands being both co-directional (parallel) and anti-

directional (antiparallel), or antiparallel with all adjacent G-strands anti-directional to each other. 

(Fig. 48 (b)). Intramolecular G4s contain different types of loops, such as propeller for connecting 

parallel strands, lateral for connecting adjacent antiparallel strands, and diagonal for connecting 

antiparallel strands across the G-tetrad core (Fig. 48 (a)). 

rG4s typically form a parallel topology, which is due to the anti-conformation of glycosidic 

bonds in ribonucleosides. Despite a few exceptions [216–218], the majority of documented rG4s so 

far have a parallel topology. 

Contrarily, dG4s display versatility in their topological formation—they can form parallel, anti-

parallel, or hybrid structures and may switch between these, depending on the physiochemical 

conditions and sequence characteristics [219]. Guanines in a G-tetrad may have two conformations: 
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anti and syn. All parallel G4s have all the guanine glycosidic angles in the anti conformation, 

whereas antiparallel and hybrid G4s have both syn and anti. 

 

Fig. 48 Representation of G-quadruplexes with different topologies with a corresponding (a) loop 

and (b) syn-anti orientation of guanosine residues. Adapted from ref [220]. 

rG4s form a structure that is more thermodynamically stable, compact, and less hydrated 

compared to their DNA counterparts (Fig. 49) [221,222]. The key distinction between RNA and 

DNA quadruplexes lies in the substitution of deoxyribose sugar with ribose sugar and the 

replacement of the thymine residue with uracil in RNA quadruplexes. 

The 2′ hydroxyl group present in the ribose sugars of rG4s results in more intramolecular 

interactions within the structure, leading to an increase in its stability. Interestingly, these 2′ 

hydroxyl groups impose structural limitations on the G-quadruplex topology, preventing it from 

achieving a syn-conformation, which is necessary for an antiparallel topology. Instead, they limit 

the orientation of the base around the glycosidic bond to an anti-conformation, leading to C3′ endo 

puckering and constraining the RNA G-quadruplex to adopt a parallel topology [223]. This suggests 

that the topology of RNA G-quadruplexes is less influenced by environmental conditions compared 

to DNA G-quadruplexes [224,225]. 
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Fig. 49 Differences between (a) DNA G-quadruplex and (b) RNA G-quadruplex. Adapted from ref. 

[226] 

Telomeric RNA G-quadruplexes 

The functional roles of G-quadruplexes in biological systems were initially discovered in 

relation to the telomeric regions of chromosomes, where the highest concentration of this secondary 

structure is found. Telomeric regions of mammalian chromosomes, typically spanning 2-10 kb, 

comprise repetitive sequences of d(TTAGGG) and a G-rich strand that forms a 100-200 nucleotide 

long 3′ overhang, known as the G-tail. 

Telomeres, along with the enzyme telomerase, are critical for maintaining the integrity of 

chromosome ends. A protein complex known as shelterin further supports the stability of these 

telomeric ends. It has been suggested that the continuous formation and resolution of G-quadruplex 

structures within the repeating sequence d(TTAGGG) contribute to the preservation of chromosome 

ends [227,228]. 

Considering that these telomeric G-quadruplexes play a role in cancer biology, significant 

research efforts are being made towards understanding their therapeutic potential and how to target 

these structures effectively [229]. 

Originally, the telomeric region was assumed to be transcriptionally inactive. However, a 

research study conducted in 2007 revealed that the C-rich strand of telomeric DNA is subject to 
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active transcription by the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II (Pol II). This process produces 

transcripts of varying lengths (0.1- 9.0 kb), termed telomeric repeat containing RNA (TERRA) 

[230]. 

TERRA was found to be located specifically in the nucleus, in close proximity to the telomeric 

regions. These long non-coding RNAs participate in several essential cellular processes, such as the 

regulation of telomere length and inhibition of telomerase activity [231,232]. 

TERRA, which is formed by UUAGGG repeats, has been extensively studied to verify the 

formation of G-quadruplexes in these telomeric RNAs. The research indicates that TERRA can 

form stable G-quadruplexes, and evidence of their in vivo existence has provided insight into their 

previously unknown roles in telomere biology [233]. 

A broad spectrum of proteins interacts with TERRA RNA, these proteins are implied to 

regulate the location and local concentration of TERRA RNA[234]. Notably, the shelterin proteins 

TRF1 and TRF2 can bind directly to TERRA, as well as to components of the origin recognition 

complex and H3TK9. Specifically, TRF2 can simultaneously bind to both TERRA RNA G-

quadruplex and telomeric DNA G-quadruplex [235]. 

Therefore, these findings make it plausible that protein binding and associated functions are 

facilitated via the formation of G-quadruplex structure in TERRA. 

TERRA serves as a key example of a non-coding RNA that potentially plays a role in 

maintaining the integrity of chromosome ends, possibly by acting as a scaffold for protein 

recruitment. As more literature emerges about long non-coding RNAs with unknown functions, and 

with bioinformatic predictions suggesting G-quadruplex presence in non-coding RNAs, it is 

speculated that the occurrence of G-quadruplexes in non-coding RNA might be a widespread 

phenomenon with potentially significant functions. 
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3.1. Porphyrins as ligands for G4s: State-of-the-art 

Utilizing the secondary structure of nucleic acids to manipulate cellular processes offers a 

promising approach to regulate gene expression. The employment of small molecules able to bind 

to G4s allowing the conversion of chemical biology into therapeutic development [236]. 

Given that G4s at telomeric ends and promoter regions are recognized targets for cancer 

treatments, there has been substantial research conducted on ligands that target dG4s in recent 

decades [237]. Various small molecules such as porphyrin (H2T4), acridine, pentacridium, 

quinacridine, telomestatin, naphthalene diiamide, bisquinolium, and their derivatives have been 

identified to selectively bind and stabilize DNA G-quadruplexes [238]. Multiple crystal structures 

of DNA G-quadruplex-small molecule combinations have been reported. Some of these ligands 

have also been examined for their ability to bind to and modulate the function of DNA G-

quadruplexes in cellular environments [220]. 

Small molecules designed to selectively bind to G-quadruplex generally exhibit certain 

common characteristics: (i) A large flat aromatic core to optimize π-stacking interactions with G-

quartets of the G4s. (ii) A positive charge to counterbalance the negatively charged phosphate 

groups of the nucleic acid backbone. (iii) Positively charged side chains with functional groups to 

improve interactions with grooves/loops/inner G-quartet core of the G4s [236].  

Cationic porphyrins, which reflect all aforementioned features, were among the initial ligands 

analyzed for their G4s binding and stabilization capabilities. H2T4, a tetracation metal-free 

porphyrin, exhibits molecular dimensions similar to G-tetrads and demonstrates efficiency as an 

inhibitor of human telomerase in vitro [239]. The binding manner of porphyrin–G4 can be 

influenced by various factors such as the type of G4, DNA sequence, and arrangement of strand 

orientations. Additionally, the groove sizes of different antiparallel G-quadruplexes, along with the 

loop structures and adjacent non-G-tetrads, may also impact binding specificity. 
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Three potential binding modes have been suggested: (i) binding to the quadruplex's top and 

bottom (capping) [131], (ii) external binding to G4s strands [132], or (iii) intercalation between 

guanine tetrads [133]. Each of these binding modes has been demonstrated to enhance the stability 

of the G4 structure.  

A study conducted by Sherdy et al. [240] demonstrated through UV-Vis titration that the Soret 

absorption band of H2T4, when in excess of T4G4 (which forms parallel stranded quadruplexes 

with K+), is red shifted (10-12 nm) and exhibits a considerable hypochromic effect (35-40%). 

Notably, the Soret red shift of H24 is somewhere between the shifts observed for intercalation (≥15 

nm) and those for external binding (≤8 nm), while the hypochromic effect aligns with the 

characteristics of an intercalation mechanism. These spectroscopic characteristics and energy 

transfer studies confirm that H2T4 interacts with T4G4 via intercalation at low concentrations 

(0.25-0.4 mM DNA and 3-5 μM H2T4). At higher concentrations, a more complex mixed binding 

mechanism appears. 

Intercalation of H2T4 has also been observed with distinct DNA G4s (G2, G3 and G4, Fig. 50) 

[241]. 

 

Fig. 50 Scheme of the G4s studied in reference [241]. 

Yamamoto et al. have reported intercalative binding [242], where they examined the interaction 

of H2T4 with the all-parallel type G-quadruplex d(TTAGGG), which forms under different 

potassium buffer concentrations. Their findings, based on NMR, UV-Vis absorption, and CD 

studies, show H2T4's intercalation into the A3pG4 step of the G-quadruplex DNA. Evidence for 
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this includes an 18 nm red shift and 66% hypochromicity of the Soret band in the UV-Vis region, 

along with a negative induced CD band (Fig. 51) 

 

Fig. 51 CD spectra of H2T4, 6 μM, in the presence of d(TTAGGG). Models of intercalation of 

H2T4 into the A3pG4 step proposed from the molecular mechanics calculation. Adapted from 

reference [242]. 

Neidle et al. [243] have provided a crystal structure of the bimolecular human telomeric 

quadruplex composed of the d(TAGGGTTAGGG) sequences interacting with H2T4. Their 

structural analysis reveals that H2T4 does not intercalate, but one molecule is stacked onto an AT 

base pair, thereby forming a TT propeller loop. The second H2T4 molecule is externally stacked 

onto thymine bases at the edges of both TTA and TT loops. There is no direct contact between the 

ligand and any G-tetrads. The structure demonstrates that the stable parallel quadruplex topology is 

maintained upon ligand binding. Interestingly, H2T4 induces a significant change in one loop, 

transforming it from a trinucleotide TTA loop into a dinucleotide TT loop. This change in loop 

topology provides a more dynamic and complex interface for the binding of H2T4. 
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Fig. 52 Schematic view of the bimolecular quadruplex-H2T4 structure, showing the folding 

topology, the numbering of nucleotides, the extended TTA loop geometry, and the two H2T4 

molecules bound per asymmetric unit. Guanine bases are colored green, adenines red, and 

thymines cyan. Adapted from ref [243]. 

Zhang et al. [244] investigated the impact of the loop region on G4 structures. Circular 

dichroism (CD) measurements showed that the G-quadruplex structure of the single-strand 

oligonucleotide d(TTAGGG)2 (12-mer) shifts from a parallel structure to a mixed 

parallel/antiparallel structure in the presence of K+, upon binding with H2T4. 

They performed similar experiments using shorter (6-mer 5′-TTAGGG-3′) and longer (24-mer 

5′-TAGGG(TTAGGG)3T-3′) DNA strands. While a 6-mer remains in a random conformation upon 

porphyrin addition, the 24-mer sequence changes into an antiparallel G4. In the case of 12- and 24-

mer DNAs, both the antiparallel G4 structures have end loops for the stacking of H2T4, which will 

further stabilize the G4 with the help of the stacked porphyrins. On the other hand, the parallel G4s 

only has external loops and cannot provide an adequate space for accommodating H2T4. 

From these findings, it is reasonable to conclude that the end-loops play a pivotal role in the 

stabilization of G4s induced by H2T4. 

Hurley et al. [245].used gel mobility shift experiments and a helicase assay to study the 

interactions between H2TMPyP2 (ortho), H2TMPyP3 (meta), and H2T4 (para) with both parallel 

and antiparallel G-quadruplexes.  
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Even with very similar structures, these porphyrins demonstrated differing binding affinities to 

antiparallel G4 DNA. H2TMPyP2 did not show significant interaction with either parallel or 

antiparallel G-quadruplexes. H2T4, however, showed greater specificity to antiparallel G-

quadruplexes. 

The study suggests that the location of the N-pyridyl group significantly influences the free 

rotation of the pyridyl groups at the meso positions and the relative dihedral angles between the 

porphyrin core and pyridyl groups. These factors, in turn, affect the porphyrins' interactions with G-

quadruplexes. H2TMPyP3 is better suited to fit the pockets between the end G-tetrads and the loops 

in a parallel G-quadruplex compared to H2T4, while H2TMPyP2 does not fit any site in the G-

quadruplex-parallel. 

In summary, this study underscores how small changes in molecular structure can significantly 

alter interactions with biological targets, with potential implications for drug design and therapeutic 

applications. 

Yatsunyk and coworkers [246] investigated the impact of the central metal on the interaction 

with G4. They studied the interactions between H2T4 and its Zn(II), Cu(II), and Pt(II) derivatives 

and G4 DNA oligonucleotide d(TAGGG)2 in the presence of potassium (K+). 

They found that CuT4 and PtT4, like H2T4, form square planar complexes. ZnT4, on the other 

hand, adopts a square pyramidal geometry, which should preclude an intercalative binding mode. 

They observed that d(TAGGG)2 forms a propeller-type parallel bimolecular G4 under high K+ 

concentrations. Conversely, a buffer with a low concentration of K+, or any concentration of 

lithium (Li+) or sodium (Na+), could not induce G4 structures in d(TAGGG)2. ZnT4 was found to 

induce a mixture of parallel-antiparallel G4 structures. 

Interestingly, the addition of H2T4, CuT4, and PtT4 to d(TAGGG)2 resulted in the complete 

disintegration of the secondary DNA structure by the end of the titration process. In contrast, ZnT4 

was capable of promoting the formation of parallel G4s structures in human telomeric DNA. 
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Due to its geometry, ZnT4 is not expected to be capable of intercalating between G-tetrads. 

Therefore, the most probable mode of binding is end-stacking rather than groove or loop binding. 

These modes do not produce substantial changes in UV-Vis spectra. 

Their findings indicate two equivalent and independent ZnT4 binding sites on each end of the 

G4. They concluded that ZnT4 facilitates the folding of d(TAGGG)2 into parallel G4, shifting the 

equilibrium between the unfolded and folded G4 structure towards the latter under conditions that 

would otherwise be unfavourable (like low concentrations of K+). 

In a recent study conducted by Gomez et al. [247] they demonstrated that the insertion of a 

gold(III) ion into the center of the porphyrin ring enhances the porphyrin's binding affinity for the 

G-quadruplex structure. Their modelling studies suggest that the insertion of the square planar 

gold(III) ion introduces an additional positive charge to the complex. This not only increases the 

overall charge of the complex, but also decreases the electron density in the aromatic macrocycle of 

the porphyrin ring both enhancing the electrostatic and π-stacking interactions between the 

porphyrin and the G-quadruplex.  

However only a limited number of studies have been conducted on ligands targeting RNA G4 

and even less is known about the porphyrin binding with TERRA G-quadruplex. Considering that 

many clinically significant genes are known to contain RNA G-quadruplex, the design of small 

molecules that either stabilize or destabilize this structure is an interesting strategy for drug 

discovery against various diseases, including cancer [236]. Particularly, G-quadruplexes in 

telomeric RNA containing repeat (TERRA), which is transcribed from the subtelomeric loci present 

at chromosomal ends, and in the untranslated region of mRNA of oncogenes, are considered to be 

ideal targets for drug discovery. 

Leeper et al. [248] demonstrated that the cationic porphyrin H2T4, can unfold an exceptionally 

stable all-purine RNA G-quadruplex (M3Q), located in the 5′-UTR of MT3-MMP mRNA. The 

direct interaction between H2T4 and M3Q, monitored by UV spectroscopy, led to a 22-nm 

bathochromic shift and a 75% decrease in intensity (hypochromicity) of the porphyrin's Soret band, 
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indicative of direct binding. As determined by circular dichroism (CD), 1D 1H NMR, and native gel 

electrophoresis, H2T4 was found to disrupt the folded M3Q in a concentration-dependent manner. 

Moreover, the presence of H2T4 during the folding process prevented the M3Q RNA from forming 

a G4 structure. Through a dual reporter gene construct carrying either the M3Q sequence alone or 

the complete 5′-UTR of MT3-MMP mRNA, it was demonstrated that H2T4 could reduce the 

inhibitory effect of the M3Q G-quadruplex. However, the same concentrations of H2T4 were 

unable to affect the translation of a mutated construct. Thus, it was concluded that H2T4 possesses 

the capability to unfold an extremely stable RNA G-quadruplex and modulate gene activity, 

presumably through the disruption of the G-quadruplex structure. 

A study conducted by Shao et al. [249] reported that 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(3,5-

dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (TOHdPP) acts as an efficient fluorescent probe for targeting TERRA. 

It was observed that only upon binding with TERRA effectively activated the hyperporphyrin 

spectrum of TOHdPP, resulting in red-shifted spectral bands and enhanced fluorescence emission. 

Experimental data suggested that TOHdPP interacts with the 5’ tetrads of two TERRA G4s 

through a 1:2 sandwich association (Fig. 53). The 2’-OH group on the ribose favours the loop 

adenine residue-extended tetrad G4 plane that is specific for TERRA. Therefore, in addition to π-

stacking with the G4 tetrads, it is believed that TOHdPP also interacts with this substructure to 

enable efficient electron communication between the tetraphenyl substituents and the porphyrin 

macrocycle, a requirement for the hyperporphyrin effect. 

The study also suggests that the hydrogen bonding interactions of the eight hydroxyl 

substituents in TOHdPP with the backbone phosphate oxygen atoms of TERRA likely further 

contribute to the binding selectivity. Their findings highlight the potential of TOHdPP as a selective 

TERRA G4 fluorescent probe and a promising TERRA-based sensor reporter. 
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Fig. 53 The proposed binding model of TOHdPP with TERRA G4. Adapted from ref. [249]. 

Su and coworkers [250] have used various techniques such as steady-state and time-resolved 

spectroscopy analyses along with NMR methods to examine the binding behaviour of H2T4 to a 

TERRA G4 dimer, which was formed by the 10-nucleotide sequence r(GGGUUAGGGU). They 

show that H2T4 intercalates into the 5'-5' stacking interface of two G-quadruplex blocks with a 

binding stoichiometry of 1:1 (Fig. 54) and a binding constant of 1.92 106 M-1. This finding is in 

agreement with the unique TERRA structural features, including the enlarged π-π stacking plane of 

the A·(G·G·G·G)·A hexad at 5'-ends of each G-quadruplex block. They were the first to determine 

the preferential binding of the π-ligand porphyrin to the 5'-5' stacking interface of the native 

TERRA G-quadruplex dimer through the integration of dynamic and structural characterization. 
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Fig. 54 Illustration of the Intercalation Binding of H2T4 at the 5′-5′ Stacking Interface of the 

TERRA G4 Dimer. Adapted from ref. [250]. 

In a recent study conducted by Lieberman et al. [251] they performed fluorescence polarization 

(FP) assays which indicated that N-Methylmesoporphyrin IX (NMM) shows a preference for 

binding G4 TERRA over G4 Telomeric DNA (TeloDNA). They report that NMM is known to have 

high selectivity for G4 DNA over other DNA structures, and particularly favours parallel forms of 

G4 DNA. TERRA has been reported to form a parallel-stranded G-quadruplex and to have a high 

affinity for related porphyrins, such as H2T4.  

These and newer generation G4 interacting molecules may be useful as probes to better explore 

functions of telomere G4 structures in vivo. 
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3.2. Interactions between the telomeric RNA (TERRA) and 

the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin: aim of the work 

The human genome is a complex mosaic of sequences with varied functionality, among which 

telomeric RNA, a guanine (G)-rich sequence, holds a unique place due to its pivotal role in 

maintaining genomic integrity. Telomeric RNA can adopt a four-stranded G-quadruplex (G4) 

conformation, a feature that has become increasingly recognized for its profound biological 

implications. Telomeric RNA G4 structures are not only essential in regulating telomerase activity 

and telomere homeostasis, but they are also implicated in aging and a range of human diseases, 

including cancer. Despite their importance, understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

formation and function of telomeric RNA G4 structures has remained a challenge, largely due to 

their inherent conformational flexibility and stability. 

To address this challenge, it is crucial to adopt a powerful tool that can selectively stabilize and 

probe these structures. In this context, the ligand ZnTCPPSpm4, a zinc(II) tetracationic porphyrin, 

emerges as a potential ligand. This compound has demonstrated its ability in stabilizing G-

quadruplexes telomeric DNA [118], offering an unprecedented opportunity to study these enigmatic 

structures in detail. ZnTCPPSpm4 has been found to display a remarkable affinity and selectivity 

towards G4 structures, thereby enabling us to examine the role of G-quadruplexes. 

Our research focuses on the interaction between a telomeric RNA sequence (5’-

AGGGUUAGGGUUAGGGUUAGGG-3’) and ZnTCPPSpm4, aiming to explore the biophysical 

characteristics, thermodynamics, and molecular mechanisms underlying this interaction. We believe 

that our findings will provide new insights into the regulation of telomeric RNA G4 structures and 

potentially pave the way for the development of therapeutic strategies targeting diseases linked with 

telomere dysfunction.  
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3.2.1. Materials and methods 

The telomeric RNA (TERRA) sequence (5’-AGGGUUAGGGUUAGGGUUAGGG-3’) used 

was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies IDT® and used without further purification. The 

solid was dissolved in ultra-pure water obtained by Elga Purelab Flex system by Veolia with purity 

of 18.2 MΩcm, achieving a stock solution with concentration of ~ 100 µM. Annealing is performed 

increasing the temperature up to 90° for 5 min, then cooling down slowly up to room temperature 

and finally storing the solution at 4°C for one night. Concentration of TERRA solution was checked 

by UV-vis measurements at 80°C using the extinction coefficient of the sequence given by IDT: 

ε260 nm = 236,900 L/(mol·cm); Then, by dilution in 5K buffer ([Sodium cacodylate] 10 mM; [KCl] 

5 mM; [LiCl] 95 mM; pH 7.4) we prepared the sample solution. 

Methods used such as, UV-Vis, Fluorescence, RLS and Circular Dichroism as well as buffers 

and ZnTCPPSpm4 preparation are the same described in paragraph 2.3.1 Materials and methods 

Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) 

PAGE samples contained 40 µM of RNA in 10 µL of ddH2O and 30% v/v formamide was 

added, samples were annealed at 95°C for 5 minutes followed by fast cool down at RT for other 5 

minutes before loading.  

Fifteen percent native polyacrylamide gels were prepared with 7 M urea and TBE 1X, and 

running buffer was made with TBE 1X. The gels were pre-migrated at 300 V for at least 30 

minutes, loaded with 10 µL of each sample, and allowed to run for 20 minutes at 300 V and room 

temperature. An oligothymidylate ladder consisting of dT15, dT24, dT30, and dT57 was used as a 

length marker, and a tracking dye was used to monitor the gel progress. DNA bands were visualized 

with Stains-All and the resulting gel was captured using a smartphone camera. 
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3.2.2. Results and Discussions 

First of all, to confirm that the telomeric RNA (TERRA) sequence (5’-

AGGGUUAGGGUUAGGGUUAGGG-3’) adopts a G-quadruplex (G4) topology we performed 

circular dichroism (CD) and CD-melting experiments. At pH 7.4 in 5K buffer the CD spectra of 

TERRA (Fig. 55 (a)) displays a positive band around 265 nm and a negative band around 245 nm, 

which is the characteristic CD signature of a parallel G4 structure [252,253]. 

CD-melting experiments (Fig. 55 (b)) show two distinct melting events, at ~ 40°C and ~ 66°C 

respectively. 

This phenomenon can be due to several possible circumstances. One explanation could be that 

the G-quadruplex may exist in multiple conformations in equilibrium. In this case, the first melting 

event would correspond to the transition of a more stable conformation to a less stable one. The 

second event would then represent the full denaturation of the structure. 

Alternatively, the G-quadruplex could be transitioning through an intermediate state during the 

melting process. Here, the first melting event would likely be the transition from the G-quadruplex 

to the intermediate state. The second event would then be the transition from this intermediate state 

to the fully denatured state. 

Another scenario could be that the G-quadruplex structure consists of multiple units, such as 

dimers or trimers. In this case, the first melting event could correspond to the dissociation of one 

subunit, while the second melting event would represent the dissociation of the remaining subunits. 
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Fig. 55 (a) CD spectra and (b) CD-melting curve normalized to [0,1] of TERRA [2 µM] in 5K buffer pH = 

7.4. In the CD-melting spectra circles represent experimental points, which were fitted by the BiDoseResp 

function (red curve). 

To study the interaction of ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin with TERRA, we used a variety of 

spectroscopic techniques such as UV-vis, fluorescence, RLS and CD.  

We titrated the TERRA sequence, which was at a concentration of 2 µM, by progressively 

increasing the porphyrin concentration up to 21 µM (Fig. S19). 

In the absorption spectra (Fig. 56, red line), at the ratio ZnTCPPSpm4:miR 2:1, the Soret band 

of the porphyrin is red shifted to 433 nm (Δλ = 10 nm) and an hypochromic effect is observed (~ 

30%) compared to that one of the porphyrin alone in 5K buffer (Fig. 56, black line). Which 

suggests a significant perturbation in the porphyrin π electrons as a result of the binding to the 

TERRA. 

To confirm whether the binding interaction between porphyrin and TERRA is dependent on 

their molecular ratio, we plotted the absorbance at 423 nm against the [ZnTCPPSpm4]/[TERRA] 

ratio (Fig. 56, inset). The titration plot reveals four break points, suggesting the formation of four 

ZnTCPPSpm4:TERRA complexes at ratios of 2:1, 4:1, 6:1, and 8:1. Notably, a significant 

hypochromic effect, is observed when the porphyrin content in complexes exceeds the ratio of 4:1, 

implying a enhanced interaction between porphyrins and TERRA. However, once the 8:1 complex 

is formed, additional porphyrin does not alter the slope of the straight line (Fig. 56 inset, magenta 
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line) which became almost identical to that one obtained for ZnTCPPSpm4 alone in 5K buffer. 

These findings indicate that the formation of the ZnTCPPSpm4/TERRA complex occurs up to a 

molecular ratio of 8:1. As evidenced by the four break points, complexes with exact stoichiometry 

are formed at porphyrin:TERRA ratios that are multiples of two. This suggests that the TERRA G4 

exists in a dimeric state, further corroborating one of the possible scenarios previously described. 

 

Fig. 56 Absorption spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 [4 µM] in 5k buffer (black curve) and in the presence of 

TERRA [2 µM] (red curve). Inset: plot of absorbance at 423 nm vs. the concentration of ZnTCPPSpm4 alone 

in 5K buffer (squares) and vs. the ratio [ZnTCPPSpm4]/[TERRA] (circles), lines with different colors 

indicate a different slope. 

The emission spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 in 5K buffer have already been well described in this 

thesis during the characterization study of ZnTCPPSpm4 in different buffers, however it is worth to 

mention that the emission spectra is formed by the initial excited state, S1, and the charge-transfer 

state (CT) between the porphyrin core and its substituents at meso position. Polar solvents or 

restriction of peripheral substituents can cause fluorescence quenching because of the coupling of 

these two states (S1-CT). 

The emission spectra show a pronounced quenching in the fluorescence of ZnTCPPSpm4 upon 

its interaction with TERRA at 2:1 ratio (Fig. 57 (a)). This significant quenching suggests a marked 

change in ZnTCPPSpm4's photophysical properties and points to a strong interaction with TERRA. 
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Specifically, the decrease in fluorescence emission continues until the 4:1 ratio (Fig. S20, blue 

line), indicating that as the concentration of ZnTCPPSpm4 increases relative to TERRA, the 

interaction between the two molecules intensifies, leading to fluorescence quenching. This 

observation aligns with the noticeable break point identified at the 4:1 ratio. However, at higher 

ratios (6:1 and 8:1), there is a slight increase in fluorescence, pointing to a potentially different type 

of interaction and/or aggregation of porphyrins onto the TERRA quadruplex.  

An increase in Resonance Light Scattering (RLS) intensity was observed upon titrating 

TERRA with ZnTCPPSpm4 until the ratio ~ 8:1 (ZnTCPPSpm4:TERRA) (red circles, Fig. 57 (b)). 

This suggests an aggregation process involving strong electronic interactions among porphyrins on 

the TERRA structure. When the addition of porphyrin continued beyond this ratio, a slight decrease 

in RLS intensity was noted. This decrease indicates that no further complex formation occurs with a 

higher binding stoichiometry, a conclusion consistent with the UV-Vis spectroscopic data. 

 

Fig. 57 (a) Emission spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 [4 µM] in 5K buffer pH = 7.4 (black curve) and in the 

presence of TERRA [2 µM] (red curve). (b) Plot of the intensity of RLS signal at 467 nm vs. the ratio 

[ZnTCPPSpm4]/[TERRA] (red circles) and vs. the concentration of [ZnTCPPSpm4] alone in 5K buffer 

(black squares). 

Circular dichroism titration with increasing amount of ZnTCPPSpm4 were performed (Fig. 

58). Upon increasing addition of ZnTCPPSpm4, the intense positive band around 265 nm and the 

trough around 245 nm decreased in intensity and a slight red-shift is observed, proposing a 

modification of the G-quadruplex structure. An induced bisignate CD signal (iCD) appeared in the 
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Soret region, further confirming the interaction between the porphyrin and the G4 TERRA. 

Bisignate iCD signal indicates that porphyrins are orderly distributed onto the whole G4 structure 

communicating each other along the assembly. 

 

 

Fig. 58 CD spectra of TERRA [2 µM] in 5K buffer pH 7.4 (black curve) and in the presence of increasing 

amounts of ZnTCPPSpm4 (4 µM red curve; 8 µM blue curve; 12 µM green curve; 16 µM magenta curve). 

Finally, in order to verify how the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin can influence the stability of the 

G4 TERRA we performed CD-melting experiments at the ratio ZnTCPPSpm4:TERRA 2:1 (Fig. 

59). Even in this case, two melting events occurred, still suggesting the presence of multiple units 

(e.g. dimers) or multiple conformations in equilibrium. However the presence of the ZnTCPPSpm4 

drastically shifts the first melting event from ~ 40 °C (Fig. 55) to ~ 15 °C, without changing the 

second melting event (~ 60°C).  

These results suggest that the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin influences the stability of G4 TERRA 

in a differential manner. It leads to a strong destabilization of the first melting event, likely 

associated with the unfolding of specific G-quadruplex units or less stable regions. However, the 

second melting event, representing more stable structural elements in G4 TERRA, remains 
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unaffected as they might be less affected by the presence of ZnTCPPSpm4 or not involved in strong 

interactions with the porphyrin. 

 

Fig. 59 CD-melting curve normalized to [0,1] of 2 µM TERRA in presence of 4 µM ZnTCPPSpm4 in 5K 

buffer pH = 7.4. Circles represent experimental points, which were fitted by the BiDoseResp function (red 

curve). 

TERRA G-quadruplex can adopt different topologies 

During the research period abroad at Swarthmore College, one of the objectives was to further 

investigate the interaction between the TERRA G4 and the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin. However, the 

CD spectra of the TERRA sequence in 5K buffer revealed a shoulder at approximately 290 nm 

(Fig. 60, black line), which was not present in the CD spectra recorded in Catania (Fig. 60, blue 

line). Generally, a positive band in this region can be attributed to the presence of an RNA 

antiparallel topology. In fact, when the same sequence is in 10 mM Tris buffer with 100 mM NaCl, 

it exhibits the characteristic spectrum of the antiparallel topology (Fig. 60, red line) [218], 

suggesting that the specific sequence depending on the buffer and the nature of the monovalent ion 

can adopt an antiparallel G4. 
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Fig. 60 CD spectra of TERRA [2 µM] in 10 mM 5K buffer (black line) and in 10 mM Tris buffer 

implemented with 100 mM of NaCl (red line) both spectra recorded at Swarthmore College. TERRA 

[2 µM] in 10 mM 5K buffer recorded at University of Catania (blue line). 

Based on this, it was speculated that in the 5K buffer at Swarthmore College, the TERRA 

sequence adopts both parallel and antiparallel topologies simultaneously in 5K buffer. Upon 

returning to Catania, the decision was made to investigate the reason for our sequence only adopting 

the parallel topology.  

In order to verify the integrity of the sequence, denaturing PAGE experiments were conducted 

(Fig. 61, left). The TERRA sequence shows an intense band around the dT24 marker, which 

correspond to the intact sequence formed by 22 nucleotides, additionally it is possible to observe 

other two lower bands, between dT24-dT15 and below dT15 respectively, indicating the presence 

of two shorter sequences, demonstrating that the original TERRA sequence was in part digested by 

nucleases probably present in the laboratory environment. We speculate that the presence of these 

shorter sequences can impede the formation of the antiparallel topology since is the only difference 

found between the TERRA sequence in Catania and that one in Swarthmore (Fig. 61, right), which 

showed only one band around dT24 confirming the integrity of the sequence. 
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Fig. 61 Fifteen percent denaturing gel prepared in TBE 1X buffer and 7M urea. Size markers 

correspond to dTn sequences. The TERRA sample was prepared at the concentration of 40 µM in 

ddH2O with 30% of formamide. PAGE performed in Catania (left image), and in Swarthmore (right 

image) using the same experimental conditions. 

3.2.3. Final remarks 

In conclusion, the spectroscopic results collectively demonstrate that ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin 

interacts with parallel G4 TERRA, forming different ZnTCPPSpm4:TERRA complexes until the 

ratio 8:1. The interaction is dependent on their molecular ratio, with multiple complexes formed at 

specific stoichiometric ratios. The enhanced RLS intensity evidences an aggregation of porphyrins 

onto the G4 TERRA as also suggested by the bisignate iCD signal. 

Modifications in the CD spectra further indicate structural changes in G4 TERRA upon binding 

to ZnTCPPSpm4. Finally, the CD-melting experiment suggests that the ZnTCPPSpm4 strongly 

destabilizes specific G-quadruplex units or less stable regions. The findings suggest a complex and 

intriguing interplay between the porphyrin and the G4 TERRA, potentially influencing the stability 

and behavior of the G-quadruplex structure. 
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Furthermore, the TERRA sequence can adopt different G4 topologies (parallel and 

antiparallel). However, the presence of shorter sequences seems to prevent the formation of the 

antiparallel topology. Next step will be identify and quantify the shorter sequences formed in the 

TERRA sample through an intra-laboratory collaboration using high-resolution accurate mass 

spectrometry (HRAM MS) coupled with data-dependent tandem MS (ddMS2). This approach 

enables accurate mass measurement, confident identification, and mapping of oligonucleotides.  
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4. i-motif DNA 

i-motif DNA is a non-canonical four-stranded DNA structure that forms in sequences rich in 

cytosine. The i-motif DNA structure was first characterized by Gehring et al. [254]. It was formed 

by a hexamer sequence of d(TCCCCC) intercalated in an antiparallel orientation to create a 

quadruple-helical tetramolecular structure under acidic conditions. This structure consists of two 

parallel-stranded duplexes held together by hemi-protonated cytosine-cytosine+ (C:C+) base pairs 

(Fig. 62 (a)) [255]. Since the initial report, several i-motif structures have been identified using 

crystallographic and NMR methods [254,255]. 

Like G4 structures, i-motifs can fold in an intramolecular manner (monomeric) as a result of 

the spatial arrangement of four different C-tracts within the same strand, or they can fold in an 

intermolecular manner using two (dimers) or four independent DNA strands (tetramers). The 

distance between consecutive base pairs in the i-motif is 3.1 Å, and the right-handed helical twist 

angle is ∼12–20◦, which is significantly smaller than that of B-DNA [256]. The intercalation of 

base pairs from two parallel duplexes creates two major grooves and two minor grooves (Fig. 62 

(b)). The two minor grooves are very narrow, resulting in destabilizing interactions due to close 

phosphate-phosphate distances. Sugar-sugar contacts partially compensate for these interactions 

[257]. 

The i-motif structure can be classified in two different intercalation topologies known as 3'E 

and 5'E (Fig. 62 (c)). The 3'E topology is more stable than the 5'E topology due to the extended 

sugar-sugar contacts along the narrow grooves [258]. 
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Fig. 62 (a) C:C+ base pair. (b) 3D structure of a tetramolecular i-motif. (c) Representation of the 

3’E (left) and 5’E (right) intercalation topologies of an intermolecular i-motif structure. Adapted 

from ref. [259]. 

It was originally thought that i-motif structures could only form at acidic pH values, but recent 

studies have shown that they can also form at neutral pH depending on the sequence and 

environmental conditions [260,261]. i-motif structures have been observed at neutral pH and low 

temperatures under molecular crowding conditions [262], under negative superhelicity [263], in the 

presence of certain cations, and inside silica nanochannels [264]. 

Similar to other structures of nucleic acids, factors like the nature of the sequence, temperature, 

and ionic strength influence the stability of i-motifs. Contrary to B-DNA or G-quadruplexes where 

stacking interactions between sequential nucleobases significantly contribute to their stability, the 

intercalative geometry between subsequent base pairs in i-motif structures leads to minimal overlap 

among the aromatic pyrimidine bases. Although C:C+ base pairs display favourable stacking of 

exocyclic carbonyls and amino groups in an antiparallel manner, theoretical computations revealed 

that these and other advantageous stacking interactions between successive C:C+ base pairs hardly 

counterbalance the electrostatic repulsion between their charged imino groups [265]. 
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The crucial interactions for the stability of i-motifs are the hemi-protonated C:C+ base pairs 

(Fig. 62 (a)). These base pairs, which are characterized by three hydrogen bonds, offer a high level 

of stability. The C:C+ base pairs are planar, with a distance between the N3–N3 approximately 

between 2.6 and 2.8 Angstroms [266]. 

The i-motif structural formation is destabilized by the close distances between phosphorus 

atoms (5.9 A) along the minor groove. This instability is balanced by positive interactions between 

deoxyribose sugar units along the minor groove. Additional stabilization interactions along the 

minor groove arise from C-H1'···O4' interactions within each pair of antiparallel strands. 

Furthermore, studies indicate intra-nucleoside hydrogen bonds between O4' and H6, and O4' 

simultaneously bonding with H1' and H4' [256]. For DNA i-motif structures, the orientation of the 

glycosidic angles is anti, while the deoxyribose sugars predominantly exhibit a C3'-endo puckering. 

Generally, under identical experimental conditions, an i-motif structure with a greater number 

of C:C+ base pairs tends to be more stable [267]. Recently, how the length of the C-tract impacts 

the formation of intramolecular i-motif structures under physiological conditions was investigated 

[260,261]. Their findings generally indicate an increase in transition pH (pHT) as the number of 

cytosines per tract rises. This trend was similarly observed in terms of thermal stability (Tm). 

Moreover, more recent investigations suggest that sequences with shorter C tracts also tend to form 

stable i-motifs at neutral pH [268,269]. 

Nevertheless, it is crucial to consider that interactions between loops significantly contribute to 

the stability of these structures [270,271]. The number and type of residues capping the i-motif core, 

as well as the length and nature of the connecting loops, are key determinants of i-motif stability 

[272]. Generally, extremely short loops, like those comprising one nucleotide, tend to promote the 

formation of mono and bimolecular i-motifs. Conversely, longer loops usually facilitate the 

formation of intramolecular i-motif structures [273]. Because these extended loops could potentially 

permit additional stabilizing interactions, it has been hypothesized that they possess greater 

stability. 
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Thymidines, capable of forming T:T base pairs analogous to C:C+ base pairs, commonly cap i-

motifs and extend the i-motif core [274,275]. T:T base pairs are not only excellent capping pairs, 

but they can even be accommodated in the middle of the C:C+ base pair stack [276]. Hoogsteen, 

reverse Watson-Crick A:T, A:A and G:G base pairs have been observed in several i-motif structures 

[275,277,278], implying that it is not only the loop size, but the exact sequence and resulting 

interactions of the loop bases that contribute to stabilization. 

Unlike G4 structures, where the type of cation significantly influences stability and folding 

topology, the stability of i-motifs is not impacted by the nature of the cation, but rather by the ionic 

strength of the solution [279]. Increasing the concentration of NaCl from 0 to 100 mM at a pH near 

the pKa of cytosine destabilized the i-motif structure. Interestingly, higher NaCl concentrations (to 

300 mM) did not induce additional destabilization [273]. Molecular crowding agents, such as high 

molecular weight polyethylene glycols (PEGs), tend to favour the stability of both i-motif and G4 

structures over duplexes and single-stranded DNA [256]. 

Biological relevance 

Bioinformatic analysis showed that C-rich sequences were identified in promoter regions, 

introns, and both 5'- and 3'-UTRs, while fewer were found in coding and intergenic regions, 

evidencing that sequences with a higher propensity for i-motif formation are not randomly located 

[261]. 

It has been recently demonstrated that i-motif DNA structures are formed in vivo in the nuclei 

of human cells [280], providing evidence that these structures are formed in regulatory regions of 

the human genome, including promoters and telomeric regions. These findings support the 

hypothesis that i-Motif structures may play key roles in the regulation of gene expression. 

Poly-C-binding proteins (PCBP) interact with C-rich DNA sequences and are crucial in 

regulating gene expression [281]. However, it is often unclear whether these proteins bind to a 

specific i-motif structure or the C-rich strand resulting from i-motif unfolding. Early research by 
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Marsich et al. [282] found a protein in human HeLa cells that had a specific affinity for the human 

telomeric sequence, d(CCCTAA)n, containing at least four cytosine tracts. 

More recently, the BmILF protein from the Bombyx mori insect was identified as an i-motif 

binding protein [283]. 

One of the most thoroughly researched i-motif binding proteins is the BCL2 activating 

transcription factor hnRNP LL. It was found to bind specifically to i-motif structures and not to 

BCL2 promoter forming a duplex or to mutated single strand DNA unable to fold into an i-motif. 

The protein unfolds the i-motif structures into a single-stranded sequence, the more 

thermodynamically favoured conformation, and activates BCL2 gene transcription [284]. 

This shows i-motif structures as protein recognition sites that can regulate gene expression. 

i-motif structures are proposed to play a role in providing long-range interactions between 

laterally associated centromeric nucleosomes. The presence of these i-motif forming sequences at 

the entrance and exit of the nucleosome could facilitate their involvement in forming dimeric i-

motifs. This suggests that non-B DNA structures might not only have a role in determining 

centromere location, but also contribute to the specific architectural features of the centromere 

[285].  

There is a substantial amount of evidence suggesting that i-motif structures are involved in the 

regulation of transcription. During the G1/S phase of the cell cycle when transcription activity is 

higher, the number of i-motif foci is found to be greater, suggesting their role in transcription 

regulation [280]. 

The BCL2 oncogene, which promotes cell survival and proliferation, can fold into i-motif 

structures that influence its transcription. Compounds like IMC-48 can stabilize the i-motif structure 

and lead to significant upregulation of BCL2. Similarly, the hnRNP LL protein influences BCL2 

transcription by recognizing and unfolding the BCL2 i-motif. These findings illustrate the effects of 

molecules and transcription factors on i-motif population and gene expression [286]. 
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Several reports suggest that i-motifs and G4s serve as molecular switches for the regulation of 

various genes, including MYC, which is regulated by SP1 binding and hnRNP K–i-motif complex 

interactions. These intricate molecular interactions highlight the complexity of transcription 

regulation and the potential role of i-motif structures in these processes [287]. 

Sugimoto and colleagues [288] have recently studied the effect of non-canonical DNA 

structures, including i-motif-forming sequences, on DNA replication by the Klenow fragment (KF) 

of DNA polymerase. They found that i-motif-forming sequences in the DNA template strand stall 

DNA polymerase, thereby inhibiting DNA replication or repair. i-motif, unwinding by KF, 

demands higher activation energy than other non-canonical structures suggesting that i-motifs may 

modulate DNA replication in living organisms and may have a greater influence compared to other 

secondary structures. 

Despite significant progress in i-motif structural biology, many aspects still require further 

study. Current data suggest that i-motifs form transiently within cells, but more in vivo studies are 

needed to confirm i-motif formation during various stages of the cell cycle. Additional research on 

how proteins and small ligands recognize i-motifs, both in vitro and in vivo, is essential to 

understand their roles in biological processes. These studies are complicated by the difficulty of 

distinguishing between recognition of C-rich sequences and actual i-motif structures. Compared to 

G4s, only a few i-motif structures have been identified using NMR or crystallographic methods. At 

present, it is not possible to predict the stability of an i-motif based on its sequence. Hence, more 

structural information is needed to understand the effects of capping interactions and loops 

connecting the C-tracts on i-motif stability. 
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4.1. i-Motif structures formed in the Human c-MYC 

promoter: State-Of-The-Art 

c-MYC is a vital regulator of the cell cycle and is responsible for controlling cell growth, 

differentiation, apoptosis, and neoplastic transformation [289]. Overexpression of the c-MYC gene 

is a common occurrence in various forms of human cancer and its alteration has been linked to 

several diseases [290]. 

The c-MYC oncogene is a frequent target of genetic alterations in various types of human 

cancer, with protein overexpression observed in more than 40% of tumors [291]. As a "master 

regulator," c-MYC drives the expression of multiple pathways associated with cancer hallmarks, 

including cell cycle signaling, glycolysis, and other metabolic pathways [292–294]. Although c-

MYC expression is essential for normal cell growth, tissue development, and apoptosis, it needs to 

be downregulated after proliferation and growth to enable appropriate differentiation and 

senescence. 

The regulation of c-MYC expression involves multiple promoters, and a conserved 27-base-

pair sequence known as NHE III1 plays a crucial role in c-MYC transcription. NHE III1 can form 

two DNA secondary structures, namely G-quadruplex and i-motif, with the former being essential 

for c-MYC transcriptional silencing [295]. Compounds that stabilize the G-quadruplex can repress 

c-MYC gene expression. The major c-MYC G-quadruplex structure, formed by consecutive 

guanine runs, has been characterized by Yang et al. [272]. Additionally, the C-rich strand of NHE 

III1 can form i-motif structures with potential interactions with small molecule compounds that 

regulate gene transcription.  

The i-motif formed in the c-Myc NHE III1 appears to be highly dynamic in its formation. The 

dynamic equilibrium between multiple structures caused by sequence and structure redundancy 
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appear to provide entropy and stability to the overall i-motif structure, as demonstrated by Dai et al. 

[272]. 

Vorlickova et al. investigated a C-rich strand of NHE III1 formed by 33 nucleotides, which 

corresponds to bases 2180– 2212 in the sequence of the human c-MYC locus demonstrating that the 

different sequences investigated adopt an i-motif conformation in vitro, and discuss implications of 

possible biological roles for i-motif structures in vivo [296]. 

Very recently Anunay et al. studied a 22-mer c-MYC-promoter-based C-rich sequence (Py22) 

in the presence of PEG using Förster resonance energy transfer and fluorescence lifetime 

measurements at the single-molecule level. Molecular crowding agents like PEG facilitate i-Motif 

formation even at neutral pH, simulating the intracellular environment [297]. 

Li et al. synthesized and evaluated new bisacridine derivatives for their interactions with c-

MYC promoter G-quadruplex and i-motif. Among them, a bisacridine derivative demonstrated the 

ability to bind to and stabilize both G-quadruplex and i-motif structures, leading to the 

downregulation of c-MYC gene transcription. Additionally, it showed the potential to inhibit cancer 

cell proliferation, induce apoptosis, and arrest the cell cycle in SiHa cells. These findings suggest 

that this derivative, as a dual G-quadruplex/i-motif binder, could effectively target both oncogene 

replication and transcription [298].  
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4.2. Biophysical and X-ray study of C-rich DNA variants from 

c-MYC: aim of the work 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the research activities which were conducted at 

Swarthmore College (PA, United States), under the supervision of Prof. Liliya Yatsunyk. 

Noteworthy, all the following data are currently under further investigations. 

We have undertaken an investigation of a cytosine-rich tract formed by 35 nucleotides that is 

present in the c-MYC gene, which is situated on human chromosome 8 at the 8q24 locus (Fig. 63).  

This tract consists of seven stretches of 2-4 cytosines Our aim is to understand how this 

sequence folds into i-motif (iM) and what are the atomic details of this iM structure. Such 

knowledge will provide the field with the iM coordinates necessary for the screening and design of 

iM binders as potential anticancer therapeutics.  

To avoid potential heterogeneity of the DNA sample we divide the C-rich tract into two shorter 

variants named PyA and PyB, which contain four C-rich stretches leading to a homogeneous  

monomolecular iM. These variants are depicted in red and blue, respectively (Fig. 63), while the 

tract in common is shown in purple. To investigate the effect of the overhangs on the fold of the iM 

and to increase our chances for successful DNA crystallization, we have designed six new variants 

from each sequence by adding one and two nucleotides to the terminal ends. Our initial goals are to 

determine if these variants form i-motif structures, as well as to identify their thermodynamic 

stability, their transition pH and 3D architecture. 
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Fig. 63 Variants design. The common tract in PyA variants is highlighted in red, while the common 

tract of PyB variants is shown in blue. The three cytosines common to both variant groups are 

indicated in purple. Any additional nucleotides at the overhang are in bold. 

In the first part of my research work I developed a protocol to obtain the transition pH (pHT) 

values for i-motif-forming sequences by using circular dichroism (CD) equipped with an automatic 

titrator. Then I used this protocol to determine the pHT values for selected PyA and PyB sequences. 

The folding behaviour of i-motifs is pH-dependent. Additionally, it is affected by intrinsic 

factors such as the length of the oligodeoxynucleotide, the length and number of the poly-dC tracks, 

and the length and nucleotide composition of non-poly-dC tracks. Extrinsic factors include 

temperature, salt concentration and identity, and molecular crowding [299]. 

Transition pH (pHT) is defined as the pH at a given temperature at which 50% of the 

oligodeoxynucleotide molecules are in the intramolecularly folded state. Typically, ultraviolet 

(UV), circular dichroism (CD), or NMR spectroscopy are used to measure the pHT for i-motifs 

[300,301]. 

The transition pH represents an important characteristic of an i-motif sequence because it can 

provide insight into the conditions under which the i-motif structure is most likely to form in vivo. 

This information can be useful for understanding how the i-motif structure may contribute to 

biological processes such as gene regulation and DNA damage repair. Additionally, knowledge of 
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the transition pH can also aid in the design of experiments to study the i-motif structure, as well as 

in the development of i-motif-based biosensors and therapeutics [259]. 

Secondly, to gather more information about the topologies and 3D architectures adopted by all 

Py variants, I conducted investigations using CD, CD-melting, and native PAGE techniques. 

Additionally, I attempted to crystallize all variants using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method. 

Excitingly, I was able to crystallize one variant, PyB-2. Diffraction data were collected at the 

Advanced Photon Source synchrotron facility. Regrettably, the 3D structure of PyB-2 remains 

unsolved due to the phase problem and is currently under investigation. 
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4.2.1. Material and methods 

DNA, ligand, and buffers 

Lyophilized oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; 

Coralville, IA) with standard desalting purification. DNA was hydrated in doubly-distilled water to 

1-2 mM and stored at 4 °C. Extinction coefficients for all sequences were obtained using IDT’s 

OligoAnalyzer 3.1 and DNA concentration was determined from UV-vis spectra collected at 90 C. 

The full list of DNA sequences used in this work, along with their extinction coefficients and 

molecular weights, can be found in Table 3. 

In my work I used two buffers. The first one was formed by 10 mM MES, pH 5.5; this buffer 

was used for UV and CD scans, CD-melting experiments, and crystallization trials. pH titrations 

were performed in 20 mM Britton–Robinson (BR) [302] buffer with 140 mM KCl. 

Table 3. DNA sequences studied in this work and their thermodynamic parameters in 10 mM MES buffer pH = 5.5. All 

sequences are based on PyA and PyB, with additional nucleotides indicated in bold. 

Name 

 

Sequence 5’ → 3’ 

,  

mM-1cm-1 

MW, g/mol Tm,  

°C 

 

H Fit, 

kJ/mol 

 

ΔTm, 

°C 

PyA-1   ACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCC 143.4 5221.4 58.1 170 3.1 

PyA-2    CCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCA 143.4 5221.4 55.1 158 3.9 

PyA-3   ACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCA 157.2 5334.6 54 155 0.9 

PyA-4  CACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCC 149.2 5510.6 59 161 1.9 

PyA-5    CCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCAT 150.8 5525.6 54 157 2.9 

PyA-6  CACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCAT 170.4 6128.0 50 154 2.9 

       

PyB-1    CCCCACCTTCCCCACCCTC 150.1 5525.6 50.5 133 0.5 

PyB-2  CTCCCCACCTTCCCCACCCTC 165.4 6119.0 46.1 141 0.7 

PyB-3  CTCCCCACCTTCCCCACCC 150.1 5525.6 55 158 0.6 

PyB-4      TCCCCACCTTCCCCACCC 143.6 5236.4 55 154 0.6 

PyB-5        CCCCACCTTCCCCACCCT 142.6 5236.4 51 144 0.4 

PyB-6      TCCCCACCTTCCCCACCCT 151.4 5540.6 50 148 0.2 
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UV-vis spectroscopy 

We used an Agilent Cary 3500 UV-vis spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier block probe 

temperature controller (± 0.5 °C error) to scan DNA. Data were collected using 1 nm intervals, 0.02 

s averaging time, 2 nm spectral bandwidth, automatic baseline correction, and 220–330 nm range 

for DNA. 

Circular dichroism (CD) scans  

CD experiments were performed on a Jasco J-1500 circular dichroism spectrophotometer 

equipped with a Peltier thermocontroller (± 0.5 °C error) in 1 cm quartz cuvettes with Teflon caps at 

20 C. CD scans were collected from 220-330 nm with 1 s averaging time, 200 nm/min speed, 2 nm 

bandwidth, and 1.00 nm step. Five scans were collected, averaged and processed as described in 

this work [303]. 

CD melting experiments 

CD melting experiments were performed from 4 to 95 °C with a 1 °C/min temperature rate, 8 s 

D.I.T., 30 sec equilibration, and 2 nm spectral bandwidth. The experiments were conducted at two 

different wavelengths (288 and 330 nm) to measure the unfolding of the i-motif and instrument 

stability, respectively. Two methods were employed to determine the melting temperatures, Tm. 

The first method involved analyzing the first derivative of the 288 nm CD signal and identifying the 

temperature at the peak or through visual inspection (with an associated error of ± 0.5 °C). The 

second method assumed a two-state model for i-motif folding with constant ΔH, which was applied 

to fully reversible melting transitions where melting and cooling curves were nearly identical [304]. 

Hysteresis was determined as the difference between Tm determined from the melting and cooling 

curves. Since hysteresis did not surpass 3°C for all sequences, the systems are considered to be 

reversible. Thus, the thermodynamic data reported were obtained using the two-state model, which 

is the second method described above. 
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Automatic pH titration 

CD automatic pH titrations were performed using a Jasco J-1500 equipped with the 

automated titration unit ATS-530, which is employed with dual syringes of a maximum volume 

of 1.0 ml each. pH was constantly monitored by the pH-meter FiveEasy F20, which was 

directly inserted into a quartz cuvette equipped with a stir bar. 

The Automatic Titration Scan Measurement was used to perform the pH titration and to 

automatically correct the sample concentration. The total volume of HCl and LiOH added was 

less than 10% of the total volume of the DNA sample. After each addition of titrant, the sample 

was equilibrated for 90 sec after which CD spectra were automatically recorded (with the 

parameters described above, but with only one scan), keeping track of the pH value. The whole 

titration was performed under stirring at 120 rpm. 

CD spectra were processed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [305,306] to 

generate a titration plot where the pH has been plotted against the normalized v1 vector from 

the SVD matrix V.  

Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) 

PAGE samples contained 3 µg DNA in 10 µL of 10 mM MES 5.5 buffer and 7% w/v sucrose 

was added before loading. To prepare crystal samples, 5–10 crystals were harvested, washed in the 

crystallization condition, and dissolved in 10–15 µL of 10 mM MES 5.5 buffer. 

Fifteen percent native polyacrylamide gels were prepared with 5 mM KCl and 50 mM MES 

6.0, and running buffer was also made with 5 mM KCl and 50 mM MES 6.0. The gels were pre-

migrated at 150 V for at least 30 minutes, loaded with 10 µL of each sample, and allowed to run for 

150 minutes at 150 V and room temperature. An oligothymidylate ladder consisting of dT15, dT24, 

dT30, and dT57 was used as a length marker, and a tracking dye was used to monitor the gel 
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progress. DNA bands were visualized with Stains-All and the resulting gel was captured using a 

smartphone camera. 

X-ray crystallography 

General 

The hanging-drop vapor diffusion method was utilized to achieve crystallization at 12 °C. DNA 

samples at a concentration of 1.5 mM were annealed in 10 mM MES 5.5. To screen for 

crystallization conditions, a TTP Labtech Mosquito Liquid Handling robot system equipped with a 

humidity chamber was used with commercial screens, including Natrix (Hampton Research) and 

Helix (Molecular Dimensions) [307]. 96 well trays were set up with equal volumes of sample and 

crystallization condition (each 0.1 µL) and 100 µL of well condition. Optimization was conducted 

manually in 24-well trays by combining 1 µL of DNA sample with 1 µL of crystallization condition 

and adding 400 µL of crystallization condition into wells. Diffraction data were collected at the 

Advanced Photon Source synchrotron facility at 24 ID-E beamline at both the native (λ = 0.98 Å, 

12622 eV) and the cobalt wavelength (λ = 1.61 Å, 7725 eV). Raw diffraction data were processed 

using RAPD software provided by the beamline. The trials to solve structures were performed 

through molecular replacement (MR) using PHENIX [308]. The data collected at the cobalt 

wavelength was also examined for the strength of anomalous signal. The structures were build 

COOT [309], followed by refinement in PHENIX. 

PyB-2 

For the original screening, PyB-2 sample was prepared at a DNA concentration of 1.5 mM in a 

10 mM MES buffer pH = 5.5. The original crystals grew in one month in condition 1–4 from the 

HELIX screen which consisted of 0.2 M KCl, 25% PEG400, 5 mM [Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃, 0.05M MES pH 

= 6.5. 
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This condition was optimized in 24-well trays screening DNA in the range 1.5-1.7 mM, 

[Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃ in the range 2-5 mM, PEG400 20-30% and KCl to 0.1-0.3 M. The best crystals were 

big and show a well-ordered 3D structure, they were obtained after one week in the original home-

made 1-4 HELIX condition; no crystals were obtained in 2 mM [Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃, and smaller crystals 

were obtained in all other optimization instances. Crystals were cryoprotected in the base condition 

supplemented with either 10% of PEG400 (25% PEG400 total), or 10% of glycerol, or 10% of 

ethylene glycol before being flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The latter two conditions produced 

good quality glass and better quality crystals. 

Among 27 different crystals, 10 gave a maximum resolution below 1.90 Å in a space group 

C121 and I222. The crystal that gave the best maximum resolution of 1.53 Å (named GT1_C1) was 

one of the first crystals grown in the handmade condition of 1-4 HELIX at concentration of 1.7 mM 

and included 10% glycerol as cryo condition. Crystals named GT3_C5 and GT3_C6 gave the 

second and third best results with a maximum resolution of 1.54 and 1.86 Å, respectively. Both 

were grown in the 1-4 HELIX handmade condition, but with 0.1 M KCl and 1.5 mM DNA. 

GT3_C5 was protected with the base condition supplemented with 10% ethylene glycol, whereas 

for GT3_C6 was protected with the base condition and 10% glycerol. 
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4.2.2. Developing a protocol to obtain pHT values for i-motif DNA 

sequences 

Aim of the work presented in this Chapter is to develop a protocol to obtain pHT values for i-

motif-forming sequences by using circular dichroism (CD) technique. This protocol will then be 

used to determine pHT values for representative PyA and PyB sequences.  

We started by literature review to determine what buffer should be used and which one is used 

more often by the scientific community. Buffers are used to maintain a stable pH environment. 

Using the correct buffer is essential when studying i-motif sequences because pH greatly affect the 

stability and formation of the i-motif structure. The pH of the buffer must be carefully controlled to 

match the transition pH of the i-motif sequence in order to optimize the formation of the i-motif. 

We found that there is not a unique buffer. Indeed 25 mM and 10 mM sodium phosphate 

(NaPi) buffer was used by González et al. and Pagano et al. respectively [310,311]. 0.5× 

BrittonRobinson (BR) buffer (20 mM H3BO3, 20 mM H3PO4, 20 mM CH3COOH, 37 mM KOH) 

was used by Vorlíčková et al. [312]. 20 mM potassium phosphate (KPi) with 12 mM NaCl, and 140 

mM KCl was used by Burrows et al. [299] and 20 mM sodium cacodylate or 20 mM sodium 

phosphate buffers were used by Trantírek et al. [313]. Smith et al. used 10 mM sodium cacodylate 

with 100 mM KCl [314].  

Nevertheless, all the research groups performed their experiments in a pH range between 4.5 

and 8 at pH increments of ~ 0.25 pH by adding aliquots of HCl or NaOH. DNA solution had 

concentration of iMs between 2 and 4 μM. 

 

pHT determination via manual and automatic titrations 

At the beginning we performed the pH titrations in 20 mM KPi buffer pH = 8.08, with a sample 

concentration of ~ 2 μM. The CD spectra were recorded at pH increments of  ~ 0.2 units, by adding 
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small aliquots of HCl 1M and when the pH reached a value around 4 the titration was reversed to a 

pH ~ 8 by adding small aliquots of 1 M LiOH. We used LiOH instead of NaOH because we wanted 

to maintain the physiological concentrations of K+ or Na+ as constant and as reported by Burrows et 

al., 50 mM LiCl does not affect the iM folding behaviour [299]. After each addition of acid/base we 

waited at least 90 seconds before recording CD spectra to allow equilibration of the sample. 

For each sequence investigated, we prepared two identical samples and performed manual and 

automatic titrations on the same day in order to evaluate possible differences between the two 

method. The data are reported as plots of xIM vs pH, where xIM represents the fraction of folded iM. 

xIM was obtained by normalizing the v1 vector at the given pH. All experiments were conducted at 

constant temperature of 25 °C. 

We first performed pH titration on the PyA-2 (Fig. 64). We started at pH = 8 where DNA is 

unfolded. Gradual addition of HCl resulted in the increase of the 288 nm signal signifying folding 

of the iM DNA. The original titrations went to near pH of 3 where likely most of cytosines became 

protonated and electrostatic repulsion lead to unfolding of the DNA and decrease in the CD signal 

at 288 nm (Fig. 64 (c) and (d)). In addition, the dramatic change in the 288 nm signal at low pH 

could result from reaching outside of the buffering capacity of KPi (4.8-8.0). Therefore, for the 

subsequent titrations, we limited the lower end of pH values to ~ 4.0, consistent with literature. 

The titration was repeated in a similar manner for PyA-3 (Fig. S21). 
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Fig. 64 The raw CD spectra (top) of PyA-2 in 20 mM KPi buffer at various pH values using manual 

titration. (a) Acid titration with 14 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M HCl and (b) reverse base titration 

with 14 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M LiOH. Titration curves for PyA-2 (bottom) in KPi buffer. (c) 

Manual titration and (d) automatic titration for PyA-2 each one was performed with 14 additions of 

5 µL of 1.0 M HCl (black squares), followed by 14 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M LiOH (red circles). 

[PyA-2] ∼ 2 M in 20 mM KPi pH = 8.08. 

The raw data were corrected by the dilution factor and processed using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) [305,306] to generate a titration plot where the pH has been plotted against 

the normalized v1 vector from the SVD matrix V.  

The titration plots in (Fig. 64 (c) and (d)) show hysteresis; in addition, the reverse titrations 

give rise to a multiphasic unfolding behaviour, suggesting a non-reversible process. As reported by 

Burrows et al. [299] biphasic unfolding for samples subject to a rapid drop in pH is consistent with 

the formation of a small subpopulation of iM dimers which may or may not be the case here. 
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In order to obtain the pHT value, we fitted the data in the pH range between ~ 4 and ~ 8 in two 

different ways, using either Boltzmann sigmoid function or the following pHT equation [299]: 

[𝑥] =  
−1

1+e((−b1∗pH)+b2) 
+ 1    pHT = 

𝑏2

𝑏1
      (eq. 2) 

Where [x] is the folded state population at a given pH value and b1 and b2 are the parameters to 

be fit via nonlinear regression. 

 

Fig. 65 The fit of the data for pHT titration on PyA-2 in KPi buffer. (a) The fit to the automatic 

titration with HCl; (b) the fit to the automatic titration with LiOH; (c) the fit to the manual titration 

with HCl, and (d) the fit to the manual titration with LiOH. Solid lines represent the fitting by using 

Boltzmann sigmoid equation, whereas dashed lines represent the fitting by using eq. (2). 

The data fits are shown in Fig. 65 for PyA-2 and in Fig. S22 for PyA-3; the extracted pHT 

values are shown in Table 4. Analysis of the data indicate that both methods give similar pHT 

values. However, Boltzmann sigmoid equation fits better out data. 
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pH titration in Britton-Robinson (BR) buffer 

To linearly cover the range in which titrations were performed (~ 4 to 8) we tested the use of 

the BR buffer. BR is a "universal" buffer used for the pH range from 2 to 12. It is composed of 0.04 

M boric acid, 0.04 M phosphoric acid and 0.04 M acetic acid and titrated to the desired pH with 

lithium hydroxide [315]. We also added 140 mM of KCl to better mimic the physiological 

conditions (the buffer name is K-BR). 

We collected the CD titration data in the K-BR for PyA-2 (Fig. 66) in order to compare its 

performance relative to the KPi buffer. The titration in K-BR buffer do not show hysteresis 

suggesting that the process is completely reversible in contrast to what was observed in KPi buffer 

(Fig. 64 (c) and (d)). 

 

Fig. 66 Titration curves for PyA-2 in K-BR buffer at 25 C. (a) Data for automatic titration and (b) 

manual titration for PyA-2, each one was performed with 17 additions of 4 µL of HCl 1 M, followed 

by 17 additions of 4 µL of LiOH 1 M. [PyA-2] ∼ 2 µM. 

We treated the data as described above and display the results in Table 4. The pHT obtained for 

PyA-2 in BR buffer are ~ 0.3 units lower than that ones in KPi buffer. 

Although the aforementioned pHT values are lower compared to those obtained in KPi buffer, 

we observed that the initial pH value in BR buffer, as recorded by the pH meter, was approximately 

7.82 instead of 8.02. This discrepancy suggests a potential miscalibration of the instrument and 

would explain the observed difference of 0.2 units. Consequently, the pH meter was recalibrated.  
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In addition to PyA-2 we determined pHT for three other representative sequences, PyA-3 (Fig. 

S22), PyB-1 and PyB-2 (Fig. 67). 

Since no significant differences between automatic and manual titration were observed, and the 

discrepancy in the pHT values obtained between the two methods was less than 0.5 units, and 

automatic titration allows for time savings, the subsequent titrations for PyB-1 and PyB-2 were 

exclusively conducted using automatic titration (Fig. 67). 

 

Fig. 67 Titration curves for PyB-1 (a) and PyB-2 (b) in K-BR buffer at 25 C. Each one was 

performed by automatic titration with 17 additions of 4 µL of HCl 1 M, followed by 17 additions of 

4 µL of LiOH 1 M. [PyB-1] ∼ 2 µM and [PyB-2] ∼ 2 µM in 20 mM K-BR buffer pH = 8.02. 

The data was fitted using the Boltzmann equation and eq (1) (Fig. S23) and the corresponding 

pHT values are presented in Table 4. It is noteworthy that, after the recalibration of the pH meter, 

the pHT for PyB-1 was found to be ~ 6.18, indicating an increase of approximately 0.6 units 

compared to the previous measurements. This observation emphasizes the importance of ensuring 

that the initial pH value aligns with the pH of the buffer in which the DNA is dissolved prior to 

initiating the titration process. Moreover, regular calibration of the pH meter and verification of its 

accuracy using buffer standard solutions with well-established pH values (e.g., 4, 7, and 10) are 

crucial prerequisites before starting any titration experiment. 
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Table 4 pHT values for PyA-2, PyA-3, PyB-1 and PyB-2. In red the pHT values obtained when the 

pH-meter was miscalibrated. 

Sample Buffer Titration HCl additions LiOH additions 

Boltzmann equation (1) Boltzmann equation (1) 

PyA-2 KPi Automatic 6.14 ± 0.01 6.11 ± 0.02 6.52 ± 0.02 6.52± 0.01 

PyA-2 KPi Manual 6.15 ± 0.01 6.10 ± 0.03 6.46 ± 0.03 6.47 ± 0.02 

PyA-3 KPi Automatic 6.10 ± 0.01 6.07 ± 0.02 6.50 ± 0.03 6.51 ± 0.02 

PyA-3 KPi Manual 6.20 ± 0.01 6.18 ± 0.02 6.41 ± 0.03 6.44 ± 0.02 

PyA-2 K-BR Automatic 5.84 ± 0.01 5.84 ± 0.01 5.87 ± 0.01 5.86 ± 0.02 

PyA-2 K-BR Manual 5.85 ± 0.01 5.81 ± 0.03 5.89 ± 0.01 5.87 ± 0.01 

PyB-1 K-BR Automatic 5.66 ± 0.01 5.63 ± 0.02 5.72 ± 0.01 5.72 ± 0.01 

PyB-1 K-BR Manual 5.61 ± 0.01 5.59 ± 0.02  ± 0.01 5.68 ± 0.01 

PyB-1 K-BR Automatic 6.18 ± 0.01 6.11 ± 0.03 6.21± 0.01 6.20 ± 0.01 

PyB-2 K-BR Automatic 6.19 ± 0.01 6.17 ± 0.02 6.17 ± 0.01 6.17 ± 0.02 

 

Furthermore, to verify that once the instrument is calibrated, the obtained pHT value is 

repeatable, the titration for PyB-2 was performed 3 times on 3 different days (Fig. S24 and Table 

S1), Boltzmann equation was used to fit the data. As shown in Table S1 there is no variability 

among the measurements, demonstrating that the measurements are perfectly consistent. 

To sum up, we develop a method to calculate the pHT of iM-forming sequences by using CD 

equipped with automatic titrator.  

Automatic pH titration have a series of advantages over manual titrations: 

• Faster and more efficient than manual pH titration, reducing the time needed to complete 

an analysis. 

• Reduced operator error 

 

And drawbacks: 

• Can be more expensive due to the need for automatic titrator. 

• May require more maintenance and calibration. 

• Not as flexible as manual titration in terms of adjusting for unexpected changes or 

variations in samples. 

• Surprisingly the data did not look as smooth as some of our manual titrations. 
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The automatic titration is the best choice when an automatic titrator is available. However, in 

both cases (automatic and manual) the pH-meter must be calibrated with high periodicity 

(preferably weekly or daily). To obtain the pHT we recommend using the Boltzmann sigmoid 

equation since it fits well the experimental points and often better than to eq (1) although lead to 

very similar pHT values. We also recommend using BR buffer (supplemented, if needed with KCl), 

or in a buffer that has buffering capacity wide enough to cover the pH range between 4 and 8. One 

should pay close attention to other parameters, such as the thermodynamic stability of DNA under 

chosen conditions.  
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4.2.3. Biophysical and X-ray study of C-rich DNA variants from c-

MYC: results and discussion 

First we performed biophysical studies on PyA and PyB variants (Table 3) to characterize 

them using circular dichroism (CD) and CD melting. CD spectra show that all the variants adopt an 

i-motif conformation as indicated by the characteristic peak at ~ 288 nm and the trough at ~ 260 nm 

(Fig. 68 (a) and (b)). Suggesting that adding one or two nucleotides to the terminal ends does not 

prevent the formation of the i-motif structure, which only relies on cytosine base pairing. 

CD melting was used to determine the thermodynamic stability of all sequences, and the results 

were presented in the form of representative melting curves in Fig. S25 and Fig. S26, along with 

data analysis results shown in Fig. 68 (c) and (d) and in Table 3. 

The melting process exhibited low hysteresis of 3 ± 1 °C in all cases, indicating that it was a 

reversible process with monomolecular transitions. Thermodynamic stability data suggest that the 

presence of different nucleotides at the termini of PyA and PyB variants can influence the ΔTm by 

approximately 9 °C. Specifically, PyA-6 and PyB-2 exhibit the lowest stability, as they are the only 

two sequences with two additional nucleotides at both termini that probably are able to interfere 

with the cytosine-cytosine+ base pairs destabilizing the i-motif structure. Conversely, PyA-1, PyA-

4, PyB-3, and PyB-4 exhibit the highest stability, which are the only variants with one or two 

additional nucleotides at the 5’-end. Overall PyA variants shown an higher stability compared to 

PyB ones, this can probably be attributed to the higher number of tracts formed by 3 cytosine 

(CCC) in the PyA variants, which may increase the Tm [260]. 
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Fig. 68 CD spectra of PyA (a) and PyB (b) sequences in 10 mM MES, pH = 5.5 at 20 °C. Melting 

temperatures of PyA (c) and PyB (d) sequences. All samples were prepared at ~ 4 µM DNA 

concentration. 

Secondly, we performed pH titrations by using circular dichroism in order to obtain the 

transition pH (pHT) of the variants. We would like to determine the value of pHT in order to 

understand whether Py sequences can form iM under pH conditions close to biologically relevant 

and whether 3’ and 5’ overhangs influence the pHT values. 

 Initially pH titrations were performed in KPi buffer, later to linearly cover the pH range in 

which titrations were performed (~ 4 to 8) we used the Britton–Robinson (BR) buffer. 

Titration spectra were analysed using SVD [305,306]. The data are reported as plots of xIM vs 

pH, where xIM represents the fraction of folded iM.  xIM was obtained by normalizing the v1 vector 

at the given pH. 
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We first performed pH titration on the PyA-2 and PyA-3 sequences. We started at pH = 8 

where DNA is unfolded. Gradual addition of HCl resulted in the increase of the 288 nm signal 

signifying folding of the DNA (Fig. 64). The titrations in KPi buffer show hysteresis, indicating a 

non-reversible process. 

Whereas  pH titrations performed in BR buffer for PyA-2 (Fig. 66), PyB-1 and PyB-2 (Fig. 67) 

sequences, did not show hysteresis, indicating that the process is completely reversible. 

We did not performed the pH titrations for all the variants because we assumed that two of PyA 

and two of PyB variants could be representative for the all group since the number of cytosine pairs 

do not change among the variants and because we demonstrated that pHT values for two PyA and 

PyB variants are very similar. 

The pHT values obtained are summarized in Table 5. These values range between 5.8 and 6.2, 

which are significantly lower than the physiological pH of 7.4. Notably, the value of 5.84 obtained 

for PyA-2 was determined with a miscalibrated pH meter. However, in certain diseases such as 

cancer, the pH in specific body locations can become slightly acidic [316], which may facilitate i-

motif formation in vivo, additionally it has been recently shown that i-motif formation in the c-

MYC promoter region is facilitated by negative superhelicity at physiological pH and salt condition 

[317]. 

The variants investigated in this study represent shorter sequences from the selected c-MYC 

promoter sequence. Indeed, the c-MYC tract selected for this study formed by 35 nucleotides has 

been investigated by Vorlickova et al. [296] and a pHT of 6.7 was reported. Generally, under 

identical experimental conditions, an i-motif structure with a greater number of C:C+ base pairs 

tends to be more stable [267]. Recently, how the length of the C-tract impacts the formation of 

intramolecular i-motif structures under physiological conditions was investigated [260,261]. Their 

findings generally indicate an increase in transition pH (pHT) as the number of cytosines per tract 

rises.  
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The values obtained in KPi buffer for PyA-3 closely resemble those of PyA-2, indicating that 

the addition of one nucleotide at the 5' end of the PyA sequence does not significantly affect the 

pHT. Similar values were also obtained for the PyB-1 and PyB-2 sequences, indicating no 

significant difference between the two variant groups.  

In addition, these values are in line with the pHT values obtained by other researchers with 

sequences of similar length [260,296,299].  

Table 5 pHT values obtained by automatic titration and fitted by using Boltzmann sigmoid equation. 

Sample Buffer pHT ± SD 

(HCl additions) 

pHT ± SD 

(LiOH additions) 

PyA-2 KPi 6.14 ± 0.01 6.52 ± 0.02 

PyA-3 KPi 6.08 ± 0.01 6.50 ± 0.03 

PyA-2 BR 5.84 ± 0.01 5.87 ± 0.01 

PyB-1 BR 6.18 ± 0.01 6.21 ± 0.01 

PyB-2 BR 6.19 ± 0.01 6.17 ± 0.01 

 

In order to solve the 3D structure of the variants we try to crystalize them by screening the 

crystallization conditions with commercial screens, including Natrix and Helix, by using a TTP 

Labtech Mosquito Liquid Handling robot system as described in paragraph 4.2.1. 

However, among 12 variants screened, only PyB-2 was successfully crystalized (Fig. 69 (a)) in 

in condition 1–4 from the HELIX screen (Molecular Dimensions): 0.2 M KCl, 25% PEG400, 5 mM 

[Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃, 0.05M MES pH = 6.5. 

This condition was optimized by screening in 24-well trays DNA at 1.5-1.7 mM [Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃ 

2-5 mM, PEG400 20-30% and KCl to 0.1-0.3 M. The best crystals were big and show a well-

ordered 3D structure, they were obtained within one week in the original home-made 1-4 HELIX 

condition; no crystals were obtained in 2 mM [Co(NH₃)₆]Cl₃, and smaller crystals were obtained in 

all other optimization instances. 

Diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source synchrotron facility at 24 ID-E 

beamline at both the native (λ = 0.98 Å, 12622 eV) and the cobalt wavelength (λ = 1.61 Å, 7725 
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eV). The crystals were analysed in different locations and at different angles (Fig. 69 (b)) to acquire 

as much good quality data as possible. Most of them showed a good diffraction pattern (Fig. 69 (c)) 

without ice rings and smeared spots.  

Raw diffraction data were processed using RAPD software provided by the beamline and the 

three best data collection are reported in Table 6. 

The quality of all the data were first analysed by Xtriage tool implemented in Phenix [308]. 

The Xtriage summary reported good quality of the data except for the translational 

noncrystallographic symmetry (tNCS) (Fig. S27), which is higher than 20% and it can dramatically 

complicate the solution of the crystal structures.  

Translational noncrystallographic symmetry (tNCS) refers to a phenomenon observed in 

crystallography, where multiple copies of a molecule or complex are present in a crystallographic 

asymmetric unit but are not related by any of the symmetry operations that define the crystal lattice. 

Instead, they are related by a noncrystallographic symmetry operation [318,319]. It is particularly 

insidious in causing difficulties in all stages of crystal structure determination, from indexing the 

diffraction pattern to refining the structure [320,321].  

 

Fig. 69 (a) PyB-2 crystal grew in a drop containing the 1-4 Helix condition viewed through an 

optical microscope. (b) Image of the crystals of the PyB-2 in the loop at the 24 ID-E beamline, view 

from two different angles. The color is due to radiation exposure and does not represent the true 

color of crystals that were transparent and colorless. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of a crystal of 

PyB-2. Obtained by the Advanced Photon Source 24 ID-E synchrotron facility. 
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Table 6 The best three data collections 

 GT1_C1 GT3_C5 GT3_C6 

Space group C 1 2 1 C 1 2 1 I 2 2 2 

Unit cell dimensions    

a, b, c (Å) 49.58, 50.97, 26.91 49.68, 51.06, 27.03 26.98, 41.45, 50.88 

α, β, γ (°) 90, 122.75, 90 90, 122.93, 90 90, 90, 90 

    

 
   

Resolution (Å) 1.53 1.54 1.86 

cc1/2  0.999 0.997 0.99 

cc1/2 outer shell 0.64 0.365 0.424 

Completeness    

Overall 98.2 96.9 99.8 

Outer shell 98.6 96.9 99.6 

Multiplicity    

Overall 3.3 3.3 6 

Outer shell 3.2 3.2 6.2 

I/σ    

Overall 13.6 11.3 9.2 

Outer shell 0.6 0.5 0.6 

R-merge    

Overall 0.034 0.046 0.098 

Outer shell 1.458 2.084 2.231 

 

The next step consisted in solve the crystal structure by starting from a similar existing 

structure already deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Different i-Motif models were 

downloaded from PDB website and were modified in PyMOL in order to have a scaffold with only 

cytosine base pairs. We produced different models with a different number of cytosine base pairs, 

ranging from 2 to 6. 

After that each modified model was combined with each diffraction data through molecular 

replacement (MR) in Phenix to output an electron density map. The best results displayed by the 

software were given combining the modified pdb model (1BQJ) with only six cytosine base pairs 

and the diffraction data named “GT1_C1” (Fig. 70). However the TOP Log Likelihood Gain 

(LLG), which indicates how well the pdb model resembles the diffraction data and TOP Translation 

Function Z score (TFZ), which indicates the signal-to-noise ratio of the solution, are both lower 
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than the threshold which the large majority of solutions are correct (threshold for TFZ ~ 8 and for 

LLG ~ 300). 

 

Fig. 70 On the left the results displayed by MR in Phenix combining 1BQJ pdb model (modified 

with only Cytosines) and the diffraction data named “GT1_C1”. On the right the output MR with 

the density map opened in Coot. 

Despite the output results not being above the threshold, and our inability to find better results 

with different models, we decided to refine the structure through extensive manual model building 

in COOT. Despite our various efforts, we unfortunately have not yet solved the structure. 

 

Finally, We performed native PAGE to examine the homogeneity and oligomeric state of Py 

variants (Fig. 71). All the variants displayed a prominently intense band around the dT15 marker, 

indicating that they primarily exist in a monomeric form. A second, less intense band around the 

dT24 marker suggests the presence of dimers, though in low quantities.  

Bands displayed a more homogeneous migration on the right side of the gel, while on the left 

side a 'wave' pattern was observed, with all the bands being more shifted towards the bottom. 

However, when the experiment was replicated, a more homogeneous migration was observed 

across the gel (Fig. 72). 
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Given that the running buffer used has a pH of 6 and from pH titrations we obtained a pHT ~ 6, 

we can not exclude the simultaneous presence of folded and unfolded structures, in particular the 

second band around the dT24 marker can be attributed to the unfolded DNA. To determine whether 

this second higher band is due to the unfolded structure or the formation of dimer, we performed a 

native PAGE in BR buffer at a pH of 5.5 (Fig. S28). The representative PAGE displayed less 

distinct bands around dT24. However, the smearing suggests the presence of dimers, as at this pH, 

all the variants are folded into i-Motif structures. 

 

Fig. 71 Fifteen percent native gel prepared in 10 mM MES buffer pH = 6 supplemented with 5 mM 

KCl. DNA samples were prepared at ~ 50 µM.  
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Fig. 72 Fifteen percent native gel prepared in 10 mM MES buffer pH = 6 supplemented with 5 mM 

KCl. DNA samples were prepared at ~ 50 µM. (PyA-5 and PyA-6 are not present because PAGE’s 

lanes were all occupied). 

To gain more insight into the oligomeric state of the PyB-2 crystal, we loaded the sample used 

to grow crystals to native PAGE (Fig. 73, lane 2). This sample was annealed at a concentration of 

1.5 mM, and on the day of the gel run, it was diluted to 100 µM in MES buffer. Notably, the 

formation of higher bands was observed, indicating that a higher concentration promotes the 

formation of higher-order structures. In Fig. 73, lane 3, we ran the crystal sample. To prepare it, 5–

10 crystals were harvested, washed in the crystallization condition, and then dissolved in 10–15 µL 

of 10 mM MES buffer. In this case, clear bands are not observable, likely due to incomplete 

dissolution of the crystals. However, two small spots are visible around dT24 and dT30, and 

considering the high-ordered species observed in lane 2, we hypothesize that the PyB-2 crystal is 

not in a monomeric form.  

 

Fig. 73 Fifteen percent native gel prepared in 10 mM MES buffer pH = 6 supplemented with 5 mM 

KCl. Size markers correspond to dTn sequences. The DNA samples were prepared the following 

way: lane 1 – 50 μM PyB-2 in 10 mM MES buffer; lane 2 – concentrated DNA sample used to grow 

crystal deposited in lane 3; lane 3 – crystals washed and dissolved in 10 mM MES buffer. 

Given that all biophysical characterizations were performed in 10 mM MES buffer pH = 5.5, 

we compared the stability of two variants in BR versus MES buffer. Specifically, we performed CD 
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melting experiments for PyA-3 and PyB-1 in 20 mM BR buffer pH = 5.5, supplemented with 140 

mM KCl, and compared the results with those obtained using 10 mM MES buffer pH = 5.5 (Fig. 

74). Surprisingly, we observed a significant difference. In particular, the stability of both variants in 

BR buffer was significantly lower (by approximately 15 °C), and in the case of PyA-3, two melting 

events occurred. 

To investigate whether KCl was the cause of the difference in Tm between the two buffers, we 

performed the same CD melting experiments in 20 mM BR buffer without KCl. However, no 

significant differences were observed. All the melting temperatures as well as the thermodynamic 

parameters are listed in Table 7.  

 

Fig. 74 CD-melting plots of (a) PyA-3 sequence in BR buffer (black squares) and in MES (red 

squares) and of PyB-1 sequence (b) in BR buffer (black squares) and in MES (red squares) (c) in 

BR buffer without KCl (black squares) and in BR buffer with 140 mM KCl (red circles). 
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Table 7 Thermodynamic parameters obtained by CD melting experiments in MES and BR buffer. 

  HEATING COOLING 

Sequence Buffer Tm Derivative, 

°C; error ± 0.5 

Tm Fit, 

°C 

 

H Fit, 

kJ/mol 

 

Tm Derivative, 

°C; error ± 0.5 

Tm Fit, 

°C 

 

H Fit, 

kJ/mol 

 

PyA-3 MES 54 54 155 53 52 150 

PyA-3 BR 37.1 

45.1 

40.4 138 36 36 223 

PyB-1 MES 50.5 50.6 133 49 49.2 119 

PyB-1 BR 35.1 35.2 161 30 30.6 204 

PyB-1 BR (without 

KCl) 
33 33.6 180 31.1 31.3 172 
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4.2.4. Final remarks 

In this study 12 DNA variants designed from a C-rich tract were investigated by biophysical 

studies, native PAGE and X-ray crystallography. 

CD spectroscopy revealed that all variants adopt an i-Motif conformation. This suggests that 

even the smaller sequences from c-MYC tract, with additional nucleotides added at the 5’ and 3’ 

ends, do not impede the formation of i-Motifs at slightly acidic pH. However, the thermodynamic 

stability is influenced by the different nucleotides present at the terminal ends, with a Tm ranging 

from 50 °C to 59°C for PyA variants and from 46°C to 55 °C for PyB variants. Notably, for both 

variant groups, the lowest melting temperature was observed for the sequences with two additional 

nucleotides present at both ends (PyA-6 and PyB-2). The highest stability was observed for 

sequences with additional nucleotides only at the 5’ termini (PyA-1, PyA-4, PyB-3, and PyB-4). 

From the CD pH titrations, we obtained a pHT of approximately 6.2. This value was measured 

for two variants from each group, assuming that this value should be similar for the other variants 

given the consistent number of C:C+ base pairs among them. This value is lower than the pHT value 

reported by Vorlickova et al. [296], where they investigated the full selected c-MYC tract composed 

of 33 nucleotides (5’-TCCCCACCTTCCCCACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCA-3’). This suggests that 

the shorter sequences investigated in this study are less likely to adopt an i-Motif conformation in 

vivo at physiological pH. It is more probable that they form such conformations when they have 

more C tracts.  

Native PAGE indicated that all the variants are primarily in a monomeric form, even though 

dimers are also present. Furthermore, it was observed that at higher concentrations, the PyB-2 

sequence can form high order species, and it is probable that the PyB-2 crystal exists in an 

oligomeric state. 
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Among the 12 variants, only PyB-2 was successfully crystallized. However, despite the good 

resolution (1.52 Å) of the diffraction data, all the raw data demonstrated high translational 

noncrystallographic symmetry (~ 21%), which has, so far, prevented the resolution of the structure. 
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5. Conclusions and perspectives  

In this thesis I summarized the results and findings obtained about the secondary structures of 

various polynucleic acids. These were investigated using biophysical methods, and in some 

instances, porphyrins were employed as specific reporters. 

Herein, I illustrated how the different secondary structures of micro-RNAs and their 

thermodynamic stability could influence their biological activity (chap. 2.1). Evidence shows that a 

single nucleotide change outside the seed region can significantly enhance the thermodynamic 

stability. Furthermore, a luciferase reporter assay demonstrates how this increased stability can 

improve the miRNA's efficiency in repressing its target. 

I demonstrated the formation of supramolecular assemblies between various achiral porphyrins 

and a mature miRNA (chap. 2.3). In particular, porphyrins, based on their properties, interact with 

miRNA differently, as reflected by the unique induced circular dichroism (ICD) signals in the Soret 

region, moreover at the ratio porphyrin:miR 3:1 porphyrins are able to destabilize the miRNA’s 

secondary structures. 

I also explored the interaction between the ZnTCPPSpm4 porphyrin and the telomeric-RNA 

sequence, which adopts a parallel G-quadruplex topology (chap. 3.2). Various spectroscopic 

techniques revealed that porphyrins are orderly distributed across the entire G4 structure, interacting 

with each other along the assembly. Furthermore, the presence of shorter sequences, likely derived 

from nuclease digestion, inhibits the formation of the antiparallel G-quadruplex topology. 

Lastly, I examined two groups of cytosine-rich variants with different nucleotides added at the 

5’ and 3’ ends (chap. 4.2). These sequences were selected from the human c-MYC promoter. Our 

biophysical investigations revealed that all these sequences are capable of adopting an i-motif (iM) 

conformation, exhibiting similar transition pH. We observed minor differences in thermodynamic 

stability among the sequences. We have successfully crystalized one of the 12 variants, and we are 
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currently working to solve its 3D structure. This will provide deeper insight into the binding mode 

of existing iM ligands and facilitate the design of new scaffolds that selectively bind to c-MYC and 

iMs in general. 

In the future, we will continue to expand our understanding of nucleic acid structures and their 

significant roles in biological systems. This comprehensive knowledge could open up new 

perspectives in disease understanding, diagnosis, and treatment. Additionally, the exploration of 

molecular interactions, particularly with porphyrins, will offer innovative applications not only in 

biomedicine but also in areas such as biotechnology and nanotechnology. Overall, this research 

direction holds the promise of significant scientific advancements and broad implications for 

various fields. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Fig. S1 Luciferase assay conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics using 

complementary targets. 
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Fig. S2 (a) UV-vis titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of 

increasing amount of H2T4 (from 0.5 µM to 19 µM). Each addition of 0.5 µM of H2T4. Bold 

lines represent the concentration in which there is a change of the molar extinction 

coefficient. Displayed colors are the same used in the “plot of absorbance at 421 nm vs. the 

ratio [H2T4]/[miR-26b-5p]” (Fig. 32, inset). (b) 2nd derivatives of UV-vis spectra of H2T4 

(at the break points) in the presence of the miRNA. 

 

Fig. S3 Fluorescence titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of 

increasing amount of H2T4 (0.5 µM black curve; 2.5 µM red curve; 5 µM blue curve; 7.5 

µM green curve). 
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Fig. S4 RLS titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of H2T4 (2.5 µM black curve; 5 µM red curve; 6.5 µM blue curve; 7.5 µM green 

curve; 10 µM magenta curve; 12.5 µM orange curve). 

 

Fig. S5 UV-vis titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of Zn2T4 (from 0.5 µM to 12.5 µM). Each addition of ZnT4 of 0.5 µM. 
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Fig. S6 RLS titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of ZnT4 (2.5 µM black curve; 5 µM red curve; 7.5 µM blue curve; 10 µM green 

curve. 

 

Fig. S7 (a) UV-vis titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of 

increasing amount of H2TCPPSpm4 (from 0.5 µM to 10 µM). Each addition of 0.5 µM of 

H2TCPPspm4. Displayed colors are the same used in the “plot of absorbance at 414 nm vs. 

the ratio [H2TCPPSpm4] / [miR-26b-5p]” (Fig. 37, inset). (b) 2nd derivatives of UV-vis 

spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 (at the break points) in the presence of the miRNA. 
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Fig. S8 (a) Emission spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 [1 µM] (black curve) and [5 µM] (red curve) 

in PBS buffer. (b) Absorption spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 [1 µM] (black curve) and [5 µM] 

(red curve) in PBS buffer. Inset: second derivatives of H2TCPPSpm4 [1 µM] (black curve) 

and [5 µM] (red curve). 

 

Fig. S9 Emission spectra of H2TCPPSpm4 (black curve) at different concentrations and in 

the presence of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] (red curve) in PBS buffer. 
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Fig. S10 (a) UV-vis titration of increasing amount of ZnTCPPSpm4 (from 0.5 µM to 10 µM) 

in PBS buffer. Each addition of 0.5 µM of ZnTCPPspm4. Inset: 2nd derivatives of UV-vis 

spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 at the concentration of 0.5 µM (black line) and 10 µM (red line) . 

(b) UV-vis titration of miR-26b-5p [2.5 µM] in PBS buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of ZnTCPPSpm4 (from 0.5 µM to 10 µM). Each addition of 0.5 µM of ZnTCPPspm4. 

Inset: 2nd derivatives of UV-vis spectra of ZnTCPPSpm4 at the concentration of 0.5 µM 

(black line) and 10 µM (red line) in presence of miR.  
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Scatchard plots and apparent association constants 

The titration data were treated with Peacocke-Sherrett method’s [203] in order to 

calculate the values of ν (number of moles of bound porphyrin per mole of total miRNA) and 

L (molar concentration of free porphyrin at equilibrium) needed to graph the Scatchard plot 

(Fig. S11).  

At each intermediate titration point, the fraction of bound porphyrin was calculated by 

the use of the expression α = (Af − A)/(Af – Ab), where Af is the absorption at the Soret 

maximum for free porphyrin (421 nm for H2T4, 436 nm for ZnT4, 414 nm for 

H2TCPPSpm4 and 423 nm for ZnTCPPSpm4), Ab is the absorbance at same wavelength of 

Af but of a solution in which the miRNA concentration was 25 times greater than the initial 

concentration of porphyrin (conditions for which complete binding may be assumed) and A is 

the absorbance at the Soret maximum of porphyrin at any given point during the titration. 

In a typical linear Scatchard plot (Fig. S11 (a), (c) and (d)), the slope extrapolation 

corresponds to Kapp according to Eq. 1. Thus, our estimated Kapp values are listed in Table 2. 

Such values align with previously reported data on the interaction between porphyrins and 

various oligonucleotide structures Specifically, for DNA G-quadruplex structures [322–324] 

the binding constants typically fall within the range of 105 to 107. In the case of RNA G-

quadruplexes [250] the binding constant is generally around 105, while for RNA duplex 

structures [325,326] it typically ranges from 104 to 105. For ZnT4 was not possible to obtain 

the Kapp because the Scatchard plot significantly deviates from linearity with an upward 

curvature (Fig. S11 (b)). The latter arises as a consequence of cooperativity and neighbour 

exclusion effects [327] suggesting a negative co-operativity binding of ZnT4 with miR-26b-

5p. This negative cooperative binding behaviour and curvature in the Scatchard plot could be 

attributed to very weak binding interactions between the porphyrin and miRNA, consistent 

with the spectroscopic results. In fact, the weaker the interactions, the more difficult it is for 

multiple porphyrins to bind to the miRNA, leading to non-linearity in the Scatchard plot. 

 

Fig. S11 Scatchard plots for titration of miR-26b-5p with H2T4 (a), ZnT4 (b), H2TCPPSpm4 

(c) and ZnTCPPSpm4 (d). 
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Fig. S12 UV-Vis titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in ultra-pure water (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 

µM. 

 

Fig. S13 UV-Vis titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in 5K buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 µM. 
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Fig. S14 UV-Vis titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in PBS buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 µM. 

 

Fig. S15 UV/Vis titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in phosphate buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 

µM. 
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Fig. S16 RLS titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in 5K buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 µM. 

 

Fig. S17 RLS titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in PBS buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 µM. 
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Fig. S18 RLS titration of ZnTCPPspm4 in phosphate buffer (pH = 7.3) from 1 µM to 10 µM. 
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Fig. S19 UV-vis titration of TERRA [2 µM] in 5K buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of ZnTCPPSpm4 (from 1 µM to 21 µM). Each addition of 1 µM of ZnTCPPSpm4. 

Displayed colors are the same used in the “plot of absorbance at 423 nm vs. the ratio 

[ZnTCPPSpm4]/[TERRA]” (Fig. 56, inset). 

 

Fig. S20 Fluorescence titration of TERRA [2 µM] in 5K buffer in the presence of increasing 

amount of ZnTCPPSpm4(2 µM black curve; 4 µM red curve; 8 µM blue curve; 12 µM green 

curve; 16 µM magenta curve). 
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Fig. S21 The raw CD spectra (top) of PyA-3 in 20 mM KPi buffer at various pH values using 

manual titration. (a) Acid titration with 13 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M HCl and (b) reverse 

base titration with 13 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M LiOH. Titration plots for PyA-3 (bottom) in 

KPi buffer. (c) Manual titration and (d) automatic titration for PyA-2 each one was 

performed with 13 additions of 5 µL of 1.0 M HCl (black squares), followed by 13 additions 

of 5 µL of 1.0 M LiOH (red circles). [PyA-3] ∼ 2 M in 20 mM KPi pH = 8.08. 
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Fig. S22 The fit of the data for pHT titration on PyA-3 in KPi buffer. The fit of the automatic 

titration with HCl (a) and with LiOH (b). The fit of the manual titration with HCl (c) and with 

LiOH (d). Solid lines represent the fitting by using Boltzmann sigmoid equation, whereas 

dashed lines by using eq. (2). 
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Fig. S23 The fit of the data for pHT titration on PyB-1 (top) and PyB-2 (bottom) in BR buffer. 

The fit of the automatic titration on PyB-1 with HCl (a) and with LiOH (b).The fit of the 

automatic titration on PyB-2 with HCl (c) and with LiOH (d). Solid lines represent the fitting 

by using Boltzmann sigmoid equation, whereas dashed lines by using eq. (2). 
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Fig. S24 Titration plots for PyB-2 in BR buffer at 25 °C performed on three different days. 

First titration (a) was performed by automatic titration with 17 additions of 4 µL of HCl 1 M, 

followed by 17 additions of 4 µL of LiOH 1 M. Second (b) and third (c) titrations were 

performed by automatic titration with HCl 1 M (7 additions of 4 µL, 6 additions of 2 µL, 7 

additions of 4 µL), followed by LiOH 1 M additions (7 additions of 4 µL, 6 additions of 2 µL, 

7 additions of 4 µL). [PyB-2] ∼ 2 µM in 20 mM BR buffer [KCl] = 140 mM pH = 8.02. 

Table S1 pHT values for PyB-2 obtained in 20 mM BR buffer [KCl] = 140 mM on 3 different 

days. 

Sample Buffer Titration HCl additions 

(Boltzmann) 

LiOH additions 

(Boltzmann) 

PyB-2 (first) BR Automatic 6.19 ± 0.01 6.17 ± 0.01 

PyB-2 (second) BR Automatic 6.19 ± 0.01 6.19 ± 0.01 

PyB-2 (third) BR Automatic 6.19 ± 0.01 6.19 ± 0.01 
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Fig. S25 CD melting and cooling curves of PyA variants. Experiments were collected from 4 

°C (277 K) to 95 °C (368 K) at 288 nm. DNA was prepared at ~4 µM in 10 mM MES buffer 

pH = 5.5. 

 

Fig. S26 CD melting and cooling curves of PyB variants. Experiments were collected from 4 

°C (277 K) to 95 °C (368 K) at 288 nm. DNA was prepared at ~4 µM in 10 mM MES buffer 

pH = 5.5. 
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Fig. S27 Xtriage summary obtained analysing the raw data (free.mtz) of “GT1_C1”. 

 

Fig. S28 Fifteen percent native gel prepared in 10 mM BR buffer pH = 5.5. DNA samples 

were prepared at ~ 50 µM. The electrophoresis system was connected to a water bath, and 

the migration was conducted at 10 °C to avoid overheating. Bubbles were formed during the 

GEL polymerization which affected the shape of the bands. 
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Appendix 

Instrumental techniques’ overview 

Uv-Vis Spectroscopy 

UV-visible spectrophotometry primarily serves as a quantitative analysis method that 

focuses on the absorption of near-ultraviolet (180–390 nm) or visible (390–780 nm) radiation 

by chemical substances either in solution or gas phase. The energy provided by these portions 

of the electromagnetic spectrum facilitates electronic transitions. However, due to the 

overlapping of vibrational and rotational transitions, UV-visible spectra of solution-based 

analytes usually lack detailed structure. 

Typically, organic compounds absorb energy in the near-ultraviolet zone owing to 

transitions like σ → σ*, n → σ*, n → π*, and π → π*. Most interesting transitions encompass 

the promotion of n or π electrons to the π* excited state, making molecules with delocalized π 

electrons (such as aromatic and conjugated species) more susceptible to absorption. The 

section of the molecule responsible for this absorption is referred to as a chromophore. The 

maximum absorption wavelength of a chemical species can be influenced by the nature of the 

substituents attached to the aromatic ring or the conjugated system. Substituents that contain 

lone pairs of electrons, such as –OH and –NH2, often lead to an extended wavelength of 

maximum absorption and an increased molar absorptivity. These groups are also identified as 

auxochromes. 

Furthermore, specific inorganic compounds can be detected in the visible region due to 

their natural absorption of radiation. As an example, transition metal ions and their water 

complexes, which are often coloured, exhibit a decent molar absorptivity thanks to the 

electronic transitions involving the 3d and 4d orbitals. 
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With controlled experimental conditions, there is a direct correlation between the 

absorbed radiation amount and the analyte concentration in solution. This connection is 

summarized in Beer-Lambert's law and is represented by the formula:  

𝐴 = 𝜀 𝑏 𝑐. 

In this formula, A stands for the solution's absorbance (no units), ε represents the molar 

absorptivity (L mol-1cm-1), b signifies the path length of radiation through the absorbing 

medium (cm), and c indicates the concentration (mol L-1). 

Nonetheless, there are limitations, known as deviations, to Beer-Lambert's law. For 

instance, the law is not applicable to high analyte concentrations (higher than 0.01 mol L-1) 

due to intermolecular interactions among the analytes. Deviations can be divided into two 

main categories: instrumental and chemical. 

Instrumental deviations occur because the electromagnetic radiation falling on the 

sample is polychromatic rather than monochromatic (unless laser light is used). This can 

cause negative deviations from Beer-Lambert's law at higher analyte concentrations and 

reduced sensitivity as the averaged absorptivity value (ε) is lower than the theoretical one. 

Other sources of deviation include stray radiation, which arises from scattering, reflection, 

and refraction effects caused by mirrors, lenses, filters, and other optical components. 

Moreover, radiation loss can occur due to reflection or refraction at the interfaces between the 

environment, cuvette, and sample, and from concentration gradients within the sample 

solution. 

Chemical deviations occur due to changes in absorbance resulting from alterations in the 

sample's chemical environment, such as pH. Absorbance can also be affected by acid-base 

equilibria, redox reactions, and complexation reactions. At a particular wavelength known as 

the isosbestic point, the absorbances of all species in equilibrium are equal because they share 

the same ε value. This point can be used as a reference for kinetic studies, to verify the 
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wavelength accuracy of a spectrophotometer, or as the reference wavelength in dual-

wavelength spectrophotometry as it is unaffected by the development of any chemical 

reaction. 

Additionally, positive deviations can be caused by changes in the solvent's nature and 

refractive index. These should be checked as part of the blank measurement protocol. 

Positive interferences may also occur due to absorption by other components in the sample 

matrix or excess reagents, necessitating separation prior to detection, masking by the addition 

of an appropriate reagent, or minimization through sample dilution and/or lowering the 

reagent concentration. 

Finally, it's crucial to consider the presence of potential interfering species that might 

react with the primary reagent to produce similarly colored species or lower the effective 

reagent concentration. Analytical selectivity remains a primary consideration for all 

applications. 

Furthermore, derivative spectrophotometry can be used to process data mathematically 

after its collection, thereby improving spectral resolution in systems with multiple 

components. Here, the zero-order absorbance spectrum is derived with respect to the 

wavelength to yield first-order (dA/dλ) or higher order plots of absorbance rate change 

against absorbance. The key benefits of this approach include the amplification of any 

differences between (similar) spectra and the minimization of any broadband matrix 

interferences. 

 

The fundamental components of the instrument include a radiation source, a wavelength-

selecting device, a sample compartment, a detector, and an output device. For visible 

radiation, a tungsten filament is the most common source, while a deuterium lamp is typically 

used for near-ultraviolet radiation. A grating monochromator, used for improved resolution, 
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serves as the wavelength-selecting device and can also be employed for scanning the 

wavelength range of interest. The sample compartment is typically a cuvette with a 1.0 cm 

square cross-section, made of quartz (for the near-ultraviolet region), or glass or plastic (for 

the visible region). Photomultiplier tubes are most commonly used for detection, although 

phototubes, and increasingly, photodiodes and diode arrays, are also utilized. 

The two most frequent optical configurations for UV-Vis spectrophotometers are single-

beam and double-beam. Single-beam instruments are typically less expensive and require 

simpler optics, while double-beam instruments are more suitable for spectral scanning. 

Additional benefits of the double-beam configuration include the ability to compensate for 

stray light, fluctuations in the intensity of source radiation and detector response, and the 

presence of solid particles in the sample solution. 

An alternative optical configuration is used in diode array spectrophotometry, where 

polychromatic light from the source passes through the sample cuvette and is then dispersed 

by a grating onto a linear diode array detector. Advantages include speed, negligible stray 

light effects due to the reverse optical configuration, wavelength setting reproducibility 

because of the absence of moving optical components, and simultaneous multi-wavelength 

data acquisition. This feature is particularly useful for post-acquisition digital data processing 

techniques like dual-wavelength spectrophotometry, derivative spectrophotometry, and 

multivariate calibration. 
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Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

Fluorescence spectroscopy refers to an emission process in which a transition from a 

high energy state to a lower energy state produces radiation. Fluorescence can only be 

emitted by molecules in their excited states, which implies they must be excited to a higher 

state before the emission can occur. 

A more comprehensive understanding of this phenomenon can be gained by referring to 

the diagram (Fig. 75), also known as Jablonski's diagram. 

 

Fig. 75 Jablonski’s Diagram- In the diagram are shown: the electronic ground state (S0), 

two excited singlet states (S1, S2) and a triplet state (T1). Vibrational level (V) are only 

illustrated exemplarily. Solid vertical lines indicate radiative transitions, dotted-lines show 

non-radiative transitions (i.e. Internal Conversion, IC). The inset shows the relationship 

between electron configurations, total spin number S and multiplicity M. 

These diagrams depict energy transitions via vertical lines. However, not all transitions 

are permissible; the selection rules of quantum mechanics dictate which ones are allowed. 

A molecule in its electronic and vibrational ground state (S0V0) can absorb photons that 

match the energy difference of its various discrete states. The photon's energy must exceed 
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the energy needed to reach the vibrational base state of the first electronically excited state 

(S1V0). Excess energy is consumed as vibrational energy (V > 0) and is rapidly shed as heat 

through interactions with solvent molecules. Thus, the molecule returns to the vibrational 

ground state of the first electronic excited state (S1V0). These relaxation processes are non-

radiative transitions from one energetic state to another with lower energy, referred to as 

internal conversion (IC). From the lowest level of the first electronically excited state, the 

molecule reverts to the ground state (S0), either by emitting light (fluorescence) or through a 

non-radiative transition. 

When a radiative transition occurs, the molecule can land in any of the vibrational states 

of the electronic ground state (as dictated by quantum mechanical rules). If the vibrational 

levels of the ground state overlap with those of the electronically excited state, the molecule 

will not emit fluorescence but will instead revert to the ground state through non-radiative 

internal conversion. This is the most common way for excitation energy to be dissipated, 

which is why fluorescent molecules are rather uncommon. Most molecules are flexible, thus 

having high vibrational levels in the ground state. In fact, most fluorescent molecules possess 

fairly rigid aromatic rings or ring systems. The fluorescent group in a molecule is known as a 

fluorophore. 

Given that radiative energy is lost in fluorescence compared to absorption, the 

fluorescent light is always at a longer wavelength than the exciting light (referred to as the 

Stokes shift). The emitted radiation presents as a band spectrum because there are many 

closely associated wavelength values dependent on the attained vibrational and rotational 

energy levels. However, a molecule's fluorescence spectrum is independent of the wavelength 

of the exciting radiation and exhibits a mirror-image relationship with the absorption 

spectrum. Additionally, the transition probability from the electronically excited state to the 

ground state is proportional to the intensity of the emitted light. 
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In this context, phosphorescence is a related phenomenon that results from the transition 

from a triplet state (T1) to the electronic singlet ground state (S0). The molecule enters the 

triplet state from an electronically excited singlet state (S1) via a process known as 

intersystem crossing (ISC). Notably, the transition from singlet to triplet state is not permitted 

by quantum mechanics (i.e., occurs with very low probability) and thus only happens in 

certain molecules where the electronic structure allows it, such as in heavy atoms. As the rate 

constants for phosphorescence are much longer, phosphorescence occurs with a significant 

delay and can persist even when the excitation energy is no longer being applied. 

A molecule's fluorescence properties are determined by the molecule's own properties 

(internal factors), as well as environmental influences (external factors). The fluorescence 

intensity emitted by a molecule depends on the lifetime of the excited state. The transition 

from the excited state to the ground state can be treated like a first-order decay process, i.e., 

the number of molecules in the excited state reduces exponentially over time. 

The quantum yield Φ is defined as the ratio of photons emitted to photons absorbed by a 

fluorophore. It is a dimensionless quantity and is the only absolute measure of a molecule's 

fluorescence. Determining the quantum yield can be challenging and generally involves 

comparing the fluorescence of the molecule in question with that of a fluorophore with a 

known quantum yield. This usually involves comparing the fluorescence emissions of two or 

more similar samples and analyzing their relative differences. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy is particularly effective at very low concentrations of emitting 

fluorophores, a range where UV/Vis spectroscopy is less precise. One reason for the high 

sensitivity of fluorescence applications is the spectral selectivity provided by the Stokes shift, 

where the wavelength of the emitted light differs from that of the exciting light. Another 

advantage is that fluorescence is emitted in all directions. By positioning the detector 

perpendicular to the excitation pathway, the background of the incident beam is minimized. 
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In a standard spectrofluorimeter, two monochromators are used. The first 

monochromator is used to adjust the wavelength of the exciting beam, while the second is 

used to analyse the fluorescence emission. Since the emitted light always has a lower energy 

than the exciting light, the wavelength of the excitation monochromator is set at a lower 

wavelength than the emission monochromator. The more sophisticated fluorescence 

spectrometers found in laboratories often feature a photon-counting detector for high 

sensitivity. Temperature control is essential for precise measurements because the emission 

intensity of a fluorophore is temperature-dependent. The optical geometries with a 90° 

arrangement are commonly used. 

There can also be pre- and post-filter effects that arise due to absorption of light before it 

reaches the fluorophore and reduction of emitted radiation. These phenomena are known as 

inner filter effects and are more pronounced in solutions with high concentrations. 
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Resonance Light Scattering Spectroscopy 

Resonance Light Scattering (RLS) spectroscopy is a sensitive and selective method used 

to extract size and shape information from supramolecular assemblies of chromophores. 

While traditional light scattering experiments use wavelengths away from absorption bands, 

wavelengths within the absorption band can provide extremely informative results when the 

absorption is not too high and the aggregate is large enough. 

In RLS spectroscopy, an increased scattering intensity is observed at wavelengths very 

close to the absorption of a molecular aggregate. This effect can be enhanced by several 

orders of magnitude when there is strong electronic coupling among the chromophores. 

Additionally, the wavelength dependence of RLS enables selective observation of aggregates, 

even in multicomponent systems that include a large fraction of monomers or other 

aggregates. 

Two processes generally occur when light passes through a solution of aggregates: 

absorption and scattering by the aggregates, assuming the solvent is non-absorbing. The light 

scattering component arises due to differences in polarizability between the aggregates and 

the solvent. The incident electromagnetic wave induces an oscillating dipole in the assembly, 

which then radiates light in all directions. 

The absorption cross section is the ratio of the rate of energy absorption from the 

incident beam to the intensity of the incident beam. The scattering cross section, on the other 

hand, is the ratio of the rate of energy scattering out of the incident beam (in all directions) to 

the intensity of the incident beam. When the induced dipole is ideal (which is often the case if 

the size of the aggregate is small compared to the wavelength of the light in the solvent), both 

cross sections are related to the polarizability α of the aggregates. This polarizability can be 

considered as the sum of its real part αr (related to light-scattering phenomena) and its 

imaginary part αi (related to absorption processes). 
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Therefore, absorption by a solution of aggregates at a certain wavelength leads to a peak 

in the imaginary part of the polarizability αi, causing αr to behave anomalously, resulting in 

increased scattering. This increased scattering can be hard to detect under normal conditions 

due to increased absorption and the weakness of the enhanced scattering effect. However, 

when investigated for aggregates of chromophores, the enhanced RLS scattering can be high. 

The absorption depends on the first power of the polarizability, which in turn depends 

linearly on the volume of the aggregate. While a solution with a fixed concentration of 

monomers will not show changes in absorbance, the aggregation process could lead to larger 

volumes, triggering enhanced scattering. This makes RLS extremely sensitive to even low 

concentrations of extended aggregates. 

Finally, it is worth noting that RLS experiments can often be conducted with 

conventional equipment, such as a standard double-monochromator fluorimeter in 

synchronous scan. 
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Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a powerful tool in stereochemical analysis, 

with strong connections to chirality, as it is a manifestation of diastereomer discrimination. 

This technique is sensitive not only to the absolute configuration of a molecule but also to its 

conformational features, which are often obscured in regular absorption spectroscopy. 

CD spectroscopy is based on the principle that plane-polarized light can be conceived as 

the superposition of a left circularly polarized light wave and a right circularly polarized light 

wave, both of which have identical amplitudes and wavelengths. This concept is illustrated in 

the schematic below (Fig. 76). 

 

Fig. 76 The superposition between the electric field vector’s left circularly polarized light EL, 

with the electric field vector’s right circularly polarized light ER results in a plane-polarized 

electric field E. 

Chromophores that are naturally asymmetric, though rare, or symmetric chromophores 

within asymmetric environments exhibit distinct interactions with right- and left-circularly 

polarized light, resulting in a pair of interrelated phenomena. Right- and left-circularly 

polarized light will move at variable speeds through an optically active medium due to the 

differing refraction indices for the two types of light. This occurrence is known as optical 

rotation or circular birefringence. 
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Additionally, right- and left-circularly polarized light will experience varying levels of 

absorption at certain wavelengths because of the difference in extinction coefficients for the 

two polarized rays, a phenomenon termed circular dichroism (CD). Formally, this can be 

expressed as:  

CD = AL - AR 

where AL and AR denote the absorbance of left- and right-polarized light, respectively. 

The Lambert-Beer law provides the absorbance, A, which is calculated as: 

A = ε l c 

where ε represents the molar absorptivity coefficient (dependent on the wavelength), l 

signifies the optical path length, and c refers to the sample concentration.  

In a CD measurement, both l and c remain constant, allowing the CD signal to be defined 

as a difference in molar absorptivity coefficients:  

CD = εL - εR. 

An optically active sample, with different extinction coefficients for right- and left-

polarized light, results in a discrepancy in the magnitude of the two components. 

Consequently, the resultant electric field vector (E-vector) outlines an ellipse over time, not a 

circle, meaning the light is elliptically polarized. 

 

Fig. 77 Illustration of the elliptically polarized light. 
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Ellipticity is the unit of CD and is defined as the tangent of the ratio of the minor to 

major elliptical axis. It is directly proportional to the difference in molar absorptivity 

coefficients of the two light components, given by the equation: 

𝜃 = 
πλ(εL − εR) 

𝑙
 

where l is the optical path and λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation. 

A CD spectrum, which is a measure of the ellipticity versus the wavelength, can be 

expressed in molar ellipticity ([θ]) to facilitate the comparison of spectra obtained at different 

concentrations: 

[θ] =  
θ

[c]·l
 = 32.98 Δε degrees M-1 cm-1 

This spectrum is recorded in the UV-Vis wavelength region and bears resemblance to the 

absorption spectrum, but it can have both positive and negative bands since it represents a 

difference between molar absorptivity coefficients. 

Chromophores sensitive to CD are inherently dissymmetric molecules. This dissymmetry 

can be structural or a result of the presence of a chiral center. CD is applicable only to 

samples that absorb in the UV-Vis region. 

 

The standard equipment for measuring Circular Dichroism (CD) is a traditional 

spectropolarimeter. In the most frequent arrangement, a photoelastic modulator (PEM) is 

situated between the monochromator and the sample compartment, supplying alternating left 

and right circularly polarized light. 

This modulator operates on the basis of a piezoelectric quartz crystal, typically 

oscillating at a frequency around 50 kHz. Throughout each cycle, the polarization of the light 

changes, while the intensity remains unchanged. When this light passes through a chiral, non-

racemic sample, the two circularly polarized light components are absorbed to different 
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degrees, resulting in a time-modulated light reaching the detector at the same frequency as 

the PEM. This time-modulated signal can be amplified using phase-locked amplification to 

simultaneously provide absorbance and circular dichroism measurements. 

In theory, CD should not need a baseline correction as the baseline is expected to be 0. 

However, in practice, it is highly recommended to perform a baseline subtraction correction 

on any CD spectrum. This correction is ideally obtained from a measurement of the racemic 

compound under the same conditions (concentration and cell). Alternatively, using a blank of 

the same solvent typically yields satisfactory results. 
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Electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis is a universal term for the movement and separation of charged particles 

under the influence of an electric field. Many biological molecules (such as peptides, 

proteins, and nucleic acids) have ionizable groups and thus, they can exist as charged species 

in a solution, depending on the pH. 

Gel electrophoresis is a frequently utilized method for the separation, purification, and 

identification of ionic or ionizable macromolecules in a solution. An electrophoretic system 

consists of two electrodes - an anode and a cathode - which are linked by a conductive 

medium known as an electrolyte. The electrophoresis gel is submerged within this electrolyte. 

The sample is loaded into specific wells, and the species move towards either electrode based 

on their charge. 

The electric force (Fe) can be calculated with the equation:  

Fe = E q 

where E represents the electric field and q denotes the charge. 

There is a frictional force (Ff) that counteracts the motion created by the electric field. 

This force can be calculated using the formula: 

Ff = γ v 

where γ is the friction coefficient and v is the velocity of migration. 

At a constant speed, the electric force (Fe) equals the friction force (Ff), which leads us to 

the equation: 

v = q / γ 

Here, v is the migration velocity. The electrophoretic mobility (m) is defined as the ratio 

of the velocity of a molecule to the electric field (E), which gives us: 

m = v / E = q / (γE) 

Thus, the electrophoretic mobility only depends on the properties of the particle. 
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In the case of a spherical molecule, the friction coefficient (γ) can be given by the Stokes 

equation: 

γ = 6πηr 

Here, η represents the viscosity of the medium, and r stands for the radius of the 

molecule. Therefore, the electrophoretic mobility (m) can be expressed as: 

m = q / (6πηrE) 

In conclusion, the electrophoretic mobility of a molecule is influenced by its charge, size, 

and shape, as well as the viscosity of the medium and the size of the pores in the gel. 

Electrophoresis allows for the separation of molecules in a mixture based on their charge and 

size. 
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X-Ray Crystallography 

X-ray Crystallography is a scientific method used to determine the arrangement of atoms 

of a crystalline solid in three dimensional space. This technique takes advantage of the 

interatomic spacing of most crystalline solids by employing them as a diffraction gradient for 

x-ray light, which has wavelengths on the order of 1 angstrom. 

The arrangement of the atoms needs to be in an ordered, periodic structure in order for 

them to diffract the x-ray beams. A series of mathematical calculations is then used to 

produce a diffraction pattern that is characteristic to the particular arrangement of atoms in 

that crystal. The scattered monochromatic x-rays that are in phase give constructive 

interference, according to Bragg’s law: 

𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃 

where n is an integer called the order of reflection, λ is the wavelength of x-rays, d is the 

characteristic spacing between the crystal planes of a given specimen and 𝜃 is the angle 

between the incident beam and the normal to the reflecting lattice plane. This law relates the 

wavelength of electromagnetic radiation to the diffraction angle and the lattice spacing in a 

crystalline sample.  

In a single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurement, a crystal is mounted on a goniometer, 

which is used to position the crystal at selected orientations. The crystal is illuminated with a 

finely focused monochromatic beam of X-rays, leading to a diffraction pattern of regularly 

spaced spots known as reflections. X-ray crystallography works in a manner of elastic 

scattering with the outgoing X-rays having the same energy and wavelength as the incoming 

X-rays, which get an altered direction after diffraction. A crystallographer can then produce a 

three-dimensional picture of the density of electrons within the crystal by measuring the 

angles and intensities of these diffracted beams under the assistance of the mathematical 

method Fourier transforms. From this electron density, the mean positions of the atoms, 
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chemical bonds, crystallographic disorder, and some other information in the crystal can be 

determined. Poor resolution or even errors may occur if the crystals are too small, or not 

uniform enough in their internal makeup. 

The technique of single crystal X-ray crystallography has three basic steps. The first and 

usually most difficult step is to produce an adequate crystal of the studied material. The 

crystal should be sufficiently large with all dimensions larger than 0.1 mm, pure in 

composition and regular in structure, and have no significant internal imperfections such as 

cracks or twinning. The crystal is subsequently placed in an intense beam of X-rays, usually 

of a single wavelength, to produce regular reflection pattern. The angles and intensities of 

diffracted X-rays are measured with each compound having a unique diffraction pattern. 

Previous reflections disappear and new ones appear along with the gradual rotation of the 

crystal, and the intensity of every spot is recorded at every orientation of the crystal. Multiple 

data sets may have to be collected since each set covers slightly more than half a full rotation 

of the crystal and typically contains tens of thousands of reflections. Ultimately, these 

collected data are combined computationally with complementary chemical information to 

obtain and refine a model from the arrangement of atoms within the crystal. The final refined 

model of the atomic arrangement is called a crystal structure and usually stored in a public 

database. 

 

Fig. 78 Workflow for solving the molecular structure by X-ray crystallography. 
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